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Identifying similar pieces of texts remains one of the fundamental problems in com-
putational linguistics. This dissertation focuses on the textual similarity measurement and
identification problem by studying a variety of major tasks that share common proper-
ties, and presents our efforts to address 7 closely-related similarity tasks given over 20
public benchmarks, including paraphrase identification, answer selection for question an-
swering, pairwise learning to rank, monolingual/cross-lingual semantic textual similarity
measurement, insight extraction on biomedical literature, and high performance cross-
lingual pattern matching for machine translation on GPUs.
We investigate how to make textual similarity measurement more accurate with
deep neural networks. Traditional approaches are either based on feature engineering
which leads to disconnected solutions, or the Siamese architecture which treats inputs
independently, utilizes single representation view and straightforward similarity compar-
ison. In contrast, we focus on modeling stronger interactions between inputs and develop
interaction-based neural modeling that explicitly encodes the alignments of input words
or aggregated sentence representations into our models. As a result, our multiple deep
neural networks show highly competitive performance on many textual similarity mea-
surement public benchmarks we evaluated.
Our multi-perspective convolutional neural networks (MPCNN) uses a multiplic-
ity of perspectives to process input sentences with multiple parallel convolutional neural
networks, is able to extract salient sentence-level features automatically at multiple gran-
ularities with different types of pooling. Our novel structured similarity layer encourages
stronger input interactions by comparing local regions of both sentence representations.
This model is the first example of our interaction-based neural modeling.
We also provide an attention-based input interaction layer on top of the MPCNN
model. The input interaction layer models a closer relationship of input words by con-
verting two separate sentences into an inter-related sentence pair. This layer utilizes the
attention mechanism in a straightforward way, and is another example of our interaction-
based neural modeling.
We then provide our pairwise word interaction model with very deep neural net-
works (PWI). This model directly encodes input word interactions with novel pairwise
word interaction modeling and a novel similarity focus layer. The use of very deep ar-
chitecture in this model is the first example in NLP domain for better textual similarity
modeling. Our PWI model outperforms the Siamese architecture and feature engineer-
ing approach on multiple tasks, and is another example of our interaction-based neural
modeling.
We also focus on the question answering task with a pairwise ranking approach.
Unlike traditional pointwise approach of the task, our pairwise ranking approach with the
use of negative sampling focuses on modeling interactions between two pairs of question
and answer inputs, then learns a relative order of the pairs to predict which answer is
more relevant to the question. We demonstrate its high effectiveness against competitive
previous pointwise baselines.
For the insight extraction on biomedical literature task, we develop neural networks
with similarity modeling for better causality/correlation relation extraction, as we con-
vert the extraction task into a similarity measurement task. Our approach innovates in
that it explicitly models the interactions among the trio: named entities, entity relations
and contexts, and then measures both relational and contextual similarity among them,
finally integrate both similarity evaluations into considerations for insight extraction. We
also build an end-to-end system to extract insights, with human evaluations we show our
system is able to extract insights with high human acceptance accuracy.
Lastly, we explore how to exploit massive parallelism offered by modern GPUs
for high-efficiency pattern matching. We take advantage of GPU hardware advances and
develop a massive parallelism approach. We firstly work on phrase-based SMT, where
we enable phrase lookup and extraction on suffix arrays to be massively parallelized and
vastly many queries to be carried out in parallel. We then work on computationally ex-
pensive hierarchical SMT model, which requires matching grammar patterns that contain
“gaps”. In order to get high efficiency for the similarity identification task on GPUs, we
show developing massively parallel algorithms on GPUs is the most important approach
to fully utilize GPU’s raw processing power, and developing compact data structures on
GPUs is helpful to lower GPU’s memory latency. Compared to a highly-optimized, state-
of-the-art multi-threaded CPU implementation, our techniques achieve orders of magni-
tude improvement in terms of throughput.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The process of similarity measurement and identification is fundamental in human
thinking. It lets us identify similar structures of different events by transferring knowl-
edge from a known domain to an unknown domain. For example, when we begin to learn
new things, we connect what we want to learn to what we have already learned, and in-
volve similarity comparisons between one well-understood item and one unfamiliar item.
The similarity measurement and identification process is everywhere, in our thoughts, in
our daily lives, in popular movies, in advertisement promotions, in scientific discoveries,
and even in young children’s dreams. It plays a major role in human thinking, reason-
ing, problem solving, language use, learning and more. Early research studies [51, 104]
suggest that this process “pervades all our thinking, our everyday speech and our trivial
conclusions as well as artistic ways of expression and the highest scientific achievements”.
Over the past two decades, the vast growth of internet and social media have led to
a tremendous increase in user-generated web texts, most of which are frequently updating
and noisy. As compelling moments, trends and events occur, we would like to capture
and compare them as soon as possible and as best as we can. In this thesis, we focus
on the textual similarity problem in the area of computational linguistics and present our
approaches with novel models, algorithms, architecture, and systems.
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1.1 A List of Textual Similarity Tasks We Addressed
There is a long list of real-world textual similarity tasks.
For example, paraphrase identification and plagiarism detection tasks are classical
textual similarity measurement problems [36, 59, 166], as we need to know whether two
provided sentences/paraphrases express similar meanings; learning to rank [110, 154],
a fundamental task in Information Retrieval (IR), requires the similarity measurement
between user queries and documents for effective searching purpose; answer selection
in question answering task [38, 56, 84] needs to obtain the most relevant answers given
user questions; and once inputs involve multiple languages, we then have cross-lingual
similarity measurement task [3, 149], and cross-lingual similarity identification task for
machine translation [58, 60, 89]. Obviously, this list can go much longer.
The focus of this dissertation is not just on one or two specific tasks, but on a
variety of tasks that share common textual similarity properties. This dissertation presents
our efforts to address the following 7 major tasks, which are based on over 20 public
benchmark datasets we either used or created 1 for training and evaluation purpose. The
first 6 tasks are on textual similarity measurement, and the last task is on textual similarity
identification, as below:
1Datasets with (?) notation were created by the author of this dissertation.
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• Paraphrase Identification
– Datasets: MSRP [36], TwitterPPDB(?) [80]
• Answer Selection for Question Answering
– Datasets: TrecQA [157], WikiQA [168], TREC 2011/2012 Microblogs [112]
• Semantic Textual Similarity Measurement
– Datasets: MSRVID [2], STS2014(5) [3], STS2015(5) [4], SICK [94]
• Pairwise Learning to Rank
– Datasets: TrecQA [169], WikiQA [168]
• Insight Extraction on Biomedical Literature
– Datasets: SemEval2010 [65], Biomedical Literature Dataset(?) [62]
• Cross-lingual Textual Similarity Measurement
– Dataset: STS2017(4) [21]
• Cross-lingual Pattern Matching for Machine Translation on GPU
– Datasets: UN/FBIS [58], NIST2002-2016
The above list serves as a recipe of the entire dissertation. In following chapters,




Since we focus on a variety of textual similarity tasks, there are unique challenges
we must deal with.
Many of the benchmarks we created and used are sourced from different domains,
ranging from standard language study domains such as news and Wikipedia, to noisier
ones, such as Twitter, microblogs, and biomedical literature. The variations of text in vo-
cabulary, format, styles, and areas make the problem-solving process challenging. There
is therefore a great need to develop robust learning techniques that have good generaliza-
tion ability with less cross-domain issues.
Since textual similarity is a fundamental concept, there are many related tasks we
worked on as shown in previous sections. Traditionally these similarity-related tasks
require diverse machine learning classifiers, hand-crafted feature sets, techniques and al-
gorithms [34, 54, 55, 57]. Those differences unfortunately lead to highly disconnected
solutions. For example, in the past IR researchers on learning to rank task dominantly
prefer to use TF-IDF or BM25 [124] for word matching and weighting, however these
sparse features are rarely used by NLP researchers for paraphrase identification or answer
selection tasks, despite the fact that the ranking and paraphrase identification tasks are
closely related to each other with common textual similarity properties.
There is therefore one important question to be asked. In textual similarity, why tra-
ditionally there exist separate solutions (e.g., different feature sets) for the tasks, despite
the fact these tasks are closely related? We believe this is due to the way how researchers
inject their prior domain knowledge into the problem-solving process. Especially given
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traditional feature engineering techniques, different approaches of prior knowledge incor-
poration inevitably lead to separate solutions. However, the traditional approaches are not
optimal as they are labor intensive and require diverse sets of techniques.
In this dissertation, we instead focus on model engineering approach for textual
similarity tasks. The difference between model engineering and feature engineering ap-
proach lies in the way how the prior domain knowledge is utilized. This dissertation
provides our working examples, and show our interaction-based neural modeling is able
to better incorporate prior knowledge for many textual similarity tasks and produces im-
proved results. We discuss its details in following sections.
It must be noted that the approaches discussed in this dissertation are purely data-
driven. That is, we do no provide our own definitions of “semantically similarity” vs.
“relatedness”, or “causality” vs. “correlation”, and we do not develop new theories to
distinguish those. Our models only learn from the annotations based on annotators’ un-
derstanding of the problem, which may differ among many public benchmarks due to
different underlying annotation guidelines.
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1.3 The Need for Better Prior Knowledge Incorporation to Similarity
Modeling
Given two input sentences, documents or a pair of tweets, the problem of textual
similarity measurement is to measure the semantic similarity between them. This dis-
sertation focuses on a variety of similarity-related tasks but not individual ones, as these
tasks essentially share common properties. However the key question is how to incorpo-
rate prior knowledge of these tasks into novel similarity modeling.
Prior knowledge represents our understandings of the tasks we aim to address. In
many cases, the prior knowledge is the key to inspire novel solutions.
1.3.1 From Feature Engineering to Model Engineering
Previously feature engineering was the dominant approach to incorporate prior
knowledge, primarily by creating hand-crafted sparse features. Unfortunately, the fea-
ture engineering approach lead to disconnected solutions given different tasks, thereby
making problem-solving process labour intensive.
This is clearer with examples. Suppose we would like to measure the similarity
distance between the two provided sentences:
1. The economy fails because of the bank’s bad decision.
2. The bank’s bad decision causes the economy to fail.
Sparse features that exploit string surface information can be created for textual
similarity measurement. Typical choices include common n-gram word overlaps across
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two sentences, or in a finer granularity, n-gram character overlaps, e.g., character-level
edit distance. Such choices represent typical feature engineering approach. In the above
example, we observe significant word and character overlaps, such as economy, bad de-
cision, the bank’s, fail. It is therefore apparent to see the more overlaps in words and
characters the two sentences have, the higher their semantic similarity could be. Here the
overlap information represents the prior knowledge, sparse features are used to inject the
prior knowledge.
However, things get trickier when there exist synonyms and word overlap mea-
surement is not enough for similarity measurement. For example, given the following
slightly-modified pair of sentences,
1. The economy is collapsing due to the bank’s poor judgment.
2. The bank’s bad decision causes the economy to crumble.
Now the word and character overlaps are lower and string matches are no longer
good indicators of textual similarity. In this example, collapsing should be matched to
crumble and bad decision should be aligned to poor judgment. Traditional approaches [40,
41] utilize external lexical resources (such as WordNet) and develop knowledge-based
sparse features to deal with this problem.
Other than string surface overlap features and external knowledge-based features,
there are also syntax-based features [34] that use syntactic parsers to model divergence
of syntax between two sentences, and corpus-based features [54, 55, 57] with latent se-
mantic analysis, and more. Finally, a feature engineering system can be built to combine
those sparse features from different aspects, then train a supervised model to approximate
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ground-truth similarity scores.
Sparse features are the primary route in traditional feature engineering approach to
encode prior knowledge. In Table 1.1 we show one competition-winning system [10] in
2012 that utilizes many types of features for textual similarity measurement, including
surface string surface features, knowledge-based features, stylistic features which com-
pare compares function word frequencies, and also phonetic features which conduct pair-
wise phonetic comparisons of words, each of these sparse features represents one part of
the prior knowledge from researchers.
However, there are challenges that many of the sparse features cannot deal with
completely. Challenges include but are not limited to: Elaboration (textual pairs can differ
in total information content, such as POTUS and President of the United States); Phrasal
(alternates of phrases, such as taking over and replaces), Spelling (spelling variants, such
as Trump and Trumpf ); Anaphora (a full noun phrase in one sentence that corresponds to
the counterpart, such as @MarkKirk and Kirk); and Reordering (when a word, phrase or
the whole sentence reorders, or logically reordered, such as Matthew Fishbein questioned
him and under questioning by Matthew Fishbein).
Also, disadvantages with these sparse features exist. First of all, the development
of many sparse features is labor intensive. Second, many of the sparse features turn out to
be less useful in other related tasks, which lead to disconnected solutions. For example,
learning to rank system rarely utilizes many of those features despite the ranking task
and textual similarity task are closely related, which is why in the past NLP researchers
consider NLP area to be “fragile”. Thirdly, those sparse features rely heavily on external
resources, e.g., WordNet, Wikitionary, POS features and syntactic parsers as in Table 1.1.
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Sparse Features
Longest common subsequence (2 normalizations)
Longest common substring
Character 2-,3-, and 4-grams Word 1- and 2-grams (Containment, w/o stopwords)
Word 1-, 3-, and 4-grams (Jaccard)
Word 2- and 4-grams (Jaccard, w/o stopwords)
Word Similarity on WordNet aggregated
Greedy String Tiling
Explicit Semantic Analysis (Wikipedia, Wikitionary)
Distributional Thesaurus (POS: Cardinal numbers)
Table 1.1: Feature sets from a typical feature engineering system [10]
The feature engineering approach is just one way to encode prior knowledge, the
other approach is model engineering, which is the focus of this dissertation. Model engi-
neering and feature engineering mainly differ in the way how the prior knowledge of the
problem is incorporated. Many recent work based on model engineering [29, 56, 59, 74,
76, 111] including ours, completely move away from hand-crafted features and toward
modeling with distributed representations and neural network architectures.
In this dissertation, we introduce our model engineering approach that utilizes no
sparse features, and require far less external resources than the traditional feature engi-
neering approach, but still significantly outperform previous systems with rich sets of
hand-crafted features. We obtain highly competitive performance on many of the tasks,
rivaling or far exceeding the current state of the art.
1.3.2 From Siamese Architecture to Interaction-based Neural Modeling
When it comes to model engineering for textual similarity tasks, the Siamese neu-
ral network architecture [19] is the most common choice, as adopted by many recent
work [74, 76, 137, 180]. The Siamese architecture consists of two sub-network models
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the Siamese architecture. Two input sentences (on the bottom)
are processed in parallel by two identical neural networks, outputting sentence represen-
tations. The two sentence representations are then compared by a cosine distance metric.
that share weights, with each processing one input in parallel, as shown in Figure 1.1.
The sub-network models of the Siamese architecture firstly converts inputs into two
vectors, which represent meanings of inputs. Then a similarity function is used (e.g., a
popular choice is cosine function) to measure the similarity between vector representa-
tions. The Siamese architecture enjoys simplicity as neural networks are supposed to
automatically look for important information of inputs and compare inputs in a low-
dimensional vector space, in comparison to the feature engineering approach which re-
quires manual development of hand-crafted features, as discussed in the previous section.
However, the Siamese architecture, is not perfect as it utilizes single view and
straightforward similarity comparison, major challenges with the Siamese architecture
are:
1. Modeling textual similarity is complicated by the ambiguity and variability of lin-
guistic expression. Ambiguity means that a single sentence can express multiple
meanings, while variability means that different phrases/words could express the
same meaning. The difficulties require us during model engineering to tolerate
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Figure 1.2: From Siamese architecture to our interaction-based neural modeling for tex-
tual similarity measurement. Our interaction-based neural networks focus on explicitly
modeling various alignments of inputs, in contrast to the Siamese architecture which treats
inputs separately.
such ambiguity and provide ways to model the ambiguity. Thus simply “cram-
ming” all the meanings of the input [98] into one vector representation as in the
Siamese architecture cannot work well.
2. Given two vector representations, the Siamese architecture uses straightforward
comparison with a single similarity function (such as cosine or dot product), but
it is not powerful enough to capture interactions between words and their polysemy
and to measure their similarity effectively. For example, cosine similarity is only
on directional similarity, which introduces bias.
The disadvantages of the Siamese architecture lead to our interaction-based neu-
ral modeling for better textual similarity modeling. We show both in Figure 1.2. Our
interaction-based neural modeling treats the inputs as a whole but not as separate ones,
and place both inputs “closer” in the low-dimensional vector space to encourage stronger
interactions, in contrast to the Siamese architecture which treats inputs independently.
Our models focus on explicitly modeling alignments of input words or aggregated sen-
tence representations from inputs. We design our model to encode stronger interactions
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of inputs into our models. The interaction-based neural modeling design reflects our un-
derstanding of textual similarity tasks, and shows the prior knowledge injection process
to better address the problem.
In order to achieve higher degree of interactions between inputs, we develop novel
interaction-based neural network layers and neural network models; we also utilize popu-
lar techniques by directly taking advantages of recent deep neural network progress, such
as attention mechanism, very deep neural networks, and many recent innovations. As a
result, our models significantly outperform models with the Siamese architecture and fea-
ture engineering systems on many textual similarity tasks, as will be shown in following
sections.
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1.4 Contributions and Structure
The dissertation focuses on a variety of textual similarity related tasks, including
paraphrase identification, answer selection for question answering, semantic textual sim-
ilarity measurement, pairwise learning to rank, relation extraction, cross-lingual similar-
ity measurement and identification. We address each of the tasks as evaluated on over 20
public benchmarks.
Chapter 2 reviews related work of the 7 textual similarity tasks, and provides de-
tailed descriptions of public benchmarks as used throughout this dissertation.
Major contributions of the dissertation are identified in this section, we group them
by the tasks each corresponds to, listed below.
1. Paraphrase Identification
2. Answer Selection for Question Answering
3. Semantic Textual Similarity Measurement
4. Cross-lingual Textual Similarity Measurement
• In Chapter 3 we provide our first interaction-based neural network model, multi-
perspective convolutional neural network model, guided by our intuitions to bet-
ter model interactions between inputs, in contrast to the Siamese architecture or
feature engineering approach which treats inputs independently. The model uses a
multiplicity of perspectives to process input sentences with multiple parallel convo-
lutional neural networks, it extracts salient sentence-level features automatically at
multiple granularities and also uses different types of pooling. The extracted multi-
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perspective sentence representations are then compared over local regions using
multiple similarity metrics with our novel structured similarity comparison layer.
We evaluate our model on multiple public benchmarks and obtained highly com-
petitive performance on all. This model is our first example of interaction-based
neural modeling.
• In addition, in Chapter 3.7 we provide an attention-based input interaction layer
on top of our multi-perspective convolutional neural network model. The input in-
teraction layer models a closer relationship of input words by converting separate
sentences into an inter-related sentence pair. This layer utilizes the attention mech-
anism [8] in a straightforward way which leads to effective result improvement, and
is another example of our interaction-based neural modeling. Note that the attention
mechanism is only one of the many techniques to encourage interaction modeling
between inputs. In this dissertation we also propose other novel techniques to en-
force stronger interations between inputs as well.
• In Chapter 4 we provide our pairwise word interaction model with very deep neural
networks. We directly encode input word interactions with novel pairwise word in-
teraction modeling and our similarity focus layer. The use of very deep architecture
in this model is also the first example in the NLP domain to our best knowledge
for better textual similarity modeling. Our pairwise word interaction model signif-
icantly outperforms the Siamese architecture and feature engineering approach on
multiple tasks, and is another example of our interaction-based neural modeling.
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5. Pairwise Learning to Rank
• In Chapter 5 We focus on the question answering task with a pairwise ranking ap-
proach. Unlike traditional pointwise approach of the task, we use Noise-Contrastive
Estimation (NCE) for the pairwise learning. Our pairwise ranking approach with
the use of NCE focuses on modeling interactions between two pairs of question
and answer inputs, then learns a relative order of the pairs to predict which an-
swer is more relevant to the question. This is also a direct extension which utilizes
both our multi-perspective convolutional neural network model and pairwise word
interaction model. We demonstrate its high effectiveness of our approach against
competitive pointwise baselines.
6. Insight Extraction on Biomedical Literature
• In Chapter 6 we focus on the task of insight extraction on biomedical literature with
textual similarity modeling. We define “insights” of biomedical literature to consist
of biomedical and health-related entities plus two specific types of relationships:
(a) cause-effect and (b) correlation. We develop neural networks with novel simi-
larity modeling for better relation extraction, as we convert the extraction task into
a similarity measurement task. Our approach innovates in that it explicitly models
the interactions among the trio: named entities, entity relations and contexts, and
then measures both relational and contextual similarity among them, finally inte-
grate both similarity evaluations for better insight extraction. Note our approaches
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are purely data-driven. We do no provide our own definitions of cause-effect vs.
correlation, or try to distinguish both with new theories. Our approach only learns
from annotated data given annotators’ understanding of the problem.
• We build an end-to-end system to extract such insights, and the system provides a
novel combination of recognizing named entities, predicting relationships between
extracted entities, and ranking the output. We conduct human evaluations of the
system to show it is able to extract insights with high human acceptance accuracy.
7. Cross-lingual Pattern Matching for Machine Translation on GPU
• In Chapter 7 we focus on the textual similarity identification task, and introduce
novel contiguous and approximate cross-lingual pattern matching algorithms on
GPUs that can run on GPUs efficiently for machine translation. In order to get
high efficiency for the similarity identification task on GPUs, we show developing
massively parallel algorithms on GPUs is the most important approach to fully
utilize GPU’s raw processing power, and developing compact data structures on
GPUs is also helpful to lower GPU’s memory latency. As a result our massively
parallel GPU-based approach is orders of magnitude faster than the previous state-
of-the-art CPU baseline.
Finally, in support of open science, we have released most of our work 2 openly
to the entire research community. This includes source codes of our many interaction-
2https://github.com/hohoCode
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based neural network models and datasets. We hope these resources are helpful for future
research in related areas.
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Chapter 2: Background, Related Work, Tasks and Datasets
This chapter reviews related work of the textual similarity tasks we addressed, and
introduces public benchmarks we used or created throughout this dissertation. We group
the descriptions by the tasks each corresponds to in following sections.
2.1 Semantic Textual Similarity Measurement Tasks
Paraphrase Identification
Semantic Textual Similarity Measurement
Cross-lingual Textual Similarity Measurement
Identifying the degree of semantic textual similarity between two texts is at the crux
of many NLP applications that address sentence/document level semantics. We consider
the core problem as the semantic textual similarity measurement task (STS), where given
two pieces of texts, we would like to know how similar they are in terms of a similarity
score (e.g. between [0, 5] or [0, 1]).
Paraphrase identification is a task closely related to STS. Given previous work [36,
54], paraphrase identification task is defined as identifying whether the two input texts
are “semantically equivalent”, but both may differ in syntactic structures or a number of
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relevant details. Given this definition, the STS and paraphrase identification tasks closely
resemble one another: if two texts are paraphrases, then the semantic similarity score
should be high, and vice versa. One unique difference is if one text is the negation of the
other, then they are not paraphrases, yet in STS they still have a relatively high similarity
score.
Most previous work on modeling semantic textual similarity has focused on fea-
ture engineering. Several types of sparse features have been found useful, including:
(1) string-based, including n-gram overlap features on both the word and character lev-
els [150] and features based on machine translation evaluation metrics [91]; (2) knowledge-
based, using external lexical resources such as WordNet [40, 41]; (3) syntax-based, e.g.,
modeling divergence of dependency syntax between the two sentences [34]; (4) corpus-
based, using distributional models such as latent semantic analysis to obtain features [54,
55].
Several strongly-performing approaches used system combination [34, 91] or multi-
task learning. Xu et al. [166] developed a feature-rich multi-instance learning model that
jointly learns paraphrase relations between word and sentence pairs. On the opposite, our
work in the second part of preliminary work does not utilize any hand-crafted features.
Recent work has moved away from hand-crafted features and towards modeling
with distributed representations and neural network architectures. Collobert and Weston
[29] used convolutional neural networks in a multi-task setting, where their model is
trained jointly for multiple NLP tasks with shared weights. Kalchbrenner et al. [74] in-
troduced a convolutional neural network for sentence modeling that uses dynamic k-max
pooling to better model inputs of varying sizes. Kim [76] proposed several modifications
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to the convolutional neural network architecture of Collobert and Weston [29], including
the use of both fixed and learned word vectors and varying window sizes of the convolu-
tion filters.
For the Microsoft Research Paraphrase identification task (Section 2.1.1), Socher
et al. [131] used a recursive neural network to model each sentence, recursively com-
puting the representation for the sentence from the representations of its constituents in
a binarized constituent parse. They train the model with an auto-encoder criterion that
helps build sentence representations recursively for each node of a binarized constituent
parse, a syntactically-informed approach to combine word embeddings with a recursive
auto-encoder to propagate information through parse trees. Ji and Eisenstein [71] used
matrix factorization techniques to obtain sentence representations, and combined them
with fine-tuned sparse features using an SVM classifier for similarity prediction. Both
Socher et al. and Ji and Eisenstein incorporated sparse features to improve performance,
which we do not use in this work.
Hu et al. [68] used convolutional neural networks that combine hierarchical sen-
tence modeling with layer-by-layer composition and pooling. While they performed
comparisons directly over entire sentence representations, we instead develop a struc-
tured similarity measurement layer to compare local regions. A variety of other neural
network models have been proposed for similarity tasks [6, 18, 69, 160].
Most recently, Tai et al. [137] and Zhu et al. [180] concurrently proposed a tree-
based LSTM neural network architecture for sentence modeling, where they recursively
construct sentence vectors following the structure of syntactic trees. Our approach differs
in that we do not use any syntax since high-quality parsers could be harder to obtain for
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low-resource languages or noisy domains (e.g., social media data or biomedical texts),
yet our performance outperform Tai et al. [137] on the similarity task. This result is ap-
pealing because high-quality parsers are challenging to obtain for low-resource languages
or specialized domains. Yin and Schütze [172] concurrently developed a convolutional
neural network architecture for paraphrase identification, which we compare to in our ex-
periments. Their best results rely on an unsupervised pre-training step, which we do not
need to match their performance.
Typically we assume the STS and paraphrase identification task to be monolingual,
that is, the two inputs are on same language, however there is a need to measure the
textual similarity of texts with different languages, this leads us to cross-lingual STS task.
Cross-lingual STS task [21, 139] is gaining popularity recently due to the vast growth of
internet and social media, for example, a Spanish speaker would like to query web pages
written in English, cross-lingual STS is then useful and important.
We group descriptions of the three tasks in this section as all are closely connected.
We then introduce major public benchmarks we used for these tasks to evaluate our
interaction-based models.
2.1.1 Datasets
We introduce eight major public benchmarks in this section.
1. Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (MSRP). This data was collected from news
sources [36] and contains 5,801 pairs of sentences, with 4,076 for training and the
remaining 1,725 for testing. Each sentence pair is annotated with a binary label
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STS2014 Domain Pairs
deft-forum discussion forums 450
deft-news news articles 300
headlines news headlines 750
images image descriptions 750
OnWN word sense definitions 750
tweet-news social media 750
Total 3,750
Table 2.1: Data statistics of STS2014 test sets.
indicating whether the two sentences are paraphrases, so the task here is binary
classification.
2. Sentences Involving Compositional Knowledge (SICK) dataset. This data was col-
lected for the 2014 SemEval competition [94] and consists of 9,927 sentence pairs,
with 4,500 for training, 500 as a development set, and the remaining 4,927 in the
test set. The sentences are drawn from image and video descriptions. Each sentence
pair is annotated with a relatedness score ∈ [1, 5], with higher scores indicating the
two sentences are more closely-related.
3. Microsoft Video Paraphrase Corpus (MSRVID). This dataset was collected for the
2012 SemEval competition and consists of 1,500 pairs of short video descriptions
which were then annotated [2]. Half of it is for training and the other half is for
testing. Each sentence pair has a relatedness score ∈ [0, 5], with higher scores
indicating the two sentences are more closely-related.
4. Task 10 of the 2014 SemEval competition on Semantic Textual Similarity (STS2014) [3]




answers-students student short answers 750
belief belief annotations 375
headlines news headlines 750
images image descriptions 750
Test Total - 3,000
Train Total STS2012-2014 11,342
Table 2.2: Data statistics for SemEval STS 2015.
score ∈ [0, 5] which increases with similarity. Following the competition rules, our
training data is only drawn from previous STS competitions in 2012 and 2013. We
excluded training sentences with lengths longer than the 48-word padding limit,
resulting in 7,382 training pairs out of a total of 7,592. Table 2.1 provides a brief
description of the six test sets.
5. The 2015 SemEval English STS competition (STS2015) [4] provides five test sets
from diverse domains. We tokenize all data using Standford CoreNLP [93]. Each
pair has a similarity score ∈ [0, 5] which increases with similarity. The training
data is from previous STS competitions from 2012 to 2014 following the rules of
the STS2015 competition. Table 2.2 provides a brief description.
6. TwitterPPDB dataset [80] is the largest human-labeled paraphrase corpus to date (in
the year of 2017) of 51,524 sentence pairs in total and the first cross-domain bench-
marking for automatic paraphrase identification. Each pair has a similarity score
∈ [1, 5] which increases with similarity. The dataset has 42,200 pairs for training




Arabic-English Track 2 250
Spanish-English Track 4a 250
Spanish-English (OOV) Track 4b 250
Turkish-English Track 6 250
Table 2.3: Data statistics of Cross-Lingual STS 2017 test sets.
7. The 2017 SemEval Task 1 on Semantic Textual Similarity Multilingual and Cross-
lingual Focused Evaluation STS competition (STS2017) [21] provides four cross-
lingual test sets for textual similarity measurement of short texts. These test sets are
from Track 2, 4a, 4b and 6 for Arabic-English, Spanish-English, Spanish-English
(OOV) and Turkish-English sentence pairs. Each pair has a similarity score ∈ [0, 5]
which increases with similarity. The training data is from previous STS competi-
tions from 2012 to 2015 following the rules of the competition. In order to test the
monolingual similarity measurement ability of our models, we simply follow most
competing systems in the SemEval 2017 competition: during preprocessing we
firstly use Google machine translation API 1 to translate all non-English sentences
into English.
2.2 Question Answering and Ranking Tasks
Answer Selection for Question Answering
Pairwise Learning to Rank
1https://translate.google.com
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The task of answer selection in question answering consists of identifying pertinent
answers from a pool of answers related to a question. A similarity score is given to each
candidate answer as a function of its frequency of occurrence, and the final answer is
selected from the set of candidates sorted in decreasing order of score.
There is a large pool of previous work on applying neural networks to answer se-
lection tasks for question answering [56, 59, 61, 124, 152, 153, 176]. Most previous work
are based on pointwise neural network models. In the following chapters we will intro-
duce our own work based on pointwise models for the task. For example, we developed a
multi-perspective convolutional neural network model [59] that incorporates fine-grained
sentence representations. We also proposed word interaction model [56] which proposed
19-layer deep convolutional neural networks and a similarity focus layer to encourage
comparisons between word contexts across sentences. Other researchers [61, 173] have
adopted variants of attention mechanisms for convolutional neural networks to better
model interactions between inputs. There are also previous work which utilize sparse
features (e.g., BM25 or TFIDF) [124, 153].
The pointwise neural network models assume that each query-document pair in the
training data has a numerical similarity score, then the learning-to-rank problem can be
approximated by a regression problem given a single query-document pair, predict this
score. However, the pairwise learning to rank neural network approach is one step beyond
the pointwise models, the ranking problem is instead approximated by a classification
problem, e.g. learning a binary classifier that can tell which document is better given a
pair of documents. The goal is to minimize average number of inversions in ranking.
Intuitively the pairwise learning to rank approach is a better fit for the nature of ranking
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problems, such as the answer selection task. In the following chapter we will introduce
our pairwise learning to rank approach to address the answer selection problem.
2.2.1 Datasets
We introduce major public benchmarks we utilized to train and evaluate our interaction-
based models in this section.
1. The WikiQA question answering data set is from Bing query logs by Yang et al.
[168]. For each question, the authors selected Wikipedia pages and used sentences
in the summary paragraph as candidates, which were then annotated on a crowd-
sourcing platform. We followed the same pre-processing steps as Yang et al. [168],
where questions with no correct candidate answer sentences are excluded and an-
swer sentences are truncated to 40 tokens. The resulting dataset consists of 873
questions with 8,672 question-answer pairs in the training set, 126 questions with
1,130 pairs in the development set, and 243 questions with 2,351 pairs in the test
set.
2. The TrecQA question answering data set has been widely used for the answer selec-
tion task during the past decade. To enable direct comparison with previous work,
we used the same training, development, and test sets as released by Yao et al. [169].
The TrecQA data consists of 1,229 questions with 53,417 question-answer pairs in
the TRAIN-ALL training set, 82 questions with 1,148 pairs in the development set,
and 100 questions with 1,517 pairs in the test set.
3. TREC 2011 and 2012 Microblog Track test collections [112] are collected on Twit-
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ter for the TREC 2011 and 2012 Microblog Tracks (49 topics and 59 topics, respec-
tively). Both use the Tweets2011 collection, which consists of an approximately 1%
sample (after spam removal) of tweets from January 23, 2011 to February 7, 2011
(inclusive), totaling approximately 16 million tweets. Relevance judgments were
made on a 3-point scale (“not relevant”, “relevant”, “highly relevant”). We treated
both higher grades as relevant, also removed all the re-tweets in our experiments
since they are by definition not relevant according to the assessment guidelines.
2.3 Insight Extraction on Biomedical Literature Task
Insight Extraction on Biomedical Literature
Health and medical research has never been more active and diverse than it is at this
moment. Research efforts across national and cultural borders make new insights avail-
able at a scale with ever decreasing latency. In the face of these developments, individual
researchers and practitioners are confronted with a seemingly intractable amount of ma-
terial as over one million scholarly articles are newly published in the biomedical/health
area each year. It would be highly beneficial if high precision insights extracted from
existing biomedical/health literature can be provided.
This insight extraction task focused on extracting biomedical insights, which we
define as a pair of biomedical entities with either causality or correlation relationship. We
focus on extracting the two relationship types from them. It is motivated by the need
to better automate biomedical knowledge extraction and identify important information
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from them, as new scientific findings appear across a large collection of publications.
We will show the insight extraction task is deeply related to textual similarity mea-
surement task in Chapter 6, where we develop an end-to-end insight extraction system
and novel similarity modeling to address this task. Our system also provides a novel
combination of recognizing named entities, predicting relationships (insights) between
extracted entities, and ranking the output.
In terms of related work, most previous BioNLP work focused on extraction of
biomedical concepts only [31, 44, 85, 106, 128], such as drug or protein names. We
also conduct relation extraction on general named entities, such as “smoking” or “sleep
quality”. Kabiljo et al. [73] compared pattern-matching techniques against a baseline reg-
ular expression approach for gene/protein entity extraction. But existing tools for relation
extraction are not as comprehensive as entity recognition tools. We also observe other
related work on privacy preservation with healthcare datasets [165].
Medical dictionaries and resources are heavily utilized by previous work. For in-
stance, Chen et al. [24] extracted disease-drug relation pairs with MedLEE [45] system for
clinical information extraction of EHR records. Liu et al. [86] developed a text-mining
system to search for associations among human diseases, genes, drugs, metabolites and
toxins against large collections of text-rich biological databases. Previous research efforts
also lead to semantic representation program SemRep [115], which exploits biomedical
domain knowledge and linguistic analysis of biomedical texts. Other unconventional re-
source such as web query logs are also utilized [100] to provide early warnings about the
presence of devastating diseases.
Feature engineering was the dominant approach in most biomedical relation ex-
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traction work with machine learning techniques [35, 167]; different sparse features were
explored. For example, word n-gram features, knowledge-based features from medical
dictionaries and word position features. We instead propose neural network models that
do not require sparse features as in most previous work.
Recent shift from feature engineering to model engineering with neural networks
has significantly improved accuracy on many NLP tasks. Jagannatha and Yu [70] adopted
an LSTM model for medical entity detection given patient EHR records. There are recent
work with the use of deep reinforcement learning on healthcare study [83]. There were
recent embedding learning work to jointly represent texts and knowledge base [141, 142],
on embedding transfer learning [16] and noise-contrastive estimation [110].
2.3.1 Datasets
We introduce the two datasets we utilized to train and evaluate our interaction-
based similarity models in this section: our own dataset of medical/health publications
annotated on Universal Human Relevance System (UHRS), a crowdsourcing platform
for the end-to-end system evaluation; and SemEval-2010 task 8 dataset for training and
evaluation of our relation extraction component:
1. Our own annotated biomedical literature dataset consists of 100 publications from
recent biomedical/health journals, which are then annotated on UHRS to evaluate
our system. In order to ensure high-quality human annotations, Figure 2.1 provides
an annotation interface on UHRS, which displays instructions, title/abstract texts
of publications and a list of top-ranked extracted insights from the system output.
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Figure 2.1: Human annotation interface on UHRS platform. Annotators are required to
identify and verify extracted entities and correlation/causality relations from the output of
our insight extraction system for evaluation.
For fair evaluation the order of extracted insights is randomized then we ask expert
annotators with suitable background to verify the correctness of each.
2. SemEval-2010 Task 8 [64] defines 9 relation types between named entities: Cause-
Effect, Instrument-Agency, Product-Producer, Content-Container, Entity-Origin, Entity-
Destination, Component-Whole, Member-Collection and Message-Topic, and a tenth
relation type Other when two named entities do not have the first 9 relations.
SemEval-2010 dataset consists of 10, 717 sentences, with 8, 000 for training and
2, 717 for test. The dataset is human annotated, and each instance provides one
sentence which includes two named entities and a relation type between the two
entities.
Since our system focuses on extracting insights, we only use Cause-Effect subset
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of SemEval-2010 dataset as the positive training/testing examples and treat the re-
maining 9 categories data such as Content-Container, Message-Topic as negatives.
We use this dataset for training and evaluating our relation extraction component
(Sec. 6.3) only.
2.4 Similarity Identification Task
Cross-lingual Pattern Matching for Machine Translation on GPU
Lastly, we introduce the similarity identification task of cross-lingual pattern match-
ing for machine translation on GPU. Machine translation models can be scaled to large
corpora and arbitrarily-long phrases by looking up translations of source phrases on the
fly in an indexed parallel corpus using suffix arrays. However, this can be slow because
on-demand extraction of phrase tables is computationally expensive. In comparison to
similarity measurement tasks where we focus on high quality, for the similarity identifi-
cation task we move our focus to the efficiency improvement. In Chapter 7 we will show
how to address this task by developing novel massively parallel algorithms for general
purpose graphics processing units (GPU), which enable suffix array queries for phrase
lookup and grammar extraction of machine translation to be massively parallelized.
In following sections, we firstly introduce the background and related work of
graphical processing units and suffix array operations for pattern matching, then describe
trade-offs between two traditional machine translation architectures. The trade-offs be-
tween the two SMT architectures ultimately lead to this similarity identification task.
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2.4.1 Graphical Processing Units
Despite Moore’s Law and the steady increase of transistor density over the past sev-
eral decades, there is a consensus among microprocessor architects that we have reached
the limits of instruction level parallelism. Beginning in the middle of the last decade,
increased transistor counts have primarily been devoted to placing multiple cores on the
same die, bringing us into the multi- and many-core era. GPUs are a direct beneficiary
of this trend, as vendors have been able to pack an increasing number of cores onto these
devices. The advent of general purpose GPUs meant that these processors were no longer
limited to high-performance graphics applications, but can be viewed as massively par-
allel stream processors. We therefore seek to exploit the massive parallelism offered by
GPUs to accelerate the contiguous and approximate pattern matching problem.
The GPU architecture is optimized for massively parallel operations on relatively
small streams of data, and it also strongly influences the design of parallel algorithms.
For example one of the GPUs we are using in our experiments is a NVIDIA Tesla K20c
GPU (Kepler Generation), which provides 2496 thread processors (CUDA cores), and its
computation proceeds concurrently in groups of 32 threads called warps. Each thread in
a warp carries out identical instructions in lockstep. When a branching instruction occurs,
only threads meeting the branch condition execute, while the rest idle—this is called warp
divergence and is a source of poor performance. Consequently, GPUs are poor at “irreg-
ular” computations that involve conditionals, pointer manipulation, and complex execu-
tion sequences. Moreover, although GPUs have relatively high memory bandwidth (over
200Gb/second in K20c) from its RAM, but the bandwidth is shared across all threads.
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Figure 2.2: Typical CUDA Program Model
When there are tens of thousands threads running concurrently and all request data from
the GPU RAM, the memory bandwidth could be limited. Therefore it is beneficial to
design parallel GPU algorithms with small memory footprint.
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a parallel computing library for
GPU programming. CUDA programming model is shown in Figure 2.2 where GPU
organize threads in hierarchy from global thread grid to relatively local thread warps.
The GPU memory hierarchy includes many layers, each of which represents different
speed/storage trade-offs. For example registers inside GPU can be as fast as several ter-
abytes/second but can only cache small amount of data, while the GPU global memory
has a capacity of 2 − 12 GB which could be limited given large scale application [177]
and is also relatively slow in terms of memory access speed.
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2.4.2 Suffix Array and Suffix Array Lookup
Although there are many algorithms for high performance text matching, there is
one efficient data structure available, particularly used for statistical machine translation.
This data structure is suffix arrays.
We briefly review the classic algorithms of Manber and Myers [92] here since they
form the basis of techniques and analysis in our first work in Section 3.
A suffix array represents all suffixes of a textual data corpus in lexicographical
order. Formally, for a text T , the ith suffix of T is the substring of the text beginning at
position i and continuing to the end of T . Each suffix can therefore be uniquely identified
by the index i of its first word. A suffix array S(T ) of T is a permutation of these suffix
identifiers [1, |T |] arranged by the lexicographical order of the corresponding suffixes—in
other words, the suffix array represents a sorted list of all suffixes in T . With both T and
S(T ) in memory, we can find any query pattern Q in O(|Q| log |T |) time by comparing
pattern Q against the first |Q| characters of up to log |T | different suffixes using binary
search.
An inefficiency in this solution is that each comparison in the binary search algo-
rithm requires comparing all |Q| characters of the query pattern against some suffix of text
T . We can improve on this using an observation about the longest common prefix (LCP)
of the query pattern and the suffix against which it is compared. Suppose we search for a
query pattern Q in the span of the suffix array beginning at suffix L and ending at suffix
R. For any suffix M which falls lexicographically between those at L and R, the LCP of
Q and M will be at least as long as the LCP of Q and L or Q and R. Hence if we know
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the quantity h = MIN(LCP(Q,L), LCP(Q,R)) we can skip comparisons of the first h
symbols between Q and the suffix M , since they must be the same.
The solution of Manber and Myers [92] exploits this fact along with the observa-
tion that each comparison in binary search is carried out according to a fixed recursion
scheme: a query is only ever compared against a specific suffix M for a single range of
suffixes bounded by some fixed L and R. Hence if we know the longest common prefix
between M and each of its corresponding L and R according to the fixed recursions in
the algorithm, we can maintain a bound on h and reduce the aggregate number of symbol
comparisons to O(|Q| + log |T |). To accomplish this, in addition to the suffix array, we






















ST [i] suffix ST [i]: T [ST [i]]...T [|T |]
5 and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
14 and it takes him off # $
4 him and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
17 him off # $
12 him on and it takes him off # $
8 him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
2 it makes him and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
6 it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
10 it sets him on and it takes him off # $
15 it takes him off # $
3 makes him and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
7 mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
18 off # $
13 on and it takes him off # $
11 sets him on and it takes him off # $
16 takes him off # $
1 # it makes him and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
9 # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
19 # $
20 $
Figure 2.3: Example text T (showing words rather than than their integer encodings for
clarity) and suffix array ST with corresponding suffixes.
To make our discussion concrete, we show a toy example in Figure 2.3. Suppose
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that it contains two sentences: it makes him and it mars him, and it sets him on and it takes
him off. We map each unique word to an integer id, and call the resulting array of integers
that encodes the source text under this transformation the text T . Let |T | denote the total
number of tokens, T [i] denote its ith element, and T [i]...T [j] denote the substring starting
with its ith element and ending with its jth element. Since T encodes multiple sentences,
we use special tokens to denote the end of a sentence and the end of the corpus. In our
example we use # and $, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.3. Now suppose we want to
translate the sentence it persuades him and it disheartens him. We encode it under the
same mapping as T and call the resulting array the query Q. Our goal is to materialize all
of the phrases that could be used to translate Q based on training data T .
Memory use is an important consideration, since we want to apply this data struc-
ture onto GPUs which have less memory than CPUs. For the algorithms described here,
we require four arrays: the original text T , the suffix array S(T ), and the two LCP arrays.
We use a representation of T in which each word has been converted to a unique integer
identifier; with 32-bit integers the total number of bytes is 16|T |.
Recent work in computational biology has shown that suffix arrays are particularly
amenable to GPU techniques: the suffix-array-based DNA sequence matching system
MummurGPU++ [48] has been reported to outperform the already fast MummurGPU
2 [143] based on suffix trees (an alternative indexing structure).
As we will show in Chapter 7, this turns out to be quite modest, even for large
parallel corpora. In Section 7.3 we will present a massively parallel algorithm using
efficient suffix array lookups for high-performance text matching on GPUs.
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2.4.3 Datasets
Since the similarity identification task is on the speed performance of our GPU
algorithms on grammar extraction of SMT, we provide descriptions of the parallel corpus
and the query test sets as used in our experiments.
1. We use the source (Chinese) side of news articles collected from the Xinhua Agency,
with over 27 million words of Chinese in over one million sentences (totaling 137
MB), and we also add source-side parallel text from the United Nations, with over
81 million words of Chinese in over 4 million sentences (totaling 561 MB). In a
pre-processing phase, we map every word to a unique integer, with two special
integers, representing end-of-sentence and end-of-corpus, respectively.
2. Our test query set consists of all sentences from the NIST 2002–2006 translation
campaigns, tokenized and integerized identically to the training data. On average,
sentences were around 29 words. In order to fully stress our GPU algorithm, we ran
tests on batches of 2,000, 4,000, 8,000, 16,000, or 32,000 sentences. Note that there
are just over 8,000 test sentences total from the NIST data; we simply duplicated
the test sets when necessary.
2.5 Summary
This chapter provides background of the tasks we addressed, also introduces the
datasets we used for evaluation throughout the dissertation. Next in Chapter 3, we intro-
duce our first interaction-based neural network model for textual similarity measurement.
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Chapter 3: Interaction-based Multi-Perspective Modeling and Structured
Similarity Layer
In this chapter we introduce our interaction-based multi-perspective neural network
model [59, 61]. The problem the model addresses is formulated formally as: given a
query sentence S1 and a comparison sentence S2, the task is to compute their similarity
in terms of a score sim(S1, S2). This similarity score can be used in many downstream
applications, for example, determine whether the two sentences are paraphrases in the
paraphrase identification task, or given an answer sentence rank corresponding question
sentences in the answer selection task.
Measuring the semantic relatedness of two pieces of text is challenging in that it re-
quires effective similarity measurement between sentences, paragraphs, and documents.
Traditional NLP approaches, e.g., developing hand-crafted features, suffer from sparsity
because of language ambiguity and the limited amount of annotated data available. Pre-
vious neural network models [68, 124, 131, 137, 172, 180] with a typical choice of the
Siamese architecture [19] can help alleviate such sparsity and made significant progress
over traditional feature engineering approaches, despite the fact the Siamese architecture
treats the two inputs separately.
We develop novel interaction-based neural network models that are significantly
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different from previous work with the Siamese architecture. Our approach innovates in
neural network architectures, and focuses on better encouraging interactions between the
two inputs. Unlike several recent neural network models [137, 172], we only use pre-
trained word embeddings, but do not use sparse features, unsupervised model pretraining,
syntactic parsers, or external resources like WordNet.
Our contributions are:
1. Our multi-perspective convolutional neural network model (MPCNN) compares
sentences with a multiplicity of sentence-level perspectives. We firstly model each
sentence using multiple convolutional neural networks that extract features at dif-
ferent levels of granularity and multiple types of pooling. We then compare the
sentence representations over local regions with multiple similarity metrics using
structured similarity measurement layer with a focus on better interaction-based
modeling.
2. We also develop an attention-based input interaction layer on top of our MPCNN
model, with which we can convert two independent input sentences into an inter-
related sentence pair.
We conduct thorough evaluations and obtain strong performance on several tasks,
rivaling or exceeding the state of the art. We describe details of our models in following
sections.
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Cats Sit On The Mat
b b
On The Mat There Sit Cats
b b












Figure 3.1: Overview of our first model. Two input sentences (on the bottom) are pro-
cessed in parallel by identical neural networks, outputting sentence representations. The
sentence representations are compared by the structured similarity measurement layer.
The similarity features are then passed to a fully-connected layer for computing the simi-
larity score (top).
3.1 Model Overview
Modeling textual similarity is complicated by the ambiguity and variability of lin-
guistic expression. Ambiguity means that a single sentence can express multiple mean-
ings; variability means that many different sentences could express the same meaning.
Therefore a neural network model with single view and straightforward comparisons,
such as the Siamese architecture, are not powerful enough to capture interactions be-
tween words and their polysemy. We designed interaction-based neural modeling, ex-
ploiting multiple types of input which are processed by multiple types of convolution and
pooling, and multiple similarity functions for representation comparisons.
Our multi-perspective convolutional neural network model (shown in Figure 3.1)
consists of two main components:
1. A multi-perspective sentence model for converting a sentence into a representation
for similarity measurement; we use a convolutional neural network architecture with
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multiple types of convolution and pooling in order to capture different granularities of
information in the inputs on the sentence level.
2. A structured similarity measurement layer using multiple similarity measurements,
which compare local regions of the sentence representations from the multi-perspective
sentence model. The layer encourages interactions between convNet’s output represen-
tations of the input sentences.
Our model consists of two subnetworks each processing a sentence in parallel. The
subnetworks share all of their weights, and are joined by the structured similarity mea-
surement layer for interaction modeling, then followed by a fully connected layer for final
similarity score output.
The main difference from prior work lies in our use of multiple types of convo-
lution, pooling, and structured similarity measurement over local regions. We describe
our sentence model in Section 3.2 and our structured similarity measurement layer in
Section 3.3. And in Section 3.4 we demonstrate highly competitive performance on two
SemEval semantic relatedness tasks [2, 94], and on the Microsoft Research paraphrase
(MSRP) identification task [36]. In addition, we perform ablation experiments to show
the contribution of our modeling decisions for all datasets, demonstrating clear benefits
from our use of multiple “perspectives” of the input sentences in interaction-based sen-
tence modeling and structured similarity measurement.
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3.2 Multi-Perspective Sentence Modeling
In this section we describe our convolutional neural network for modeling each
sentence. We use two types of convolution filters defined on different perspectives of the
input (Sec. 3.2.1), and also use multiple types of pooling (Sec. 3.2.2).
Our inputs are streams of tokens, which can be interpreted as a temporal sequence
where nearby words are likely to be correlated. Let sent ∈ Rlen×Dim be a sequence of len
input words represented by Dim-dimensional word embeddings, where sent i ∈ RDim is
the embedding of the i-th word in the sequence and sent i:j represents the concatenation
of embeddings from word i up to and including word j. We denote the k-th dimension of
the i-th word vector by sent [k]i and we denote the vector containing the k-th dimension of
words i to j by sent [k]i:j .
3.2.1 Convolution on Multiple Perspectives
We define a convolution filter F as a tuple 〈ws , wF , bF , hF 〉, where ws is the sliding
window width, wF ∈ Rws×Dim is the weight vector for the filter, bF ∈ R is the bias, and
hF is the activation function (a nonlinear function such as tanh). When filter F is applied
to sequence sent , the inner product is computed betweenwF and each possible window of
word embeddings of length ws in sent , then the bias is added and the activation function
is applied. This results in an output vector outF ∈ R1+len−ws where entry i equals
outF [i] = hF (wF · sent i:i+ws−1 + bF ) (3.1)
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w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w1 w2 w3 w4 w5
Figure 3.2: Left: a holistic filter matches entire word vectors (here, ws = 2). Right: per-
dimension filters match against each dimension of the word embeddings independently.
where i ∈ [1, 1 + len −ws ]. This filter can be viewed as performing “temporal” convolu-
tion, as it matches against regions of the word sequence. Since these filters consider the
entirety of each word embedding at each position, we call them holistic filters; see the left
half of Figure 3.2.
In addition, we target information at a finer granularity by constructing per-dimension
filters F [k] for each dimension k of the word embeddings, where wF [k] ∈ Rws . See the
right half of Figure 3.2. The per-dimension filters are similar to “spatial convolution”
filters except that we limit each to a single, predefined dimension. We include separate
per-dimension filters for each dimension of the input word embeddings.
Applying a per-dimension filter F [k] = 〈ws , wF [k] , bF [k] , hF [k]〉 for dimension k results in
an output vector outF [k] ∈ R1+len−ws where entry i (for i ∈ [1, 1 + len − ws ]) equals
outF [k] [i] = hF [k](wF [k] · sent [k]i:i+ws−1 + bF [k])
Our use of word embeddings in both ways allows more information to be extracted for
richer sentence modeling. While we typically do not expect individual dimensions of
neural word embeddings to be interpretable to humans, there may still be distinct infor-
























Figure 3.3: Each building block consists of multiple independent pooling layers and con-
volution layers with width ws1. Left: blockA operates on entire vectors of word em-
beddings. Right: blockB operates on individual dimensions of word vectors to capture
information of a finer granularity.
if we update the word embeddings during learning, different dimensions could be encour-
aged further to capture distinct information.
We define a convolution layer as a set of convolution filters that share the same type
(holistic or per-dimension), activation function, and width ws . The type, width, activation
function, and number of filters numFilter in the layer are chosen by the modeler and the
weights of each filter (wF and bF ) are learned.
3.2.2 Multiple Pooling Types
The output vector outF of a convolution filter F is typically converted to a scalar for
subsequent use by the model using some method of pooling. For example, “max-pooling”
applies a max operation across the entries of outF and returns the maximum value. We
experiment with two additional types of pooling: “min-pooling” and “mean-pooling”.
A group, denoted group(ws , pooling , sent), is an object that contains a convolution
layer with width ws , uses pooling function pooling , and operates on sentence sent . We
define a building block to be a set of groups. We use two types of building blocks, blockA
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and blockB , as shown in Figure 3.3. We define blockA as
{groupA(wsa, p, sent) : p ∈ {max,min,mean}}.
That is, an instance of blockA has three convolution layers, one corresponding to each of
the three pooling functions; all have the same window size wsa. An alternative choice
would be to use the multiple types of pooling on the same filters [114]; we instead use
independent sets of filters for the different pooling types.1 We use blocks of type A for all
holistic convolution layers.
We define blockB as
{groupB(wsb, p, sent) : p ∈ {max,min}}.
That is, blockB contains two groups of convolution layers of width wsb, one with max-
pooling and one with min-pooling. Each groupB(∗) contains a convolution layer with
Dim per-dimension convolution filters. That is, we use blocks of type B for convolution
layers that operate on individual dimensions of word vectors.
We use these multiple types of pooling to extract different types of information
from each type of filter. The design of each group(∗) allows a pooling function to interact
with its own underlying convolution layers independently, so each convolution layer can
learn to recognize distinct phenomena of the input for richer sentence modeling.
For a groupA(wsa, poolinga, sent) with a convolution layer with numFilterA filters,
1We note that max and min are not both strictly necessary when using certain activation functions, but they
still may help us find a more felicitous local optimum.
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we define the output oGA as a vector of length numFilterA where entry j is
oGA[j] = poolinga(outFj ) (3.2)
where filters are indexed as Fj . That is, the output of groupA(∗) is a numFilterA-length
vector containing the output of applying the pooling function on each filter’s vector of
filter match outputs.2
A component groupB(∗) of blockB contains Dim filters, each operating on a particu-
lar dimension of the word embeddings. We define the output oGB of groupB(wsb, poolingb, sent)
as a Dim × numFilterB matrix where entry [k][j] is
oGB[k][j] = poolingb(outF [k ]j
)
where filter F [k]j is filter j for dimension k.
3.2.3 Multiple Window Sizes
Similar to traditional n-gram-based models, we use multiple window sizes ws in
our building blocks in order to learn features of different lengths. We combine building
blocks A and B in parallel with varying window sizes ws = 1, 2, .. to form a wide parallel
neural network architecture. For example, in Figure 3.4 we use four building blocks,
each with one window size ws = 1 or 2 for its own convolution layers. In order to
retain the original information in the sentences, we also include the entire matrix of word
2We note that there is no pooling across multiple filters in a layer/group, or across groups. Each pooling
operation is performed independently on the matches of a single filter.
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Figure 3.4: Example neural network architecture for a single sentence, containing 3 in-
stances of blockA (with 3 types of pooling) and 2 instances of blockB (with 2 types) on
varying window sizes ws = 1, 2 and ws = ∞; blockA operates on entire word vectors
while blockB contains filters that operate on individual dimensions independently.
embeddings in the sentence, which essentially corresponds to ws =∞.
The width ws represents how many words are matched by a filter, so using larger
values of ws corresponds to matching longer n-grams in the input sentences, the value
range of ws can be considered as how long context information we would like to model.
The ranges of ws values and the numbers of filters numFilter of blockA and blockB are
empirical choices tuned based on validation data.
3.3 Structured Similarity Layer
In this section we describe the second part of our model, the structured similarity
measurement layer.
Given two input sentences, the first part of our model computes sentence repre-
sentations for each of them in parallel. One straightforward way to compare them is to
flatten the sentence representations into two vectors, then use standard metrics like cosine
similarity. However, this may not be optimal because different regions of the flattened
sentence representations are from different underlying sources (e.g., groups of different
widths, types of pooling, dimensions of word vectors, etc.). Vector flattening discard use-
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ful compositional information [12] for computing similarity and loses the important in-
formation for interaction-based modeling. We therefore perform structured comparisons
over particular regions of the sentence representations.
One important consideration is how to identify suitable local regions for comparison
so that we can best utilize the compositional information in the sentence representations.
There are many possible ways to group local comparison regions. In doing so, we con-
sider the following four aspects: 1) whether from the same building block; 2) whether
from convolutional layers with the same window size; 3) whether from the same pooling
layer; 4) whether from the same filter of the underlying convolution layers.3 We focus on
comparing regions that share at least two of these conditions.
To concretize this, we provide two algorithms below to identify meaningful local
regions. While there exist other sets of comparable regions that share the above condi-
tions, we do not explore them all due to concerns about learning efficiency; we find that
the subset we consider performs strongly in practice.
3We note that since we apply the same network to both sentences, the same filters are used to match both
sentences, so we can directly compare filter matches of individual filters across the two sentences.
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3.3.1 Similarity Comparison Units
We define two comparison units for comparing two local regions in the sentence
representations:
comU 1(
−→x ,−→y ) = {cos(−→x ,−→y ), L2Euclid(−→x ,−→y ),
|−→x −−→y |} (3.3)
comU 2(
−→x ,−→y ) = {cos(−→x ,−→y ), L2Euclid(−→x ,−→y )} (3.4)
Cosine distance (cos) measures the distance of two vectors according to the angle between
them, while L2 Euclidean distance (L2Euclid ) and element-wise absolute difference mea-
sure magnitude differences.
We think the groupings contain auxiliary compositionality information and are use-
ful for comparison. For example, one output sentence matrix is shown in Figure 3.5,
if numFilter is set to 3 filters per convolution layer and two window sizes of building
block ws is set to 1 and 2. This sentence matrix has three equal-length column groups,
each comes from max/min/mean pooling layers. Within each column group there are two
vectors from two building blocks. And different shapes in the figure correspond to output
of different filters. In the end for each input sentence, our neural network model outputs
a sentence matrix, with rows and columns each representing different but useful infor-
mation for comparison purpose. It will be quite a waste and losing grouping information
of pooling layers and filters if we flatten the whole matrix into a single vector. Within















ws2 ws1 ws2 ws1 ws2
Figure 3.5: One simple sentence matrix from whole neural network, with two window
sizes ws1 and ws2 and three filters per each convolution layer there are six filters, each in
different shapes.
convolution layer. Our model generates sentence matrix. Of which each column are those
signatures of an output distribution after applying same filter (hence each with same filter
weights wFj ) to the whole sequence of convoluted word sets, and each row are signatures
of output distributions given same pooling functions across all filters. Rows and columns
represent different meanings, this lays the foundation for the structured similarity com-
parison in the second part of our model.
3.3.2 Comparison over Local Regions
Algorithms 1 and 2 show how the two sentence representations are compared in our
model. Algorithm 1 works on the output of blockA only, while Algorithm 2 deals with
both blockA and blockB , focusing on regions from the output of the same pooling type and
same block type, but with different filters and window sizes of convolution layers.
Given two sentences S1 and S2, we set the maximum window size ws of blockA
and blockB to be n, let regM∗ represent a numFilterA by n + 1 matrix, and assume that
each group∗ outputs its corresponding oG∗. The output features are accumulated in a final
vector fea.
Note that we assume the sentence representations for the two sentences have al-
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Algorithm 1 Horizontal Comparison
1: for each pooling p = max,min,mean do
2: for each width ws1 = 1...n,∞ do
3: regM 1[∗][ws1] = groupA(ws1, p, S1)
4: regM 2[∗][ws1] = groupA(ws1, p, S2)
5: end for
6: for each i = 1...numFilterA do
7: feah = comU 2(regM 1[i], regM 2[i])
8: accumulate feah for final layer
9: end for
10: end for
ready been generated from the first part of our model, therefore in Algorithm 1 and Algo-
rithm 2, calling groupAB(∗) retrieves existing representations only, instead of re-running
this component again from scratch.
Algorithm 2 Vertical Comparison
1: for each pooling p = max,min,mean do
2: for each width ws1 = 1...n,∞ do
3: oG1A = groupA(ws1, p, S1)
4: for each width ws2 = 1...n,∞ do
5: oG2A = groupA(ws2, p, S2)
6: feaa = comU 1(oG1A, oG2A)
7: accumulate feaa for final layer
8: end for
9: end for
10: for each width ws1 = 1...n do
11: oG1B = groupB(ws1, p, S1)
12: oG2B = groupB(ws1, p, S2)
13: for each i = 1...numFilterB do
14: feab =comU 1(oG1B[∗][i], oG2B[∗][i])
































ws2 ws1 ws2 ws1 ws2
Figure 3.6: Simplified example of local region comparisons over two sentence represen-
tations that use blockA only. The “horizontal comparison” (Algorithm 1) is shown with
green solid lines and “vertical comparison” (Algorithm 2) with red dotted lines. Each
sentence representation uses window sizes ws1 and ws2 with max/min/mean pooling and
numFilterA = 3 filters.
3.3.3 One Simplified Example
We provide a simplified working example to show how the two algorithms compare
outputs of blockA only. If we arrange the sentence representations into the shape of sen-
tence matrices as in Figure 3.6, then in Algorithms 1 and 2 we are essentially comparing
local regions of the two matrices in two directions: along rows and columns.
In Figure 3.6, each column of the max/min/mean groups is compared with all
columns of the same pooling group for the other sentence. This is shown in red dot-
ted lines in the Figure and listed in lines 2 to 9 in Algorithm 2. Note that both ws1 and
ws2 columns within each pooling group should be compared using red dotted lines, but
we omit this from the figure for clarity.
In the horizontal direction, each equal-sized max/min/mean group is extracted as
a vector and is compared to the corresponding one for the other sentence. This process
is repeated for all rows and comparisons are shown in green solid lines, as performed by
Algorithm 1.
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3.3.4 Other Model Details
We now describe other minor details of our model that are shown in Figure 3.1.
Output Fully-Connected Layer. On top of the similarity measurement layer (which
outputs a vector containing all fea∗), we stack two linear layers with an activation layer
in between, followed by a log-softmax layer as the final output layer, which outputs the
similarity score.
Activation Layers. We used element-wise tanh as the activation function for all convo-
lution filters and for the activation layer placed between the final two layers.
3.4 Experimental Setup
Everything necessary to replicate our experimental results can be found in our open-
source code repository.4
We consider several sentence pair similarity tasks, Microsoft Research Paraphrase
Corpus (MSRP), Sentences Involving Compositional Knowledge (SICK) dataset, Mi-
crosoft Video Paraphrase Corpus (MSRVID) and Trec 2011-2012 Microblogs. All datasets
are introduced in Chapter 2 of background and related work.
3.4.1 Training
We use a hinge loss for the MSRP paraphrase identification task. This is simpler
than log loss since it only penalizes misclassified cases. The training objective is to mini-
4http://hohocode.github.io/textSimilarityConvNet/
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mize the following loss (summed over examples 〈x, ygold〉):
loss(θ, x, ygold) =∑
y′ 6=ygold
max(0, 1 + fθ(x, y
′)− fθ(x, ygold)) (3.5)
where ygold is the ground truth label, input x is the pair of sentences x = {S1, S2}, θ is the
model weight vector to be trained, and the function fθ(x, y) is the output of our model.
We use regularized KL-divergence loss for the semantic relatedness tasks (SICK
and MSRVID), since the goal is to predict the similarity of the two sentences. The training














where f̂θ is the predicted distribution with model weight vector θ, f is the ground truth,
m is the number of training examples, and λ is the regularization parameter. Note that we
use the same KL-loss function and same sparse target distribution technique as [137].
3.4.2 Settings
We conduct experiments with ws values in the range [1, 3] as well as ws = ∞ (no
convolution).
We use multiple kinds of embeddings to represent each sentence, both on words
and part-of-speech (POS) tags. We use the Dimg = 300-dimensional GloVe word embed-
dings [101] trained on 840 billion tokens. We use Dimk = 25-dimensional PARAGRAM
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vectors [162] only on the MSRP task since they were developed for paraphrase tasks,
having been trained on word pairs from the Paraphrase Database [47]. For POS embed-
dings, we run the Stanford POS tagger [93] on the English side of the Xinhua machine
translation parallel corpus, which consists of Xinhua news articles with approximately
25 million words. We then train Dimp = 200-dimensional POS embeddings using the
word2vec toolkit [96]. Adding POS embeddings is expected to retain syntactic infor-
mation which is reported to be effective for paraphrase identification [34]. We use POS
embeddings only for the MSRP task.
Therefore for MSRP, we concatenate all word and POS embeddings and obtain
Dim = Dimg + Dimp + Dimk = 525-dimension vectors for each input word; for SICK
and MSRVID we only use Dim = 300-dimension GloVe embeddings.
We use 5-fold cross validation on the MSRP training data for tuning, then largely re-
use the same hyperparameters for the other two datasets. However, there are two changes:
1) for the MSRP task we update word embeddings during training but not so on SICK and
MSRVID tasks; 2) we set the fully connected layer to contain 250 hidden units for MSRP,
and 150 for SICK and MSRVID. These changes were done to speed up our experimental
cycle on SICK and MSRVID; on SICK data they are the same experimental settings as
used by [137], which makes for a cleaner empirical comparison.
We set the number of holistic filters in blockA to be the same as the input word
embeddings, therefore numFilterA = 525 for MSRP and numFilterA = 300 for SICK
and MSRVID. We set the number of per-dimension filters in blockB to be numFilterB =
20 per dimension for all three datasets, which corresponds to 20 ∗ Dim filters in total.
We perform optimization using stochastic gradient descent [17]. The backpropaga-
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Model Accuracy F1
Hu et al. [68] ARC-I 69.6% 80.3%
Hu et al. [68] ARC-II 69.9% 80.9%
Qiu et al. [108] 72.0% 81.6%
Ul-qayyum and Altaf [146] 74.7% 81.8%
Blacoe and Lapata [14] 73.0% 82.3%
Fern and Stevenson [41] 74.1% 82.4%
Finch [43] 75.0% 82.7%
Das and Smith [34] 76.1% 82.7%
Wan et al. [150] 75.6% 83.0%
Socher et al. [131] 76.8% 83.6%
Madnani et al. [91] 77.4% 84.1%
Ji and Eisenstein [71] 80.41% 85.96%
Yin and Schütze [172](without pretraining) 72.5% 81.4%
Yin and Schütze [172](with pretraining) 78.1% 84.4%
Yin and Schütze [172](pretraining+sparse features) 78.4% 84.6%
This Work 78.60% 84.73%
Table 3.1: Test set results on MSRP for paraphrase identification. Rows in grey are neural
network-based approaches.
tion algorithm is used to compute gradients for all parameters during training [49]. We
fix the learning rate to 0.01 and regularization parameter λ = 10−4.
We used different settings for the Trec 2011/2012 Microblogs test collection exper-
iments [112]. We took advantage of existing open-source implementations; DSSM is our
own re-implementation. The vocabulary size of our dataset is 90.3K, with around 37%
words not found in the GloVe word embeddings. During training, we used stochastic gra-
dient descent together with RMSPROP to iteratively update the model. The learning rate
was initially set to 0.001, and then decreased by a factor of three when the development
set loss stopped decreasing for three epochs. The maximum number of training epochs
was 25.
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Model r ρ MSE
Socher et al. [132] DT-RNN 0.7863 0.7305 0.3983
Socher et al. [132] SDT-RNN 0.7886 0.7280 0.3859
Lai and Hockenmaier [79] 0.7993 0.7538 0.3692
Jimenez et al. [72] 0.8070 0.7489 0.3550
Bjerva et al. [13] 0.8268 0.7721 0.3224
Zhao et al. [179] 0.8414 - -
LSTM 0.8477 0.7921 0.2949
Bi-LSTM 0.8522 0.7952 0.2850
2-layer LSTM 0.8411 0.7849 0.2980
2-layer Bidirectional LSTM 0.8488 0.7926 0.2893
Tai et al. [137] Const. LSTM 0.8491 0.7873 0.2852
Tai et al. [137] Dep. LSTM 0.8676 0.8083 0.2532
This work 0.8686 0.8047 0.2606
Table 3.2: Test set results on SICK, grouped as: (1) RNN variants; (2) SemEval 2014
systems; (3) sequential LSTM variants; (4) dependency and constituency tree LSTMs.
Evaluation metrics are Pearson’s r, Spearman’s ρ, and mean squared error (MSE).
3.5 Results
Results on MSRP Data. We report F1 scores and accuracies from prior work in Table 3.1.
Approaches shown in gray rows of the table are based on neural networks. The recent
approach by [172] includes a pretraining technique which significantly improves results,
as shown in the table. We do not use any pretraining but still slightly outperform their
best results which use both pretraining and additional sparse features from [91].
When comparing to their model without pretraining, we outperform them by 6%
absolute in accuracy and 3% in F1. Our model is also superior to other recent neural
network models [68, 131] without requiring sparse features or unlabeled data as in [131,
172]. The best result on MSRP is from [71] which uses unsupervised learning on the
MSRP test set and rich sparse features.
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Model Pearson’s r
Rios et al. [117] 0.7060
Wang and Cer [155] 0.8037
Beltagy et al. [11] 0.8300
Bär et al. [10] 0.8730
Šarić et al. [120] 0.8803
This work 0.9090
Table 3.3: Test set results on MSRVID data. The Bar et al. (2012) and Saric et al.
(2012) results were the top two submissions in the Semantic Textual Similarity task at the
SemEval-2012 competition.
Results on SICK Data. Our results on the SICK task are summarized in Table 3.2,
showing Pearson’s r, Spearman’s ρ, and mean squared error (MSE). We include results
from the literature as reported by [137], including prior work using recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs), the best submissions in the SemEval-2014 competition, and variants of
LSTMs. When measured by Pearson’s r, the previous state-of-the-art approach uses a
tree-structured LSTM [137]; note that their best results require a dependency parser.
On the contrary, our approach does not rely on parse trees, nor do we use POS
/ PARAGRAM embeddings for this task. The word embeddings, sparse distribution tar-
gets, and KL loss function are exactly the same as used by [137], therefore representing
comparable conditions.
Results on MSRVID Data. Our results on the MSRVID data are summarized in Ta-
ble 3.3, which includes the top 2 submissions in the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS)
task from SemEval-2012. We find that we outperform the top system from the task by
nearly 3 points in Pearson’s r.
Results on Trec2011/2012 Microblogs Data. To rule out the effects of different pre-
processing strategies during collection preparation (i.e., stemming, stopword removal,
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etc.), we used the open-source implementations of tweet search provided by the TREC
Microblog API5 to retrieve up to 1000 tweets per topic using query likelihood (QL) for
scoring. These initial results were then reranked using our proposed models. For effec-
tiveness, we measured average precision (AP) and precision at 15, 30, and 100 (P15, P30,
and P100); note that P30 was the official metric used in the TREC Microblog Tracks.
Since all the models required training, we used the TREC 2011 topics for training and
the TREC 2012 topics for evaluation. Additionally, we randomly selected 5% of query-
document pairs from the training set as the development set; those selected samples were
removed from the training set.
We considered several lexical and temporal baselines to evaluate our models. The
standard query likelihood (QL) approach [105] was used as the lexical baseline. We used
the kernel density estimation techniques of Efron et al. [39] as our temporal baseline
(with the implementation from Rao et al. [109]). They proposed four different weighting
schemes to estimate feedback parameters: uniform, score-based, rank-based, and oracle.
The first three take advantage of document timestamp distributions from an initial re-
trieval, while the oracle method requires actual human relevance judgments. The oracle
is useful to illustrate upper bound effectiveness for KDE-based techniques.
Table 3.4 shows our experimental results, with each row representing an experimen-
tal condition (numbered for convenience). For each method, we performed significance
testing against the lexical baseline (QL) and the best-performing temporal KDE model
(rank-based). In addition, we tested the significance of differences. In all cases, we used
Fisher’s two-sided, paired randomization test [130]. Superscripts indicate the row indexes
5https://github.com/lintool/twitter-tools
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ID Method P15 P30 P100 AP




uniform 0.366 0.326 0.243 0.203
3 score-based 0.383 0.334 0.244 0.203
4 rank-based 0.387 0.337 0.244 0.204
5 oracle 0.4111,4 0.3891,4 0.2601,4 0.2291,4
Neural Ranking Approaches
6 DSSM [69] 0.187 0.168 0.153 0.102
7 SM [124] 0.203 0.188 0.170 0.116
8 Multi-Perspective ConvNet [59] 0.4011 0.3561 0.2521 0.197
Table 3.4: Results from the TREC 2011/2012 Microblog Track test collections, using
TREC 2011 data for training and TREC 2012 data for evaluation. Superscripts indicate
the row indexes from which the metric difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05)
using Fisher’s two-sided, paired randomization test.
for which the metric difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05).
From the block in Table 3.4 labeled “Temporal Baselines”, we see that the KDE ap-
proaches (with the exception of the oracle condition) yield limited improvements over the
QL baseline.6 Looking at the block of Table 3.4 labeled “Neural Ranking Approaches”,
we find that the SM model and DSSM do not appear to be as effective as our multi-
perspective CNN; in particular, the first two models actually perform worse than the sim-
ple QL baseline.
3.6 Model Ablation Study
We report the results of an ablation study in Table 3.5. We identify nine major
components of our approach, remove one at a time (if applicable), and perform re-training
and re-testing for all three tasks. We use the same experimental settings in Sec. 3.4.2 and
6These results are consistent with those of Rao et al. [109]; although those experiments affirmed the overall
effectiveness of the KDE techniques, results from individual configurations (such as a particular train/test
split) may not yield significant improvements.
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1 1 Remove POS embeddings (Sec. 3.4.2) -0.81 NA NA2 Remove PARAGRAM embeddings (Sec. 3.4.2) -1.33 NA NA
2
3 Remove per-dimension embeddings, building block A only
(Sec. 3.2.1)
-0.75 -0.0067 -0.0014
4 Remove min and mean pooling, use max pooling only
(Sec. 3.2.2)
-0.58 -0.0112 +0.0001
5 Remove multiple widths, ws = 1 and ws =∞ only (Sec. 3.2.3) -2.14 -0.0048 -0.0012
3 6 Remove cosine and L2Euclid distance in comU ∗ (Sec. 3.3.1) -2.31 -0.0188 -0.0309
4
7 Remove Horizontal Algorithm (Sec. 3.3.2) -0.92 -0.0097 -0.0117
8 Remove Vertical Algorithm (Sec. 3.3.2) -2.15 -0.0063 -0.0027
9 Remove similarity layer (completely flatten) (Sec. 3.3) -1.90 -0.0121 -0.0288
Table 3.5: Ablation study over test sets of all three datasets. Nine components are divided
into four groups. We remove components one at a time and show differences.
report differences (in accuracy for MSRP, Pearson’s r for SICK/MSRVID) compared to
our results in Tables 3.1–3.3.
The nine components can be divided into four groups: (1) input embeddings (com-
ponents 1–2); (2) sentence modeling (components 3–5); (3) similarity measurement met-
rics (component 6); (4) similarity measurement layer (components 7–9). For MSRP, we
use all nine components. For SICK and MSRVID, we use components 3–9 (as described
in Sec. 3.4.2).
From Table 3.5 we find drops in performance for all components, with the largest
differences appearing when removing components of the similarity measurement layer.
For example, conducting comparisons over flattened sentence representations (removing
component 9) leads to large drops across tasks, because this ignores structured infor-
mation within sentence representations. Groups (1) and (2) are also useful, particularly
for the MSRP task, demonstrating the extra benefit obtained from our multi-perspective
approach in sentence modeling.
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We see consistent drops when ablating the Vertical/Horizontal algorithms that tar-
get particular regions for comparison. Also, removing group (3) hinders both the Hor-
izontal and Vertical algorithms (as described in Section 3.3.1), so its removal similarly
causes large drops in performance. Though convolutional neural networks already per-
form strongly when followed by flattened vector comparison, we are able to leverage the
full richness of the sentence models by performing structured similarity modeling on their
outputs.
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3.7 Attention-based Input Interaction Layer
Our multi-perspective convolutional neural network model (MPCNN) utilizes struc-
tured similarity measurement layer to encourage interaction-based modeling, and achieve
competitive performance. Inspired by this, we also utilize the attention mechanism [7] on
the input level and develop an attention-based interaction layer [61] that converts the two
independent input sentences into an inter-related sentence pair.
We incorporate our interaction-based input layer into the MPCNN model as the first
layer of our model. It is applied over raw word embeddings of input sentences to generate
attention-based re-weighted word embeddings. The attention-based re-weightings can
guide the focus of the MPCNN model onto important input words. That is, words in one
sentence that are more relevant to the other sentence receive higher weights.
Our attention layer uses a straightforward attention function that is different from
the work [7, 174], and still leads to effectiveness improvement. Also note that the attention
mechanism is only one of the many techniques to encourage the interactions between
inputs. We also notice there are related attention mechanism work in neural machine
translation [7], their attention implementation is complicated in comparison to ours, and
also utilized in different areas than the textual similarity domain.
We first define input sentence representation Si ∈ R`i×d (i ∈ {0, 1}) to be a se-
quence of `i words, each with a d-dimensional word embedding vector. Si[a] denotes the
embedding vector of the a-th word in Si. We then define an attention matrix D ∈ R`0×`1 .
Entry (a, b) in the matrix D represents the pairwise word similarity score between the
a-th word embedding of S0 and the b-th word embedding of S1. The similarity score uses
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cosine distance:
D[a][b] = cosine(S0[a], S1[b])
Given the attention matrix D, we generate the attention weight vector Ai ∈ R`i for input
sentence Si (i ∈ {0, 1}). Each entry Ai[a] of the attention weight vector can be viewed as
an attention-based relevance score of one word embedding Si[a] with respect to all word










Ai = softmax (Ei)
We finally define updated embeddings attenEmb ∈ R2d for each word as a concatenation
of the original and attention-reweighted word embeddings:
attenEmbi[a] = concat(Si[a], Ai[a] Si[a])
where  represents element-wise multiplication.
Our input interaction layer is inspired by recent work that incorporates attention
mechanisms into neural networks [7]. Many of these add parameters and computational
complexity to the model. However, our attention-based input interaction layer is simpler
and more efficient. Moreover, we do not introduce any additional parameters, as we sim-
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Ablation study on STS2015 Pearson
Full System (Multi-Perspective ConvNet [59]+Attention-based Input Layer) 0.8040
- Remove the attention layer (Multi-Perspective ConvNet only) 0.7948
- Replace PARAGRAM-PHRASE with GloVe (Sec. 4) 0.7622
- Replace PARAGRAM-PHRASE with PARAGRAM-SL999 0.7721
Winning System of STS2015 0.8015
Table 3.6: Ablation study on STS2015 test data.
ply use cosine distance to create the attention weights. Nevertheless, adding this attention
layer improves performance, as we show in Section 3.7.1.
3.7.1 Experimental Setup
Experimental Settings. We largely follow the same experimental settings as done in
Section 3.4.2, e.g., we perform optimization with stochastic gradient descent using a fixed
learning rate of 0.01. We use d = 300-dim PARAGRAM-PHRASE XXL word embeddings
from Wieting et al. [163], and for ablation study we also use the PARAGRAM-SL999
embeddings from Wieting et al. [161].
Datasets. We use three data sets for evaluation. They are STS2015, WikiQA and TrecQA.
Please refer to Chapter 2 of background and related work for further details.
3.7.2 Results
Results and Ablation Study on STS2015. Table 3.7 shows the results on the STS2015
test sets. In Table 3.6 we also show an ablation study. We remove or replace one compo-
nent at a time from the full system and perform re-training and re-testing.
We observe a significant drop when the attention-based input interaction layer is
removed. Our full system performs favorably compared to the winning system by Sultan
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STS2015 Domain 3rd 2nd 1st MP ConvNet+Attention
answers-forums forum answers 0.7241 0.6946 0.7390 0.6664
answers-students student short answers 0.7569 0.7784 0.7657 0.7900
belief belief annotations 0.7223 0.7482 0.7491 0.7749
headlines news headlines 0.8250 0.8245 0.8250 0.8267
images image descriptions 0.8631 0.8527 0.8644 0.8786
Weighted Mean 0.7921 0.7942 0.8015 0.8040
Table 3.7: Test results on all five sets in STS2015. We show results of the top three
participating systems at the competition in Pearson’s r scores with our multi-perspective
convnet and attention layer.
Model Dataset MAP MRR
Multi-Perspective ConvNet [59] TrecQA 0.756 0.830
Multi-Perspective ConvNet [59]+Attention-based Input Interaction Layer TrecQA 0.766 0.840
Multi-Perspective ConvNet [59] WikiQA 0.693 0.709
Multi-Perspective ConvNet [59]+Attention-based Input Interaction Layer WikiQA 0.701 0.715
Table 3.8: Results and Ablation Study on TrecQA and WikiQA.
et al. [134] on the STS2015 SemEval competition.
Results on TrecQA and WikiQA. We add the attention-based input interaction layer
to our multi-perspective convolutional neural networks, and evaluate the performance
on both WikiQA and TrecQA answer selection tasks in Figure 3.8. We observe good
performance improvement on both tasks, which demonstrates the attention mechanism’s
effectiveness.
3.8 Summary
This chapter introduces our novel structured similarity layer, the attention-based
input interaction layer, and the multi-perpective sentence-level modeling of our MPCNN
model for the interaction-based neural modeling, which is the major difference between
our models and the Siamese architecture. In comparison to previous work, our ablation
study and results suggest that such interaction-based modeling helps achieve highly com-
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petitive performance for several textual similarity measurement tasks we evaluated.
Our model architecture, with its many paths of information flow, is admittedly com-
plex. Though we have removed hand engineering of features, we have added a substantial
amount of functional architecture engineering. This may be necessary when using the
small training sets provided for the tasks we consider here. We conjecture that a simpler,
deeper neural network architecture may outperform our model when given large amounts
of training data.
It must be noted that this work was jointly done with our external collaborator Prof.
Kevin Gimpel in Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago (TTIC). I thank Kevin for all
his contributions, all discussions and great writing improvement.
In the next chapter (Chapter 4) we introduce our pairwise word interaction mod-
els with very deep neural networks, which instead focuses on modeling the interactions
between word pairs across two sentences.
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Chapter 4: Pairwise Word Interaction Modeling with Very Deep Neural
Networks
Our multi-perspective convolutional neural networks (MPCNN) as introduced in
Chapter 3 encourages interactions between aggregated sentence representations of two
inputs. In this chapter, we focus on capturing more fine-grained word-level informa-
tion, and show our pairwise word interaction modeling (PWI) with very deep neural net-
works [56, 80].
With this model, our contribution is twofold:
1. First, instead of using sentence modeling, we propose pairwise word interaction
modeling that encourages explicit word context interactions across sentences. This
is inspired by our own intuitions of how people recognize textual similarity: given
two sentences sent1 and sent2, a careful reader might look for corresponding se-
mantic units, which we operationalize in our pairwise word interaction modeling
technique (Sec. 4.3).
2. Second, based on the pairwise word interactions, we describe a novel similarity
focus layer which helps the model selectively identify important word interactions
depending on their importance for similarity measurement. Since not all words
are created equal, important words that can make more contributions deserve extra
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“focus” from the model (Sec. 4.4).
We conducted thorough evaluations on over ten test sets from SemEval STS compe-
titions [2, 3, 94], two answer selection tasks (WikiQA [168] and TrecQA [157]), TwitterP-
PDB [80] and SemEval2017 cross-lingual datasets [21]. We demonstrate highly compet-
itive or state-of-the-art accuracy on all tasks. In addition, we conducted ablation studies
and visualized our models to show the clear benefits of modeling pairwise word interac-
tions for textual similarity measurement.
4.1 Model Overview
Figure 4.1 shows our end-to-end model with four major components:
1. Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Networks (Bi-LSTMs) [52, 53] are used
for context modeling of input sentences, which serves as the basis for all following
components (Sec. 4.2).
2. A novel pairwise word interaction modeling technique encourages direct compar-
isons between word contexts across sentences (Sec. 4.3).
3. A novel similarity focus layer helps the model identify important pairwise word
interactions across sentences (Sec. 4.4).
4. A 19-layer very deep convolutional neural network (ConvNet) converts the similar-








3. Similarity Focus Layer
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Cats Sit On the Mat On the Mat There Sit Cats
Figure 4.1: Our end-to-end neural network model, consisting of four major components.
To our best knowledge this is the first neural network model, a novel hybrid archi-
tecture combining Bi-LSTMs and a very deep ConvNet, that uses a similarity focus mech-
anism with selective location-based attentions to important pairwise word interactions for
the STS problem. We describe details of each component in the following sections.
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4.2 Context Modeling
Different words occurring in similar semantic contexts of respective sentences have
a higher chance to contribute to the similarity measurement. We therefore need word
context modeling, which serves as a basis for all following components of this work.
LSTM [67] is a special variant of Recurrent Neural Networks [164]. It can capture
long-range dependencies and nonlinear dynamics between words, and has been success-
fully applied to many NLP tasks [42, 135]. LSTM has a memory cell that can store
information over a long history, as well as three gates that control the flow of information
into and out of the memory cell. At time step t, given an input xt, previous output ht−1,
input gate it, output gate ot and forget gate ft, LSTM(xt, ht−1) outputs the hidden state

















ct = it · ut + ft · ct−1 (4.5)
ht = ot · tanh(ct) (4.6)
LSTM(xt, ht−1) = ht (4.7)
BiLSTMs(xt, ht−1) = {LSTM f , LSTM b} (4.8)
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where σ is the logistic sigmoid activation, W ∗, U∗ and b∗ are learned weight matrices and
biases. LSTMs are better than RNNs for context modeling, in that their memory cells and
gating mechanisms handle the vanishing gradients problem in training.
We use bidirectional LSTMs (Bi-LSTMs) for context modeling in this work. Bi-
LSTMs consist of two LSTMs that run in parallel in opposite directions: one (forward
LSTM f ) on the input sequence and the other (backward LSTM b) on the reverse of the
sequence. At time step t, the Bi-LSTMs hidden state hbit is a concatenation of the hidden
state hfort of LSTM f and the hidden state hbackt of LSTM
b, representing the neighbor






Context modeling with Bi-LSTMs allows all the following components to be built
over word contexts, rather than over individual words.
4.3 Pairwise Word Interaction Modeling
From our own intuitions, given two sentences in a STS task, a careful human reader
might compare words and phrases across the sentences to establish semantic correspon-
dences and from these infer similarity. Our pairwise word interaction model is inspired by
such behavior: whenever the next word of a sentence is read, the model would compare
it and its context against all words and their contexts in the other sentence. Figure 4.2
illustrates this model.






Cats Sit On the Mat On the Mat There Sit Cats
Pairwise Word Interactions
Figure 4.2: Pairwise word interaction modeling. Sentences are encoded by weight-shared
Bi-LSTMs. We construct pairwise word interactions for context comparisons across sen-
tences.
Algorithm 3 Pairwise Word Interaction Modeling
1: Initialize: simCube ∈ R13·|sent1|·|sent2| to all 1
2: for each time step t = 1...|sent1| do
3: for each time step s = 1...|sent2| do




















8: simCube[1 : 3][t][s] = coU (hbi1t, h
bi
2s)
9: simCube[4 : 6][t][s] = coU (hfor1t , h
for
2s )
10: simCube[7 : 9][t][s] = coU (hback1t , h
back
2s )
























Cosine distance (cos) measures the distance of two vectors by the angle between
them, while L2 Euclidean distance (L2Euclid ) and dot-product distance (DotProduct)
measure magnitude differences. We use three similarity functions for richer measurement.
Algorithm 3 provides details of the modeling process. Given the input xat ∈ senta
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at time step t where a ∈ {1, 2}, its Bi-LSTMs hidden state hbiat is the concatenation of
the forward state hforat and the backward state hbackat . Algorithm 3 proceeds as follows: it
enumerates all word pairs (s, t) across both sentences, then perform comparisons using
the coU unit four times over: 1) Bi-LSTMs hidden states hbi1t and h
bi
2s; 2) forward hidden
states hfor1t and h
for




2s ; and 4) the addition of
forward and backward hidden states hadd1t and h
add
2s . The output of Algorithm 3 is a simi-
larity cube simCube with size R13·|sent1|·|sent2|, where |sent∗| is the number of words in
the sentence sent∗. The 13 values collected from each word pair (s, t) are: the 12 sim-
ilarity distances, plus one extra dimension for the padding indicator. Note that all word
interactions are modeled over word contexts in Algorithm 3, rather than individual words.
Our pairwise word interaction model shares similarities with recent popular neural
attention models [7, 118]. However, there are important differences: For example, we
do not use attention weight vectors or weighted representations, which are the core of
attention models. The other difference is that attention weights are typically interpreted
as soft degrees with which the model attends to particular words; in contrast, our word
interaction model directly utilizes multiple similarity metrics, and thus is more explicit.
4.4 Similarity Focus Layer
Since not all words are created equal, important pairwise word interactions between
the sentences (Sec. 4.3) that can better contribute to the similarity measurement deserve
more model focus. We therefore develop a similarity focus layer which can identify
important word interactions and increase their model weights correspondingly. This sim-
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Figure 4.3: The similarity focus layer helps identify important pairwise word interactions
(in black dots) depending on their importance for similarity measurement.
ilarity focus layer is directly incorporated into our end-to-end model and is placed on top
of the pairwise word interaction model, as in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.3 shows one example where each cell of the matrix represents a pairwise
word interaction. The similarity focus layer introduces re-weightings to word interactions
depending on their importance for similarity measurement. The ones tagged with black
dots are considered important, and are given higher weights than those without.
Algorithm 4 shows the forward pass of the similarity focus layer. Its input is the
similarity cube simCube (Section 4.3). Algorithm 4 is designed to incorporate two dif-
ferent aspects of similarity based on cosine (angular) and L2 (magnitude) similarity, thus
it has two symmetric components: the first one is based on cosine similarity (Line 5 to
Line 13); and the second one is based on L2 similarity (Line 15 to Line 23). We also
aim for the goal that similarity values of all found important word interactions should be
maximized. To achieve this, we sort the similarity values in descending order (Line 5 for
cosine, Line 15 for L2). Note channels 10 and 11 of the simCube contain cosine and L2
values, respectively; the padding indicator is in Line 24.
We start with the cosine part first, then L2. For each, we check word interaction
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Algorithm 4 Forward Pass: Similarity Focus Layer
1: Input: simCube ∈ R13·|sent1|·|sent2|
2: Initialize: mask ∈ R13·|sent1|·|sent2| to all 0.1
3: Initialize: s1tag ∈ R|sent1| to all zeros
4: Initialize: s2tag ∈ R|sent2| to all zeros
5: sortIndex1 = sort(simCube[10])
6: for each id = 1...|sent1|+ |sent2| do
7: poss1, poss2 = calcPos(id, sortIndex1)
8: if s1tag[poss1] + s2tag[poss2] == 0 then
9: s1tag[poss1] = 1
10: s2tag[poss2] = 1
11: mask[:][poss1][poss2] = 1
12: end if
13: end for
14: Re-Initialize: s1tag, s2tag to all zeros
15: sortIndex2 = sort(simCube[11])
16: for each id = 1...|sent1|+ |sent2| do
17: poss1, poss2 = calcPos(id, sortIndex2)
18: if s1tag[poss1] + s2tag[poss2] == 0 then
19: s1tag[poss1] = 1
20: s2tag[poss2] = 1
21: mask[:][poss1][poss2] = 1
22: end if
23: end for
24: mask[13][:][:] = 1
25: focusCube = mask · simCube
26: return focusCube ∈ R13·|sent1|·|sent2|
candidates moving down the sorted list. Function calcPos is used to calculate relative
sentence positions poss∗ in the simCube given one interaction pair. We follow the con-
straint that no word in both sentences should be tagged to be important more than once.
We increase weights of important word interactions to 1 (in Line 11 based on cosine and
Line 21 based on L2), while unimportant word interactions receive weights of 0.1 (in
Line 2).
We use a mask matrix, mask, to hold the weights of each. The final output of
the similarity focus layer is a focus-weighted similarity cube focusCube, which is the
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element-wise multiplication (Line 25) of the matrix mask and the input simCube.
The similarity focus layer is based on the following intuition: given each word in
one sentence, we look for its semantically similar twin in the other sentence; if found
then this word is considered important, otherwise it contributes to a semantic difference.
Though technically different, this process shares conceptual similarity with finding trans-
lation equivalences in statistical machine translation [5].
The backward pass of the similarity focus layer is straightforward: we reuse the
mask matrix as generated in the forward pass and apply the element-wise multiplication
of mask and inflow gradients, then propagate the resulting gradients backward.
4.5 Similarity Classification with Very Deep ConvNet
The focusCube contains focus-weighted fine-grained similarity information. In
the final model component we use the focusCube to compute the final similarity score.
If we treat the focusCube as an “image” with 13 channels, then semantic similarity mea-
surement can be converted into a pattern recognition (image processing) problem, where
we are looking for patterns of strong pairwise word interactions in the “image”. The
stronger the overall pairwise word interactions are, the higher similarity the sentence pair
will have.
Recent advances from successful systems at ImageNet competitions [127, 136]
show that the depth of a neural network is a critical component for achieving competitive
performance. We therefore use a deep homogeneous architecture which has repetitive
convolution and pooling layers.
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Very Deep ConvNet Configurations
Input Size: 32 by 32 Input Size: 48 by 48
Spatial Conv 128: size 3× 3, stride 1, pad 1
ReLU
Max Pooling: size 2× 2, stride 2
Spatial Conv 164: size 3× 3, stride 1, pad 1
ReLU
Max Pooling: size 2× 2, stride 2
Spatial Conv 192: size 3× 3, stride 1, pad 1
ReLU
Max Pooling: size 2× 2, stride 2
Spatial Conv 192: size 3× 3, stride 1, pad 1
ReLU
Max Pooling: size 2× 2, stride 2
Spatial Conv 128: size 3× 3, stride 1, pad 1
ReLU





Table 4.1: Deep ConvNet architecture given two padding size configurations for final
classification.
Our network architecture (Table 4.1) is composed of spatial max pooling layers,
spatial convolutional layers (Conv) with a small filter size of 3 × 3 plus stride 1 and
padding 1. We adopt this filter size because it is the smallest one to capture the space of
left/right, up/down, and center; the padding and stride is used to preserve the spatial input
resolution. We then use fully-connected layers followed by the final softmax layer for the
output. After each spatial convolutional layer, a rectified linear units (ReLU) non-linearity
layer [78] is used.
The input to this deep ConvNet is the focusCube, which does not always have
the same size because the lengths of input sentences vary. To address this, we use zero
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padding. For computational reasons we provide two configurations in Table 4.1, for length
padding up to either 32×32 or 48×48. The only difference between the two configurations
is the last pooling layer. If sentences are longer than the padding length limit we only use
the number of words up to the limit. In our experiments we found the 48 × 48 padding
limit to be acceptable since most sentences in our datasets are only 1− 30 words long.
4.6 Experimental Setup
Datasets. We conducted experiments on over ten different datasets: three recent SemEval
competitions, two answer selection tasks, TwitterPPDB and one cross-lingual dataset.
Note that the answer selection task, which is to rank candidate answer sentences based on
their similarity to the questions, is essentially the textual similarity measurement problem.
Please refer to Section 2.1.1 for details of all datasets. Here we provide brief de-
scriptions for each dataset.
1. Sentences Involving Compositional Knowledge (SICK) data has been used and in-
troduced in our previous work [59].
2. Microsoft Video Paraphrase Corpus (MSRVID) data has been used and introduced
in our previous work [59].
3. Task 10 of the 2014 SemEval competition on Semantic Textual Similarity (STS2014) [3]
provided six different test sets from different domains. Each pair has a similarity
score ∈ [0, 5] which increases with similarity.
4. The open domain question-answering WikiQA [168] dataset.
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5. The TrecQA dataset [157] from the Text Retrieval Conferences has been used and
introduced in previous sections.
6. TwitterPPDB [80], the largest human-annotated paraphrase dataset (in 2017).
7. SemEval2017 [21] cross-lingual dataset provides 4 test sets.
Training. For experiments on SICK, MSRVID, and STS2014, the training objective is to
minimize the KL-divergence loss, which has been used by our multi-perspective convo-
lutional neural networks (MPCNN). We used the same hinge loss for all other datasets as
used in our MPCNN model. Please refer to Section 3.4.1 for details on the loss functions.
In all cases, we performed optimization using RMSProp [140] with backpropaga-
tion [17], with a learning rate fixed to 10−4.
Settings. For the SICK and MSRVID experiments, we used 300-dimension GloVe word
embeddings [101]. For experiments on all other datasets, we used 300-dimension PARAGRAM-
SL999 embeddings and the PARAGRAM-PHRASE embeddings, trained on word pairs from
the Paraphrase Database (PPDB) [47]. We did not update word embeddings in all experi-
ments.
We used the SICK development set for tuning. For the answer selection task (Wiki-
QA and TrecQA), we used the official trec eval scorer to compute the metrics Mean Av-
erage Precision (MAP) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and selected the best develop-
ment model based on MRR for final testing. Our timing experiments were conducted on
an Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPU.
Due to sentence length variations, for the SICK and MSRVID data we padded the
sentences to 32 words; for all other datasets, we padded the sentences to 48 words.
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Model r ρ MSE
Mean word vectors 0.8046 0.7294 0.3595
Socher et al. [132] DTRNN 0.7863 0.7305 0.3983
Socher et al. [132] SDTRNN 0.7886 0.7280 0.3859
Lai and Hockenmaier [79] 0.7993 0.7538 0.3692
Jimenez et al. [72] 0.8070 0.7489 0.3550
Bjerva et al. [13] 0.8268 0.7721 0.3224
Zhao et al. [179] 0.8414 - -
LSTM 0.8477 0.7921 0.2949
Bi-LSTM 0.8522 0.7952 0.2850
2-layer LSTM 0.8411 0.7849 0.2980
2-layer Bi-LSTM 0.8488 0.7926 0.2893
Tai et al. [137] Const. LSTM 0.8491 0.7873 0.2852
Tai et al. [137] Dep. LSTM 0.8676 0.8083 0.2532
Multi-Perspective ConvNet 0.8686 0.8047 0.2606
Pairwise Word Interaction Model 0.8784 0.8199 0.2329
Table 4.2: Test results on SICK grouped as: (1) Simple baseline; (2) RNN variants; (3)
SemEval 2014 systems; (4) Sequential LSTM variants; (5) Dependency and constituency
tree LSTMs. Evaluation metrics are Pearson’s r, Spearman’s ρ, and mean squared error
(MSE).
4.7 Results
SICK Results (Table 4.2). Our model outperforms previous neural network models,
most of which are based on sentence modeling. Our MPCNN model [59] and TreeLSTM
work [137] achieve comparable accuracy; for example, their difference in Pearson’s r
is only 0.1%. In comparison, our model outperforms both by 1% in Pearson’s r, over
1.1% in Spearman’s ρ, and 2-3% in MSE. Note that we used the same word embeddings,
sparse distribution targets, and loss function as in He et al. [59] and Tai et al. [137],
thereby representing comparable experimental conditions.
MSRVID Results (Table 4.3). Our model outperforms our own MPCNN work of He
et al. [59], which already reports a Pearson’s r score of over 0.9,
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Model Pearson’s r
Rios et al. [117] 0.7060
Wang and Cer [155] 0.8037
Beltagy et al. [11] 0.8300
Bär et al. [10] 0.8730
Šarić et al. [120] 0.8803
Multi-Perspective ConvNet 0.9090
Pairwise Word Interaction Model 0.9112
Table 4.3: Test results on MSRVID data.
STS2014 Domain 3rd 2nd 1st PWI Model
deft-forum discussion forum 0.5305 0.4711 0.4828 0.5684
deft-news news article 0.7813 0.7628 0.7657 0.7079
headlines new headlines 0.7837 0.7597 0.7646 0.7551
image image description 0.8343 0.8013 0.8214 0.8221
OnWN word sense definition 0.8502 0.8745 0.8589 0.8847
tweetnews social media 0.6755 0.7793 0.7639 0.7469
Weighted Mean 0.7549 0.7605 0.7610 0.7666
Table 4.4: Test results on all six test sets in STS2014. We show results of the top three
participating systems at the competition in Pearson’s r scores and our pairwise word
interaction model (PWI Model).
STS2014 Results (Table 4.4). Systems in the competition are ranked by the weighted
mean (the official measure) of Pearson’s r scores calculated based on the number of sen-
tence pairs in each test set. We show the 1st ranked [133], 2nd [75], 3rd [90] systems
in the STS2014 competition, all of which are based on heavy feature engineering. Our
model does not use any sparse features, WordNet, or parse trees, but still performs favor-
ably compared to the STS2014 winning system [133].
WikiQA Results (Table 4.5). We compared our model to competitive baselines prepared
by Yang et al. [168] and also evaluated He et al. [59]’s multi-perspective ConvNet on
the same data. The neural network models in the table, paragraph vector (PV) [81],
CNN [175], and PV-Cnt/CNN-Cnt with word matching features [168], are mostly based
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Model MAP MRR
Word Cnt [168] 0.4891 0.4924
Wgt Word Cnt [168] 0.5099 0.5132
PV [81] 0.5110 0.5160
PV-Cnt [168] 0.5976 0.6058
LCLR [171] 0.5993 0.6086
CNN [175] 0.6190 0.6281
CNN-Cnt [168] 0.6520 0.6652
Multi-Perspective ConvNet 0.6930 0.7090
Multi-Perspective ConvNet+AttentionInput 0.7010 0.7150
Pairwise Word Interaction Model 0.7090 0.7234
Table 4.5: Test results on WikiQA data.
Model MAP MRR
Cui et al. [33] 0.4271 0.5259
Wang et al. [157] 0.6029 0.6852
Heilman and Smith [63] 0.6091 0.6917
Wang and Manning [156] 0.5951 0.6951
Yao et al. [169] 0.6307 0.7477
Severyn and Moschitti [122] 0.6781 0.7358
Yih et al. [171] 0.7092 0.7700
Wang and Nyberg [151] 0.7134 0.7913
Severyn and Moschitti [123] 0.7459 0.8078
Pairwise Word Interaction Model 0.7588 0.8219
Multi-Perspective ConvNet 0.756 0.830
Multi-Perspective ConvNet+AttentionInput 0.766 0.840
Table 4.6: Test results on TrecQA data.
on sentence modeling. Our model outperforms them all.
TrecQA Results (Table 4.6). This is the second largest dataset in our experiments, with
over 55,000 question-answer pairs. Only recently have neural network approaches [175]
started to show promising results on this decade-old dataset. Previous approaches with
probabilistic tree-edit techniques or tree kernels [63, 156, 169] have been successful since
tree structure information permits a fine-grained focus on important words for similarity
comparison purposes. Our approach essentially follows this intuition, but in a neural net-
work setting with the use of our similarity focus layer. Our model outperforms previous
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work.
TwitterPPDB Results (Table 4.7). We conduct experiments on the binary classifica-
tion problem of the paraphrase/non-paraphrase, and compare the F1, precision, and recall
scores of several representative and state-of-the-art models. This is the largest dataset in
our experiments, our PWI model achieves the state-of-the-art performance.
We also introduce the baselines below. GloVe [102] is a word representation model
that combines global matrix factorization and local context window methods. It pro-
vides 300-dimension pre-trained word embeddings for different text genres, which we
sum together for each sentence. WMF/OrMF is Weighted Matrix Factorization (WMF)
[54] is an unsupervised dimension reduction model. The unobserved words are carefully
handled, which results in more robust embeddings for short texts. Orthogonal Matrix Fac-
torization (OrMF) is the extension of WMF, with an additional objective to obtain nearly
orthogonal dimensions in matrix factorization. The benefit is that redundant information
is discounted in the model. LR represents the logistic regression (LR) model incorporates
18 simple features based on 1-4 gram overlaps, computed directly from a pair of sentences
(s1 and s2) [34]. The features are of the form precisionn (number of n-gram matches di-
vided by the number of n-grams in s1), recalln (number of n-gram matches divided by the
number of n-grams in s2) and Fn (harmonic mean of recall and precision). The model also
includes lemmatized versions of these features. We build our own reimplementation us-
ing the Scikit-learn1 toolkit. LEX-WMF/LEX-OrMF This is a state-of-the-art ensemble
system that combines WMF or OrMF into the above LR respectively [166]. It is a simpli-
fied open-sourced version of LEXDISCRIM [71]. Specifically, as for (vec) version, the
1http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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Method F1 Precision Recall
Random 0.418 0.356 0.507
Edit Distance 0.466 0.790 0.330
GloVe (sim) 0.586 0.436 0.891
LR (sklearn) 0.764 0.812 0.721
WMF (vec) 0.715 0.654 0.789
LEX-WMF (vec) 0.757 0.687 0.842
OrMF (vec) 0.709 0.652 0.777
LEX-OrMF (vec) 0.754 0.685 0.837
WMF (sim) 0.756 0.721 0.795
LEX-WMF (sim) 0.778 0.727 0.837
OrMF (sim) 0.759 0.720 0.802
LEX-OrMF (sim) 0.776 0.726 0.833
MultiP [166] 0.698 0.611 0.813
VDPWI 0.784 0.787 0.781
Table 4.7: Paraphrase models on TwitterPPDB Corpus. Our PWI model outperforms all
baseline systems.
latent representation of a pair of sentences ~v1 and ~v2 is converted into a feature vector,
[~v1 + ~v2, |~v1− ~v2|], by concatenating the element-wise sum ~v1 + ~v2 and absolute different
|~v1 − ~v2|. We also provide the comparison with the (sim) variation, which uses the single
cosine similarity score between two sentence vectors directly.
SemEval2017 Results (Table 4.8). This is the cross-lingual experiment. The cross-
lingual STS task is a relatively new task, the datasets we used are from recent Semeval
2017 [21] competition. There are a total of 3 language pairs in 4 tracks: Spanish-English,
Turkish-English, and Arabic-English. We followed the same competition settings as done
by other teams. Pearson scores (the official measure) on all 4 cross-lingual tracks are
shown and our PWI model is competitive in comparison to the top 3 systems. The Base-
line is a straightforward cosine distance baseline with basic sentence embedding method
for monolingual similarity as provided officially by SemEval organizers. Note Track4b is
special in that it has many OOV vocabularies on purpose from different domains; Track6
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System Arabic-English (Track2) Spanish-English (Track4a) Spanish-English (Track4b) Track 6
Cosine Baseline 0.5155 0.6220 0.0320 0.5456
ECNU [139] 0.7493 0.8131 0.3363 0.7706
BIT 0.7493 0.8131 0.3363 0.7706
HCTI 0.6836 0.7621 0.1483 0.6741
PWI 0.7624 0.8147 0.1282 0.7449
Table 4.8: We show the top 3 systems in the SemEval 2017 crosslingual compoetition on
the four cross-lingual tracks. Our PWI model achieves competitive performance.
serves as a surprise track in the competition in that there is no training data.
We tried different settings for cross-lingual experiments. We firstly used cross-
lingual word embeddings because cross-lingual embeddings have reasonable assump-
tions: all cross-lingual words should be mapped to the same vector space, if words in
two languages have similar meanings they should stay close to each other in the low-
dimensional space. We used one recent cross-lingual embeddings [129] (fastText multilingual).
However we found out even though cross-lingual embeddings are evaluated extensively
on word-level test sets, they still have difficulties to be applied directly on to downstream
sentence-level tasks such as textual similarity tasks. We obtained significantly lower per-
formance when using cross-lingual embeddings in comparison to the ones shown in the
table. In the end we had to follow almost all teams in the SemEval competition and
used machine translation system (which is also approved by the competition) to translate
non-English sentences to English first, then finally applied our PWI model for evaluation.
4.8 Analysis
Ablation Studies. Table 4.9 shows the results of ablation studies on SICK and Wik-
iQA data. We removed or replaced one component at a time from the full system and
performed re-training and re-testing. We found large drops when removing the context
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Ablation on SICK Data Pearson
Full Model 0.8784
- Remove context modeling (Sec. 4.2) -0.1225
- Remove entire focus layer (Sec. 4.4) -0.0083
- Replace entire focus layer with dropout -0.0314
Ablation on WikiQA Data MRR
Full Model 0.7234
- Remove context modeling (Sec. 4.2) -0.0990
- Remove entire focus layer (Sec. 4.4) -0.0327
- Replace entire focus layer with dropout -0.0403
Table 4.9: Ablation studies on SICK and WikiQA data, removing each component sepa-
rately.
Model # of Parameters Timing (s)
Multi-Perspective ConvNet 10.0 million 2265
Pairwise Word Interaction Model 1.7 million 664
Table 4.10: Comparison of training efficiency and number of tunable model parameters
on SICK data. Timing is the average epoch time in seconds for training on a single CPU
thread.
modeling component, indicating that the context information provided by the Bi-LSTMs
is crucial for the following components (e.g., interaction modeling). The use of our sim-
ilarity focus layer is also beneficial, especially on the WikiQA data. When we replaced
the entire similarity focus layer with a random dropout layer (p = 0.3), the dropout layer
hurts accuracy; this shows the importance of directing the model to focus on important
pairwise word interactions, to better capture similarity.
Model Efficiency and Storage. Our MPCNN model uses multiple types of convolution
and pooling for sentence modeling. This results in a wide architecture with around 10 mil-
lion tunable parameters. Our approach only models pairwise word interactions and does
not require such a complicated architecture. Compared to that previous work, Table 4.10
shows that our model is 3.4× faster in training and has 83% fewer tunable parameters.
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A man is playing the drum
A 8.99 0.69 0.43 0.32 0.38 0.22
man 0.70 9.93 0.62 0.45 0.46 0.38
is 0.64 0.80 8.50 0.62 0.58 0.36
practicing0.46 0.67 0.66 6.51 0.62 0.48
the 0.35 0.56 0.66 0.64 7.85 0.52
drum 0.27 0.47 0.46 0.55 0.64 8.82
A man is carrying a tree
A 0.53 0.33 0.32 0.33 5.53 0.49
tree 0.32 0.30 0.19 0.20 0.38 8.73
is 0.35 0.31 0.21 0.06 0.03 0.40
being 0.28 0.37 2.60 0.18 0.13 0.38
picked 0.15 0.18 0.10 1.60 0.07 0.27
up 0.26 0.27 0.06 0.13 0.05 0.21
by 0.43 0.36 0.08 1.33 0.15 0.29
a 6.50 0.45 0.03 0.08 0.16 0.23
man 0.50 8.60 0.45 0.34 0.34 0.34
Table 4.11: Visualization of cosine values (multiplied by 10) in the focusCube given two
sentence pairs in the SICK test set.
Visualization. Table 4.11 visualizes the cosine value channel of the focusCube for pair-
wise word interactions given two sentence pairs in the SICK test set. Note for easier
visualization, the values are multiplied by 10. Darker red areas indicate stronger pairwise
word interactions. From these visualizations, we see that our model is able to identify
important word pairs (in dark red) and tag them with proper similarity values, which are
significantly higher than the ones of their neighboring unimportant pairs. This shows that
our model is able to recognize important fine-grained word-level information for better
similarity measurement, suggesting the reason why our model performs well.
4.9 Summary
In this chapter we introduced a novel neural network model with a focus on word-
level interaction modeling for the textual similarity measurement task. Our pairwise word
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interaction model and the similarity focus layer can better capture fine grained semantic
information, compared to previous approaches with the Siamese architecture that attempt
to cram all sentence information into a fixed-length vector. We demonstrated the highly
competitive accuracy of our approach over multiple datasets. In the next chapter we
apply our PWI and MPCNN models to pairwise learning to rank task, again with a focus
on interaction-based modeling.
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Chapter 5: Pairwise Learning to Rank
In this chapter we utilize both our pairwise word interaction model (PWI) as intro-
duced in Chapter 4 and multi-perspective convolutional neural network model (MPCNN)
as introduced in Chapter 3, and we again focus on interaction-based modeling with joint
representation learning over pairs of inputs for the answer selection task in a pairwise
ranking fashion [110].
As introduced in Chapter 2, answer selection is an important component of an
overall question answering system: given a question q and a candidate set of sentences
{c1, c2, . . . cn}, the task is to identify sentences that contain the answer. In a standard
pipeline architecture [138], answer selection is applied to the output of a module that per-
forms textual retrieval or lightweight term-based matching. Selected sentences can then
be directly presented to users or serve as input to subsequent stages that identify “exact”
answers [148].
Although answer selection is formally considered a pointwise classification prob-
lem, in reality candidate sentences are ranked in decreasing probability of containing the
answer, and results are evaluated using similarity measurement metrics on ranked lists.
The nature of the task inspired us to formalize it as a pairwise learning to rank problem.
We develop a pairwise learning to rank approach to learn the relative order of an-
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swer pairs with the use of Noise-Contrastive Estimation (NCE). Given a question sen-
tence, our NCE approach takes a pair of candidate answer sentences as input and learns
to predict which answer is more relevant to the question. We use NCE to learn joint rep-
resentations of the triplet input (question, positive answer, negative answer) directly, then
stack a triplet ranking loss function on top to learn nonlinear feature correlations from
the joint representations. The objective is to minimize the total number of inversions in
the rankings. Unlike traditional pointwise approach of the task, our pairwise ranking ap-
proach with NCE focuses on modeling interactions between two pairs of question and
answer inputs.
Our approach is flexible in that it can take advantage of existing pointwise models as
base components. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach against competitive
pointwise baselines [56, 59, 95, 119, 124, 159, 171, 176]. We show that joint represen-
tation learning on a pairwise learning to rank fashion from triplets with NCE comprising
the question and both positive and negative answers is superior than learning a pointwise
representation on (question, positive answer) pairs. In contrast to previous work, our pro-
posed pairwise ranking approach takes advantage of Noise-Contrastive Estimation (NCE)
that a good model should be able to discriminate a good sample from its neighboring bad
samples. Given pairs of positive and negative samples, the model should learn differen-
tiable representations to distinguish positive and negative samples. Experiments on both
TrecQA and WikiQA datasets show that our approach achieves state-of-the-art effective-
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of our pairwise ranking model, which is trained on triplets com-
prised of (question, positive answer, negative answer).
5.1 Model Architecture
We show the overall architecture of our pairwise ranking model in Figure 5.1, consisting
of two major components. The base component is comprised of two pointwise neural
network models, each of which takes a pair of (question, answer) sentences and produces
a similarity score to represent the semantic distance of the pair. Our pairwise ranking
model is expected to output a larger similarity score given the positive pair and a smaller
score given the negative pair. On top, we evaluate a triplet ranking loss function (see
below) to learn the joint representation of answer pairs.
Our pairwise ranking model consists of two parallel pointwise models, each pro-
cessing a pair of question and answer sentences. This is different from the pointwise
“Siamese” architecture in that the inputs are now pairs of questions and answers. Param-
eters of the two base models are shared during training. In testing, we take one of the two
base models to produce the feature representation of a (question, answer) pair, and then
feed those features into the fully-connected layer for computing a relevance score. As
discussed earlier in this dissertation although many previous pointwise models also use
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the “Siamese” structure, there are important differences: each base component of a typi-
cal pointwise model only takes one input sentence, whereas each base component of our
pairwise model takes a (question, answer) pair as input and explores features interactions
between the sentence pairs.
In this work we use our own existing work [56, 59] as introduced in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 3 as the base models; these have achieved highly competitive effectiveness on
multiple tasks, i.e., paraphrase identification, semantic textual similarity measurements,
and question answering. More importantly, these two models represent different ap-
proaches to model design. As described in previous chapter, our MPCNN model [59]
focuses on sentence-level interaction-based modeling, which tries to capture semantic
similarities from multiple perspectives by applying different types of similarity metrics,
convolutional filters, poolings, and window sizes on input sentences. This model also
incorporates a structured similarity layer over sentence representations for fine-grained
comparisons. Our PWI model [56] proposes a word-level model and develop a pairwise
word interaction layer to explicitly identify word pairs across input sentences, a similarity
focus layer to guide model attention onto important word pairs, and a 19-layer very deep
ConvNet for classification.
Experimental results in Section 5.2 show that our pairwise learning to rank ap-
proach, when paired with each as the base component, is able to make further effective-
ness improvements.
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5.1.1 Triplet Ranking Loss Function
Both word-level and sentence-level base components take input sentence pairs of
(question, answer) and produce a score through a representation function f(·). This score
captures how semantically similar the two input sentences are. Our goal is to learn a
representation function f(·) such that given some question q, positive pairs (q, p+) are
assigned larger similarity scores than negative pairs (q, p−):
f(q, p+) > f(q, p−),∀q, p+, p−
where q, p+, p− denote the question, positive answer, and negative answer, respectively.
We then use a triplet ranking loss, which minimizes the distance between the question
q and a positive answer p+, and maximizes the distance between the q and a negative








max(0, 1− (f(q, p+)− f(q, p−)) + λ‖W‖2




To counter overfitting, it is common practice to train a model with a large variety
of samples. However, due to its pairwise nature, our pairwise ranking model requires
O(N2) time complexity to enumerate all pairs, which is computationally impractical.
Therefore, it is essential to balance the coverage of training samples and limit computa-
tional resources. We use three negative sampling strategies to select the most informative
negative samples.
Random Sampling. We randomly select a number of negative samples for each positive
answer.
Max Sampling. We select the most difficult negative samples. In each epoch, we com-
pute the similarities between all (p+, p−) pairs using the trained model from the previous
training epoch. Then we select the negative answers by maximizing their similarities to
the positive answer:
maxNegi(p−) = arg max
p−
sim(f i−1(q, p+), f i−1(q, p−))
where maxNegi(p−) is the selected negative sample in epoch i, f i−1(·, ·) is the trained
model in epoch i − 1, and sim is the cosine distance. In the first epoch, we randomly
select negative samples.
Mix Sampling. We take advantages of both random sampling and max sampling by
selecting half of the samples from each strategy.
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5.2 Experimental Setup
We evaluated our pairwise ranking model on two major question answering datasets, Wik-
iQA [168] and TrecQA [158]. Please refer to Chapter 2 for details.
The TrecQA dataset [158] is a widely-used benchmark for question answering as
packaged by Yao et al. [170]. However, in the literature [95, 119, 124, 159, 171, 176], we
observe two versions of TrecQA: both have the same training set but their development
and test sets differ due to different pre-processing.
Previous work [56, 95, 124, 176] used the version that has 82 questions in the de-
velopment set and 100 questions in the test set (what we call “Raw TrecQA”). However,
there exists questions that have no answer sentences.1 More recent work [119, 159] fur-
ther cleaned the dataset by removing questions that have only positive/negative answers
or no answers, resulting in only 65 questions in the development set and 68 questions in
the test set (what we call “Clean TrecQA”). We evaluated our model on both versions for a
fair comparison against previous work, and we show that the MAP/MRR scores reported
on both TrecQA versions are not comparable. Relevant statistics are shown in Table 5.1.
We conducted experiments with two base components, each with its own settings. We
used the GloVe word embeddings [102] for the sentence-level model [59] and PARAGRAM-
PHRASE word embeddings [163] for the word-level model [56]. Both word embeddings
have 300 dimensions. Words not found in the vocabulary were initialized randomly with
values uniformly sampled from [−.05, .05]. We did not update word embeddings in all
1MAP and MRR scores computed with the official trec eval scorer do not change if questions
with empty answer sets are removed, since the scorer will ignore questions with empty answer
set.
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Dataset Split #Questions #Pairs %PosRate
Raw TrecQA
TRAIN 1229 53417 12.0
DEV 82 1148 19.3
TEST 100 1517 18.7
Clean TrecQA
DEV 65 1117 18.4
TEST 68 1442 17.2
WikiQA
TRAIN 873 8672 12.0
DEV 126 1130 12.4
TEST 243 2351 12.5
Table 5.1: Statistics of TrecQA and WikiQA datasets
(a) Raw TrecQA (b) Clean TrecQA (c) WikiQA
Figure 5.2: Comparison of sampling strategies for PairwiseRank+SentLevel.
experiments. SGD with a learning rate of 10−3 for the sentence-level base component
and RMSPROP with a learning rate of 10−4 for the word-level base component were used
for training. We chose these different word embeddings and optimizers in order to keep
experimental settings the same as in previous work [56, 59]. We used the tanh function
as the non-linear activation function and a dropout layer (p = 0.5) in the fully-connected
layer, plus parameter regularization (λ = 10−4). Our code and data are available online.2
Effectiveness is measured in terms of Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR). In all experiments, we selected training models that obtain the




Wang et al. [153] s(2015) 0.713 0.791
Miao et al. [95] (2015) 0.734 0.812
Severyn et al. [124] (2015) 0.746 0.808
SentLevel [59] (2015) 0.762 0.830





Santos et al. [119] (2016) 0.753 0.851
Wang et al. [159] (2016) 0.771 0.845
SentLevel [59] (2015) 0.777 0.836





Miao et al. [95] (2015) 0.689 0.707
Santos et al. [119] (2016) 0.689 0.696
Wang et al. [159] (2016) 0.706 0.723
SentLevel [59] (2015) 0.693 0.709




Table 5.2: Results on TrecQA and WikiQA.
5.3 Results
The results of our experiments on the three different test sets are shown in Table 5.2.
SentLevel denotes the MPCNN model [59] and WordLevel denotes the PWI model [56].
The rows with PairwiseRank show our pairwise ranking approach with the use of the two
different base components (either the WordLevel or SentLevel model). We compare our
results to others reported in the literature on an ACL wiki site [1].
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(a) Raw TrecQA (b) Clean TrecQA (c) WikiQA
Figure 5.3: Comparison of sampling strategies for PairwiseRank+WordLevel.
Our best results for all the three datasets in Table 5.2 were obtained from max sam-
pling. On both the raw and clean versions of the TrecQA data, PairwiseRank+SentLevel
model achieves MAP and MRR scores that are among the best reported in the literature.
The models achieve better effectiveness on clean TrecQA than on raw TrecQA. This is
because the clean version removes questions with only negative answers: these questions
will always have zero values when computing MAP and MRR scores, thereby degrading
the overall effectiveness. Thus, numbers reported on raw and clean TrecQA data should
not be compared.
In terms of the comparison between the original models and our pairwise ranking
models, the two original base models (WordLevel and SentLevel) achieve competitive
effectiveness, while our pairwise ranking models (PairwiseRank +SentLevel/WordLevel)
can still improve on them in most cases. On the clean TrecQA data, this improvement is
quite large. On the WikiQA data, the WordLevel model remains the best, but Pairwise-
Rank+SentLevel improves over the base SentLevel model, bringing its effectiveness up
to being on par with our best model.
Overall, these empirical results show that the joint representations learned from the
triplet inputs are effective, and that our pairwise ranking approach is able to exploit such
joint information.
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We also studied the effects of the three different sampling strategies. Figures 5.2
and 5.3 show the effectiveness of different sampling strategies with PairwiseRank+Sent-
Level and PairwiseRank+WordLevel models. We set the number of negative samples to
six and eight. We only show the MAP figures here due to space limitations, but the pat-
terns for MRR scores are generally similar. For the PairwiseRank+SentLevel and Pair-
wiseRank+WordLevel models, max and mix sampling consistently outperforms random
sampling. In most settings, max sampling obtains the best performance. This shows that
more “challenging” negative training samples are beneficial for training a better model in
our pairwise ranking approach.
5.4 Summary
In this work, we propose and evaluate a pairwise learning to rank approach using NCE
with a focus on modeling pairwise input interactions. Our pairwise learng to rank ap-
proach can also utilize our developed MPCNN and PWI models as plug-in components.
Experiments show that our approach can improve upon the component models under com-
petitive settings on standard QA datasets with the NCE training. We also present three
strategies for selecting negative samples and demonstrate the effectiveness of selecting
the most “difficult” training examples to distinguish between good and bad answers.
It must be noted that this work was jointly done with Jinfeng Rao in the CLIP lab
at UMD. I thank Jinfeng for all the great contributions.
Next in Chapter 6, we show how we build an end-to-end system to extract insights




Chapter 6: Textual Similarity Modeling for Insight Extraction on BioMed-
ical Literature
Biomedical literature offers a rich set of knowledge sources to discover impor-
tant facts and find associations among them. For instance, MEDLINE contains over 18
million references to articles published since 1946 and sourced from over 5500 journals
worldwide [128]. Two major processing tasks performed on the biomedical text are: (1)
identify and classify biomedical entities (NER) into predefined categories such as pro-
teins, genes, or diseases, and (2) infer pair-wise relationships among named entities e.g.,
protein-protein interaction [107], gene-protein, and medical problem-treatment.
This chapter presents an end-to-end system we build [62] that processes biomedical
text to automatically extract two specific types of relationships among biomedical enti-
ties: (a) cause-effect and (b) correlation. We focus on the similarity modeling and model
interactions among representations of biomedical entities, the relationship, and contexts.
It must be noted that the approaches discussed in this chapter are purely data-driven.
That is, we do not provide our own definitions of “causality” or “correlation”, also we do
not develop new theories to distinguish both. Our neural network models only learn from
annotations based on annotators’ understanding of those definitions.
This system is motivated by the need to better automate biomedical knowledge
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extraction and identify important information from them, as new scientific findings appear
across a large collection of publications. For instance, given user sleep patterns, existing
biomedical research can be better utilized to provide insights: inform about potential
effect (e.g., “diabetes”, “obesity”) due to the cause (e.g., “sleep disorder”) and suggest
appropriate treatment.
Since biomedical articles usually have title and abstract summarizing the contents
of the full-text article, we focus on extracting the two relationship types from them. Un-
fortunately, mining this summary data still poses several key challenges. Similar to full-
text, this data comprises unstructured text with domain-specific vocabulary, issues of syn-
onymy (e.g., “heart attack” vs. “myocardial infarction”), acronyms, abbreviations and
rapidly evolving terminology due to new scientific discoveries. While the titles are short
and informative, they do not contain the key information that would be contained in the
abstract.
Many of these challenges are also applicable for biomedical relation extraction.
Further, identifying particular relation types is challenging because relations are expressed
as discontinuous spans of text, and the relation types are typically application-specific. Fi-
nally, there is often little consensus on how to best annotate relation types resulting in lack
of high quality annotated corpora for training.
We develop neural networks with novel similarity modeling for better causality /
correlation relation extraction, as we map the extraction task into a representational sim-
ilarity measurement task in the vector space. Our approach innovates in that it explicitly
measures both relational and contextual similarity among representations of named en-
tities, entity relations and contexts. Our system also provides a novel combination of
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recognizing named entities, predicting relationships (insights) between extracted entities,
and ranking the output. We conduct human evaluations of the system to show it is able to
extract insights with high human acceptance accuracy, and on a SemEval task evaluation
its causality/correlation relation extraction compares favorably against previous state-of-
the-art work.
Our major contributions in this chapter include:
1. We build an end-to-end system to extract insights from biomedical literature.
2. We innovate in similarity measurement modeling with deep neural networks for
better relation extraction.
3. Our human evaluation show our system can achieve competitive acceptance accu-
racy.
6.1 System Overview
We provide a recipe to build a system for biomedical insight extraction and use it
as a guide of the system (Algorithm 5).
To make our discussion concrete, we will use a sample biomedical article in Exam-
ple 1. Given the text, at line 4 of Algorithm 5 we firstly look for all named entities using a
shallow parser and public medical dictionaries (see details in Section 6.2). Many named
entities could be found, for example, “clinical study”, “sleep disturbances in middle-
aged men” and “diabetes”. Next given any pair of previously extracted entities within
a sentence, at line 6 our neural network-based relation extractor checks if a valid causal-
ity/correlation relationship exists (Section 6.3). For example, our models can identify
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Algorithm 5 System Overview
1: Input: Biomedical article title and abstract
2: Preprocess the input texts
3: for each sentence of the input do
4: Identify all possible named entities
5: for each named entity pair ( ~A, ~B) do
6: if causality/correlation holds then




11: Rank all extracted ( ~A, ~B) pairs
12: return top ranked entity pairs
that the entity “sleep disturbances in middle-aged men” has a correlation relationship
with “diabetes” but not with “clinical study”. Later each valid entity pair is scored via
the ranking component at line 7 (Section 6.4). In the final step, the system returns top
ranked insight(s) to users: “sleep disturbances in middle-aged men → diabetes” given
this example.
RESEARCH METHODS: A group of 6,599 initially healthy, nondiabetic middle-aged
men took part in a prospective, population-based study. The incidence of diabetes during
a mean follow-up of 14.8 years was examined in relation to self-reported difficulties in
falling asleep.
RESULTS: A total of 615 subjects reported either difficulties in falling asleep or
use of hypnotics (seen as makers of sleep disturbances). Among those, 281 of the
men developed diabetes during the follow-up period. The clinical study suggests
sleep disturbances in middle-aged men are likely associated with diabetes.
Example 6.1: Sample Text
Figure 6.1 presents the system which consists of three major neural network-based
components: (1) a named entity extractor, (2) a causality/correlation relation extractor,
and (3) an insight ranker. Our system reads in biomedical texts, then provides insights in












Figure 6.1: Three major components of the system.
each of these components in detail.
6.2 Named Entity Extraction
Named entity extraction in biomedical domain is challenging due to the domain-
specific and rapidly evolving terminology. For example, “Diabetes mellitus type 1”,
“Type 1 diabetes”, “IDDM”, or “juvenile diabetes” all express the same concept. Given
frequent evolution of entity naming for new drugs, diseases or abbreviations, this task
becomes more complicated.
Most existing off-the-shelf biomedical entity recognizers narrowly focus on specific
biomedical terms. Instead we aim to improve the system recall by extracting both specific
biomedical concepts such as “gene tmem230” or “prostate cancer” as well as general
noun phrases such as “sleep quality”, “daily exercises”, or “men with diabetes”. Thus
the scope of the system is broader.
We design an entity extractor by using both an in-domain medical knowledge base
for keyword matching, and a domain-independent neural network-based shallow parser
for entity boundary detection. We present the procedure below:
1. We firstly use a large public dictionary, Metathesaurus of the Unified Medical Lan-
guage System (UMLS) [15] to obtain in-domain biomedical terms. UMLS Metathe-
saurus is a set of dictionaries providing large collections of biomedical vocabularies.
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We extract over 3.3 million of biomedical terms from UMLS, then utilize the Aho
Corasick pattern matching algorithm to create a dictionary lookup tool. Our tool can
efficiently locate all UMLS terms given input texts, since it has a linear complexity due
to its trie tree data structure.
2. We also use a neural network-based shallow parser [30] to identify boundaries of gen-
eral noun phrases, which are not limited to biomedical terms. Usage of shallow parser
is to improve system recall on named entity recognition.
3. Our named entity extraction component aims to locate all entities of input texts. The
result list is an output concatenation of both step 2 and 3, and is later provided to
the causality/correlation relation extraction component for further processing. If entity
overlaps exist, only phrases with longest matching sequence are extracted.
Our insight extraction system adopts a coarse-to-fine design approach. First, we
focus on improving recall for the entity extraction task. Then we show how the causal-
ity/correlation relation extraction component (Sec. 6.3) processes extracted named entities
to achieve high precision.
6.3 Relation Extraction as Similarity Measurement
We first provide our model design intuition: if a causality/correlation relationship
holds between two named entities, then representations of the two entities should be se-
mantically similar and close to the representation of the relation in a low-dimensional
vector space. Therefore we map the causality/correlation relation extraction into a simi-
larity measurement task in the vector space.
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Our novel approach learns representations of named entities ( ~A, ~B), context words
and the relation vector ~R, then explicitly measures two aspects of the similarity: 1) rela-
tional similarity between entities and relation (Sec. 6.3.2); plus, 2) contextual similarity
between entities and sentence context (Sec. 6.3.3).
The intent of our approach is to enforce such structure of the vector space: as the
similarity among entities, relation and contexts gets stronger, a fit of all should be ob-
served for better causality/correlation relation extraction. We develop two neural network
models with such property; both are utilized in the relation extraction component of the
system.
We define input sentence representation S ∈ R`×d to be a sequence of `words, each
with a d-dimensional word embedding vector. xt ∈ Rd denotes the embedding vector of
the t-th word (t ∈ [1, l]) in S. Model details are described in the following sections.
6.3.1 Context Modeling
Different words occurring in similar contexts should have a higher chance to con-
tribute to similarity measurement and relation extraction. We use bidirectional LSTMs
(BiLSTM) for context modeling as a basis for all following models. We use LSTM for
context modeling, please refer to Section 4.2 for details. We only show high level equa-
tions of LSTMs here:
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HS [t] = hbit (6.3)
Context modeling with BiLSTM allows our following model components to be built over
contexts rather than over individual words. Given named entity positions of the sentence,
we get ~A and ~B from context HS .
6.3.2 Relational Similarity Modeling
Relational similarity modeling focuses on interactions between named entities and
relations in the vector space. When the named entity ~A goes through a transformation
process induced by the relation ~R, our intent of relational similarity modeling is to force
the transformed entity to be translated to the other named entity ~B in the same vector
space so that the relation ~R holds between the two named entities.
We show the following objective function of our relational similarity modeling:
~A+ ~B − ~R ' 0 (6.4)
To model the transformation process in Equation 6.4, we need to know how to mea-
sure the similarity of the triplet ( ~A, ~B, ~R). Therefore we develop a similarity measure-
ment function SimiScore( ~A, ~B, ~R) with learnable weights (W ∗), the similarity function
takes an input named entity pair of ( ~A, ~B) and a relation ~R, returns a similarity score
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Function 1 SimiScore( ~A, ~B, ~R)
1: conC = concat( ~A, ~B)
2: entityC =WC · conC
3: relationT =WD · ~R
4: dist =W di · tanh(entityC + relationT )
5: return dist
dist ∈ R1 representing how semantically close ( ~A, ~B, ~R) are, as in Function 1.
We utilize a ranking approach during training to incorporate the constraint of Equa-
tion 6.4 into the relational similarity model. Our goal is to learn a function SimiScore(·)
so that the positive triplet ( ~A, ~B, ~R+) is assigned a larger score than that of the negative
triplet ( ~A, ~B, ~R−):
SimiScore( ~A, ~B, ~R+) > SimiScore( ~A, ~B, ~R−) (6.5)
whereR+ denotes the positive causality/correlation relation,R− denotes a non-causality/non-
correlation relation. The ranking approach maximizes the similarity score between the
entity pair ( ~A, ~B) and a positive relation ~R+ while minimizing the score with the nega-
tive ~R−, thus ensuring that the positive connection is larger than the negative one as in
Figure 6.2.
Our relational similarity model and the ranking training approach facilitate the
transformation process of ( ~A, ~B) and ~R in the vector space, which in the end leads to
better constraint satisfaction of objective Equation 6.4.
The relational similarity model is placed on top of BiLSTM as part of the system.
We initialize named entities ~A/ ~B as hbiA/h
bi
B from the BiLSTM model, then initialize
relation representations ~R+/ ~R− as random vectors. During training both ~R+/ ~R− are
updated.
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~C : Lung cancer is most likely caused by smoking
Named Entities ( ~A, ~B)
Contextual Similarity
Causality Relation ~R+ Non-Caus. Relation ~R−
Relational Similarity
>
Figure 6.2: Our causality/correlation relation extraction component models both rela-
tional similarity (blue) and contextual similarity (red). Thicker arrows indicate stronger
similarity between named entities ( ~A, ~B) and relation ~R/sentence context.
6.3.3 Contextual Similarity Modeling
Since not all words of a given title/abstract are created equal, important context
words around named entities that can better contribute to the causality/correlation relation
extraction deserve more model focus. We develop a contextual similarity model that
can increase model weights onto important context words to better utilizing contextual
information.
For example, given a sentence, lung cancer is most likely caused by smoking, the
context words caused by are important clues to suggest there exists a causality/correlation
relationship between the two named entities. Clue words that require model attentions
usually include, e.g. lead to, is associated with, because of, while others are not obvious,
such as promote, reflect, reduce, make.
Our system does not require a manually prepared list of clue words, but an attention
mechanism [7] is utilized to better identify them by conducting similarity measurement
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between context word representation hbit (not including entity words) and extracted named
entities ( ~A, ~B) (from Sec. 6.2). Resulting similarity scores of words are accumulated in
atten ∈ R`.
mix =W a · concat( ~A, ~B) (6.6)
E[t] = dotProd(mix, hbit ),∀t ∈ [1, l] (6.7)
atten = softmax (E) (6.8)
where we concatenate both entity representations ( ~A, ~B), apply linear transformation with
weights W a to obtain a representation mix of both entities. We then use dot product
dotProd to measure the similarity between mix and each context word, finally normalize
the attention weights atten[:] with softmax . The weights of atten indicate the importance
of each context word with respect to both named entities.
The attention weights should better guide the focus of the model onto important
context words of the sentence. That is, context words that are closer to entity representa-
tionmix should have better chances to be clue words. We define the attention re-weighted
sentence representation attenSen ∈ R2dim:
attenSen = attenHS (6.9)
where  represents element-wise multiplication.
Figure 6.2 illustrates an example where representation mix of named entities at-
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tends to context words one at a time. Important context clue words “caused by” should
receive higher attention weights than irrelevant neighbor words.
The re-weighted sentence representation attenSen is used together with entity rep-
resentations ( ~A, ~B) for final prediction.
In summary, both models described in this section focus on different aspects of
similarity measurement in relation extraction: the contextual similarity model utilizes
context information around named entities, while the relational similarity model focuses
on enforcing a transformation constraint between entities and relation in the vector space.
We adopt both models for better relation extraction, in the end only pairs of named entities
that are recognized positively by either one of the models are passed to the next stage of
the system.
6.4 Ranking of Extracted Insights
The last major component of our system is to rank extracted relations ( ~A, ~B, ~R)
from the output of the relation extraction component, as there could be many extracted
relations but not all of them are important enough as insights of the article. Importance
scores of extracted relations are obtained by following a set of rules below:
1. We utilize the output classification probability (∈ [0, 1]) of the relational similarity
model as the base ranking score.
2. We use our MPCNN model [59] as introduced in Chapter 3 to measure the similarity
(∈ [0, 1]) between the title of the article and extracted relation, since the MPCNN
model has competitive performance on multiple benchmarks for textual similarity
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Figure 6.3: Human evaluation results of the full system and a baseline system on UHRS.
We show the acceptance accuracy for each of the top ten positions given both systems’
output lists. We primarily focus on the first 1 and 3 positions, namely Precision@1 and
Precision@3.
measurement. We compare title text with “ ~A leads to ~B” of an extracted relation, if
the similarity score is over a threshold of 0.75, we increase the extracted relation’s
ranking score by 15%. If the extracted relation is from the title text, we also boost
its ranking score by 15% because of its location importance.
Once all extracted relations are scored, our system only returns the top ranked in-
sights to users.
6.5 Experimental Setup
We use two datasets for evaluation of our system and models. The two datasets are
SemEval-2010 and our own annotated biomedical literature datasets. Please refer to the
chapter of background of related work for details.
Training. Two loss functions are adopted to train relation extraction neural network mod-
els.
For contextual similarity model (Sec. 6.3.3), a hinge loss is used. The training
objective is to minimize the following loss, summed over examples 〈x, ygold〉:
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losscontextSim(w, x, ygold ) =∑
y′ 6=ygold
max(0, 1 + fw(x, y
′)− fw(x, ygold )) (6.10)
where input x represents an entity pair ( ~A, ~B) plus its sentence context, ygold is the ground
truth label and y′ is the model predicted label. Both y′ and ygold indicate the relation type
with directionality (e.g. directional causality). w represents weights of contextual sim-
ilarity model with BiLSTM, function fw(x, y′) outputs the model predicted label value,
function fw(x, ygold) outputs the model ground truth label value, and n is the number of
training examples.
For relational similarity model (Sec. 6.3.2), a Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR)
loss [113] is used. The label of the relational similarity model is binary because the BPR
loss ranks positive inputs above negative inputs, thereby requiring the supervision signal
to distinguish positives from negatives. Due to BPR loss’s ranking nature, each train-
ing instance of the relational similarity model include one positive input (x, ~R+) and one
negative input (x, ~R−). Given a positive correlation/causality input ( ~R+), we generate
negative training examples by matching the input x with each of the negative relation
labels ( ~R−). BPR loss is shown to be better tailored for ranking tasks empirically [147]:
lossrelationSim(w, x, ~R+, ~R−) =∑
~R−
− log(σ(f ′w(x, ~R+)− f ′w(x, ~R−))) (6.11)
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where σ is the sigmoid function, function f ′w(x, ~R) represents the relational similarity
model with BiLSTM, and outputs a similarity score for ranking purpose (Sec. 6.3.2).
In all experiments, we perform optimization using RMSProp [140] with backprop-
agation [17] and a learning rate fixed to 10−4 and a momentum parameter 0.9.
Settings and Preprocessing. We preprocess datasets with Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [93].
We tokenize, lowercase, sentence split and dependency parse all words of both datasets.
We set LSTM hidden state dim = 500.
Two sets of d = 300-dimension word embeddings are utilized. The first one is
300-dimension GloVe word embeddings [101] trained on 840 billion tokens; for better
biomedical/health domain adaptation, we also train second word embeddings using the
GloVe toolkit on biomedical research articles with over 1 billion tokens. We do not update
word embeddings in all experiments.
During system deployment, we only initialize input words with the medical word
embeddings if they do not exist in GloVe embeddings’ vocabulary. We also concatenate
embeddings of both input words and their head words on dependency trees as input for
relation extraction models. We follow the task settings and compute F1-score with the
official evaluation script only on Cause-Effect subset of SemEval-2010 data, then the best
model based on F1 is selected for final system deployment. We set a distance limit and
do not extract relations between two named entities if the distance is larger than 15.
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System Ablation Study Precision@1
Full System 63%
- Remove ReRanker (Sec. 6.4) -5%
- Replace with BiGRU (Sec. 6.3) -42%
Table 6.1: Ablation studies on the full system.
6.6 Results
Human Evaluation of the Entire System. We firstly provide a full end-to-end evaluation
of the system on UHRS with human annotators.
For each biomedical publication, top 10 candidate insights from the system are
listed for further inspection. The annotators are required to understand the texts, carefully
inspect each insight, finally either accept it if it is one of the article insights or simply
reject it. The annotation task requires understanding of biomedical/health publications
and is non-trivial, therefore the system evaluation is completed by five expert annotators,
who all hold postgraduate degrees and/or have biomedical background.
We also provide a baseline system, of which its relation extraction component is a
bidirectional gated RNN model (BiGRU) [27]. BiGRU model and the ranking component
are major differences between our full and baseline system. Since typically only a limited
number of key findings is presented in one article, we evaluate the system with an aver-
aged acceptance accuracy at top 1 (Precision@1) and top 3 (Precision@3) positions of the
output rank list, which represent on average the number of extracted insights accepted by
annotators among the first 1 and 3 output.
Figure 6.3 shows annotation results with acceptance accuracies for each of the ten
output positions given biomedical titles and articles. The Precision@3 of our full system is
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Model F1 score?
Tymoshenko et. al [145] 82.30%
Trastz et. al [144] 87.63%
Rink et. al [116] 89.63%
BiGRU 89.89%
TreeLSTM [97] 91.57%
Contextual similarity modeling 90.77%
Relational similarity modeling 92.28%
Table 6.2: Test results (F1 score) on the Cause-Effect subset(?) of SemEval-2010 dataset.
Results are grouped as 1) Top 3 participating teams in SemEval-2010 competition; 2)
Baseline BiGRU model; 3) Recent state-of-the-art treeLSTM model [97]; 4) Our work.
50.6%, which is significantly better than the baseline system’s 21.3%. For top 3 extracted
insights on the list, our full system on average have 1.5 insights accepted by annotators.
Furthermore, the acceptance accuracy Precision@1 of our system is 63% in comparison
to that of the baseline system’s 21%.
Table 6.1 shows the ablation study on the removal of the ranking component (Sec. 6.4)
and the replacement of BiGRU model for causality/correlation relation extraction. We ob-
serve significant performance difference.
Evaluation of Relation Extraction Component. We also evaluate the relation extraction
component (Sec. 6.3) on Cause-Effect subset of SemEval-2010 dataset. Note our causal-
ity/correlation relation extraction component is not supposed to be a general purpose one,
since our system only focuses on insight extraction of biomedical/health literature. We
compare our relation extraction models against previous work on the Cause-Effect subset
of the data, Table 6.2 shows our relational similarity model, without the use of sparse
features or external resources such as WordNet, outperforms recent state-of-the-art treeL-
STM model [97]. It also shows BiGRU model is reasonably competitive on this dataset,
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Excess oil , dirt and bacteria cause acne .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9962 0 0.0037
The bombing resulted in the deaths of 1318 in Hanoi
0 0 0.0005 0.9579 0.0415 0 0 0 0 0
Ambient vanadium pentoxide dust produces irritation of the eyes ...
0 0 0 0 0.99 0 0 0 0 ...
Electron beam is generated by an explosive emission cathode
0 0 0 0.0053 0.9946 0 0 0 0
Table 6.3: Visualization of model attention weights atten given four SemEval-2010 test
sentences.
which is why we use it in our baseline system for comparison purpose.
6.7 Analysis and Case Study
Visualization of Contextual Similarity Model. We show values of attention weights,
atten of Equation 8 and 9 from within the contextual similarity model (Sec. 6.3.3). Given
four sentences in the test set of SemEval-2010 data, the model predicts that all provided
entity pairs (in bold) have the causality/correlation relation. From Table 6.3 we observe
the model is able to do its expected job: it can recognize important clues words, such as
“result in”, “produce”, “generated by” and “cause”; the model produces attention weights
(each ∈ [0, 1]) to tell the importance of clue words for causality/correlation relation ex-
traction. We also observe the model tends to focus more on prepositions of clue words,
such as “by” of “generated by” and “in” of “result in”, this is probably because we use
head words as extra inputs (Sec. 6.5) to the model.
Case Study. We lastly provide case study of our system. We show two biomedical arti-
cles’ titles and abstracts as examples, with only necessary omissions to remove irrelevant
texts due to the space limit.
Given Case 1, our system outputs the top insight “the slow negative shift of the
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Case 1: Scalp recorded direct current potential shifts associated with the transition to
sleep in man. Abstract: Cortical direct current (DC) potentials are considered to reflect
the state of cortical excitability which may change characteristically from wakefulness to
sleep. The present experiments examined changes in the scalp recorded DC potential in
10 healthy humans ... It is reasonable to assume that the slow negative shift of the DC
potential at the transition from wakefulness to sleep reflects increased cortical excitability.
Case 2: Alcohol consumption and self-reported sunburn: a cross-sectional, population-
based survey. Abstract: Heavy drinking has been associated with several cancers, includ-
ing melanoma and basal cell carcinoma. ... 299,658 adults reported their use of alcohol
in the preceding month and a history of sunburn in the preceding year. Approximately
33.5% of respondents reported a sunburn within the past year. ... Excessive drinking is
associated with higher rates of sunburn among American adults. The observed relation-
ship typifies the high-risk behavior associated with excessive drinking and suggests one
pathway linking alcohol use with skin cancer.
Example 6.2: Case Study
DC potential→ increased cortical excitability” with a score of 0.71. Given Case 2, our
system outputs top 3 insights: “excessive drinking→ skin cancer” with a score of 0.55,
“excessive drinking→ alcohol” with a score of 0.43, and “excessive drinking→ sunburn”
with a score of 0.31. The above examples show that our system can provide reasonable
insights from biomedical text.
6.8 Summary
In this chapter we build an end-to-end system for insight extraction on biomedical
literature and develop novel similarity measurement modeling with deep neural networks
to model interactions among representations of biomedical entities, the relation, and con-
texts. Our evaluation shows the interaction-based similarity measurement modeling leads
to improved performance of causation/correlation relation extraction, and the system is
able to extract insights with competitive human acceptance accuracy and its relation ex-
traction component compares favorably against previous work.
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It must be noted that this work was started when I was an research intern at Mi-
crosoft Research. This work is only possible with huge support from Navendu Jain, Kris
Ganjam, Jessica Lundin and Ryen White. I thank them for everything.
Next in Chapter 7, we introduce our GPU-based approach for a high performance
textual similarity identification task.
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Chapter 7: High Performance Cross-Lingual Pattern Matching on GPUs
In previous chapters, we discuss how to improve the effectiveness of textual simi-
larity measurement tasks with our interaction-based neural modeling, in this chapter we
move on to a textual similarity identification task and instead focus on efficiency im-
provement. We introduce our work on high performance cross-lingual pattern matching
task with GPUs for grammar extraction of statistical machine translation (SMT), and this
cross-lingual similarity identification task is also a natural extension of our cross-lingual
similarity measurement task as discussed previously in Chapter 4.7.
Our work [58, 60] consists of the following three major components:
1. Parallel phrase lookup with suffix array on GPUs (Section 7.3);
2. Contiguous pattern matching and extraction for phrase-based SMT on GPU (Sec-
tion 7.4) [58];
3. Gappy pattern matching for hierarchical translation grammars of SMT on GPU
(Section 7.5) [60].
In this chapter we focus on developing novel parallel algorithms that can run on
GPUs efficiently and provide two take-home messages of this chapter.
1. Increase the utilization of GPU will lead to improved performance. Therefore de-
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veloping GPU algorithms with higher level of massive parallelism is the key. We
show our examples in following sections for the similarity identification task.
2. GPU supports tens of thousands of concurrently running processing threads, which
all require data loading from the same GPU RAM. Unfortunately the transfer rate of
current generation’s GPU RAM speed is still not catching up with GPU processing
speed improvement, therefore it is critical to design GPU algorithms with smaller
memory footprint. We provide our example to develop compact data structures in
following sections.
We start by introducing the task and the motivation of our work in Section 7.1 and
Section 7.2, and move on to our GPU-based approach in following sections. Please refer
to Chapter 2 for details of GPUs, datasets and other related background.
7.1 Motivation: Trade-offs Between Two SMT Architectures
There exists two architectures for traditional SMT systems. The first one has the
batch architecture as shown in Figure 7.1, including the popular Moses [77] SMT system.
The batch architecture firstly runs time-consuming grammar extraction over the parallel
corpus, then stores the extracted grammar either in memory or in disk for further process-
ing.
The other one has the on-demand architecture as shown in Figure 7.2, which, unlike
the batch architecture, does not need to store the grammar beforehand. This on-demand
architecture instead generates the indexed parallel texts in memory and extracts transla-
tion units on demand when they are needed to decode new input. This architecture has
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Figure 7.1: Batch Architecture of SMT System
Figure 7.2: On-demand Architecture of SMT System
several advantages: It requires only a few gigabytes to represent a model that would oth-
erwise require a terabyte [89], thus it scales to arbitrarily large models with very little
computational pre-processing; for instance, Lopez [89] showed that it could represent a
notional terabyte-sized translation model with ease. It can adapt incrementally to new
training data [82], making it useful for interactive translation [50]. It supports rule extrac-
tion that is sensitive to the input sentence, enabling leave-one-out training [126] and the
use of sentence similarity features [103]. However on the other hand, a limiting factor
in its application is computational overhead at runtime, when translation units must be
found very quickly. The two SMT architectures represent trade-offs between space and
efficiency.
In this chapter, we focus on the on-demand architecture, which has been applied
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successfully to phrase-based [20, 178], hierarchical [87, 88, 89], and syntax-based [32]
statistical models. We show how to develop novel massively parallelized algorithms on
GPUs to address its efficiency concerns in following sections.
7.2 Translation by Pattern Matching
Algorithm 7: Translation by Pattern Matching
1: for each input sentence do
2: for each phrase in the sentence do
3: Find its occurrences in the source text (Section 7.3 and 7.5)
4: for each occurrence do
5: Extract any aligned target phrase (Section 7.4 and 7.5)
6: end for
7: for each extracted phrase pair do
8: Compute feature values (Section 7.4 and 7.5)
9: end for
10: end for
11: Decode as usual using the scored rules
12: end for
Lopez [89] provide a recipe of “translation by pattern matching” for the on-demand
SMT architecture. We use it as a guide for our pattern matching work on GPUs (in
Algorithm 7). We encounter a computational bottleneck in lines 2–9, since there are vast
numbers of query phrases, matching occurrences, and extracted phrase pairs to process.
In following sections we tackle each challenge in turn.
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7.3 Massively Parallel Phrase Lookup with Suffix Array
A first key idea underlying the application of translation by pattern matching is to
query for source translation units at runtime (Line 3 of Algorithm 7). Since the number
of possible translation units may be quite large (for example, all substrings of a source
sentence), query speed can become a performance bottleneck.
In this section, we introduce the first major component of our work on parallel
phrase lookup, we show how to exploit the massive parallelism offered by GPUs to ac-
celerate suffix array queries (Sec. 7.3.2). In our best configuration, we observe a speedup
factor of nearly three orders of magnitude compared to a single-threaded CPU implemen-
tation (Sec. 7.4.5).
The contribution of current section is algorithmic: we specifically focus on a cru-
cial aspect of translation by pattern matching—performance of suffix array queries—and
thus our technique is agnostic with respect of particular translation models. Since our
experiments verify that our GPU-based implementation produces exactly the same results
as a CPU-based reference implementation, we can simply replace that component and
reap significant performance advantages with no impact on translation quality. Although
GPUs have previously been applied for DNA sequence matching using suffix trees [121]
and suffix arrays [48], to our knowledge this is one of the first application of GPU accel-
eration techniques for statistical machine translation that we are aware of.
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7.3.1 Suffix Array Efficiency Considerations in Translation
Since all prior work on translation by pattern matching was carried out on serial
architectures, a number of techniques have been devised to reduce the number of queries
and make them as efficient as possible in that setting.
1. Binary search bounds for longer substrings are initialized to the bounds of their
longest prefix. Substrings are queried only if their longest prefix string was matched
in the text.
2. In addition to conditioning on the longest prefix, Zhang and Vogel [178] and Lopez
[87] condition on a successful query for the longest proper suffix.
3. Lopez [87] queries each unique substring of a sentence exactly once, regardless of
how many times it appears in an input sentence.
4. Lopez [87] directly indexes one-word substrings with a small auxilliary array, so
that their positions in the suffix array can be found in constant time. For longer sub-
strings, this optimization reduces the log |T | term of query complexity to log(count(a)),
where a is the first word of the query string.
It is important to note that although these efficiency tricks are important to the se-
rial algorithms that serve as our baselines, not all of them carry over cleanly to parallel
architectures. In particular, optimizations (1), (2), and (3) introduce order dependencies
between various queries. In our GPU implementation we disregard these optimizations
in order avoid dependencies so that we can fully exploit large-scale parallelization op-
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portunities. We note that we have not yet fully implemented (4), which is orthogonal to
parallelization: this is left for future work.
7.3.2 GPU Parallelism on All-Substring Suffix Array Queries
As a strong first step towards removing the computational bottleneck outlined in
previous section, we will focus specifically on the computational expense of line 3 of
Algorithm 7: finding all occurrences of each source phrase in the original parallel text.
This is a classic application of string pattern matching: given a short query pattern, find
all instances of its occurrences in a much larger text. Solving it efficiently is particularly
important, since it occurs many times: for an input sentence F of length |F |, each of its
O(|F |2) substrings is a potential query pattern.
A natural approach to parallelism is to perform all substring queries in parallel.
There are no dependencies between iterations of the loop beginning on line 2 of Algo-
rithm 7, so for input sentence F , we can parallelize by searching for allO(|F |2) substrings
simultaneously. Indeed, query-level parallelism is used in several popular bioinformatics
systems [48, 121] that use GPU computing. However, naı̈ve application of query-level
parallelism would lead to a large number of wasted threads, since most long substrings of
an input sentence will not be found in the text. Therefore, we employ a two-pass strategy:
on the first pass, we simply compute, for each position i in the input sentence, the length
j of the longest substring in F that appears in T . These computations are carried out
simultaneously for every position i. During this pass, we also compute the suffix array
bounds of the one-word substring F [i], to be used as input on the second pass—a vari-
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Initial Word Longest Match Substrings Threads
1st pass 2nd pass
The 2 The, The government 2 2
government 2 government, government puts 2 2
puts 3 puts, puts more, puts more tax 2 4
more 2 more, more tax 2 2
tax 1 tax 2 0
on 0 – 2 0
its 0 – 2 0
citizens 0 – 2 0
Total Threads: 16 10
Table 7.1: Example of how large numbers of suffix array queries can be factored across
two highly parallel passes on a GPU to perform all queries for a single input sentence.
ant of optimizations (1) and (4) discussed in Sec. 7.3.1. On the second pass, we search
for all substrings F [i, k] for all k ∈ [i + 1, i + j]. These computations are carried out
simultaneously for all substrings longer than one word.
Ever finer-grained parallelization is possible. Each query in a suffix array actually
requires two binary searches: one each for the first and last match in S(T ). In a serial
CPU architecture, these queries can be optimized to share some effort; however in the
final analysis additional work is required to find both boundaries. On the other hand, the
abundance of inexpensive threads on a GPU permit us to perform both queries simultane-
ously; by doing this we utilize more of the GPU and obtain further speedups. Therefore,
we use two threads to perform each query in the first and second pass.
As a simple example, consider an input sentence “The government puts more tax
on its citizens”, and suppose that substrings “The government”, “government puts”, and
“puts more tax” are found in the training text, while none of the words in “on its citizens”
are found. Then the computation factors as shown in Table 7.1.
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Even for this simple query, a large number of threads are spawned. Since all threads
during a pass are carried out in parallel, and since each thread carries out a binary search
which takes no more than O(|Q| + log |T |) time, the total time required to resolve all of
the queries is very fast.
Even these fine-grained strategies still do not make optimal use of GPU parallelism,
because the number of threads that the device can handle concurrently is typically far
more than the number of queries. For example, our experimental GPU (Sec. 7.4.5) can
manage up to 14,336 simultaneous threads. With this in mind, we can perform queries
for multiple input sentences simultaneously. As we will show, the effect result of this is
to amortize query costs across many sentences.
7.3.3 Experimental Setup
We tested our GPU-based suffix array implementation under the conditions in which
it would be used for a large-scale Chinese-to-English machine translation task, in partic-
ular replicating the data conditions of [89]. Experiments were performed on two data
sets. First, we used the source (Chinese) side of news articles collected from the Xinhua
Agency. Second, we added source-side parallel text from the United Nations. And the
input data consists of all sentences from the NIST 2002–2006 translation campaigns. In
order to fully stress our GPU algorithm, we ran tests on batches of 2,000, 4,000, 8,000,
16,000, or 32,000 sentences. Please refer to Sec. 2.4.3 for dataset details.
To be precise the task is as follows: for every source sentence, we query the suffix
array built from the source corpora to find every matching substring. In the case of com-
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mon words, there could be many matches—we retrieve them all. Note that the focus of
these experiments is on raw query speed for source corpora matches: in a real translation
system, we would also need to store the target side of the parallel corpus and the align-
ments, from which phrases could be extracted. Such processing is not included in our
experiments.
Our GPU device is Nvidia’s Tesla C2050 (Fermi Generation), which has 448 CUDA
cores with peak memory bandwidth 144GB/s. Our CPU is a Intel Xeon processor X5260
with 3.33GHz and 6MB L2 cache. Note that the GPU was released in early 2010 and it
represents previous generation technology. Nvidia’s Kepler GPUs boasts raw processing
power in the 2 TFlops double precision range, which is approximately four times the GPU
we have.
As a baseline, we compared against the publicly available implementation of the
CPU-based algorithms described by Lopez [88] found in the pycdec [22] extension of
the cdec machine translation system [37]. Note that we do not test the slower and more
complex queries for hierarchical (gappy) patterns described by [87]; we test and mea-
sure only queries for normal substrings, which use all of the optimizations discussed in
Sec. 7.3.1. Though they share no code, both our implementation and the baseline are
written primarily in C.1
Our source corpora and test data are exactly the same as that presented by Lopez
[89], and using the CPU implementation as reference enabled us to confirm that the results
were identical. Thus, we are confident that our results represent a fair comparison under
1The [22] implementation is actually written in Cython, a language for building python applications with
performance-critical components in C. In particular, all of the suffix array code that we instrumented for
these experiments is compiled to C. The implementation is based on the original implementation of [88],
but with many minor enhancements.
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exactly the same experimental conditions, and are not attributed to misconfiguration or
other flaws in experimental procedures. Note that the CPU implementation runs in a
single thread, on the same machine that hosts the GPUs (described above). We have
verified that both CPU and GPU implementations give exactly the same results.
7.3.4 Results
Table 7.2 shows the results of our experiment. The top portion of the table shows
the total number of input sentences and the total number of queries generated (to query
all matching substrings). The bottom two sections of the table shows results on just
the Xinhua data and also the Xinhua plus UN data. Peformance of our GPU algorithm
consists of three different components:
• Kernel: the time required for query computation on the GPU.
• Query to GPU: transfer time for input sentences from main memory to the GPU.
• Output from GPU: transfer time for results from GPU back to main memory.
As Table 7.2 shows, the transfer in and out adds moderate overhead to the overall
computation.
We emphasize that figures reported (in milliseconds) represent the total amount
of time necessary to process all sentences in the dataset. The results are averaged over
five trials; the timing from run to run is sufficiently consistent that we omit the 95%
confidence interval on running time here for simplicity of presentation. Because of the
need to transfer data to and from the GPU and the tremendous amount of parallelism
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Input Sentences 2,000 4,000 8,000 16,000 32,000
Total Queries 108,267 2,233,799 3,907,375 7,814,750 15,629,500
Xinhua
Kernel (ms) 22.95 45.93 73.47 142.71 281.51
Query to GPU (ms) 0.40 0.60 0.93 1.55 2.63
Output From GPU (ms) 4.74 6.31 9.01 15.77 28.95
Total (ms) 28.09 52.84 83.41 160.03 313.09
Speedup 662× 704× 892× 930× 951×
Xinhua + UN
Kernel (ms) 34.95 71.35 117.50 230.07 456.85
Query To GPU (ms) 0.39 0.60 0.92 1.53 2.63
Output From GPU (ms) 4.74 6.42 9.20 16.25 29.89
Total (ms) 40.08 78.37 127.62 247.85 489.37
Speedup 529× 541× 664× 684× 693×
Table 7.2: Query times for simultaneous processing of different numbers of input sen-
tences.
offered by the device, it makes most sense to process sentences in batch mode, as we
have done here.
Note that we observe super-linear speedup as the number of query sentences in-
crease: this is simply because we do not saturate the GPU until the number of test query
sentences reaches 32,000.
As a reference, the performance of the CPU version is 9.3 ms per sentence for
the Xinhua corpus and 10.6 ms per sentence for the Xinhua plus UN corpus (averaged
across our NIST test data which contains 8607 sentences). The CPU implementation is
sequential (i.e., it processes one query after another in a single thread). We report speedup
with respect to the CPU implementation for both corpora. Note utilizing all available
processing power on the GPU, we achieve a throughput of 102207 sentences per second
for the Xinhua corpus, which is a 951× speedup compared to the CPU throughput of
107.5 sentences per second.
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Note that query times aren’t substantially longer on the larger corpus. Even though
the number of words is nearly quadrupled, query times increase by only 35% on average
on our tests. This is mostly a consequence of that fact that the UN data is out of do-
main, so it doesn’t greatly increase substring coverage for the test data, despite its size.
Nevertheless, Lopez [89] demonstrated that including this data could yield significant
improvements to translation performance.
When considering these results, an astute reader might note that we are comparing
performance of a single-threaded algorithm with a fully-saturated GPU. A more fair com-
parison would be to compare against a CPU-based algorithm that takes advantage of all
available cores. Unfortunately, a multi-threaded implementation of the baseline does not
exist. In fact, as we note in Sec. 7.3.1, several of the optimizations used by the baseline
implementation make it difficult to parallelize. Nevertheless, even if we make the conser-
vative assumption that the baseline CPU implementation could be scaled linearly to all
available cores (for example, eight cores)—improving its speed by the same factor—our
unoptimized GPU implementation would still remain two orders of magnitude faster.
In the next section, we will show how to perform contiguous grammar extraction
for phrase-based machine translation on GPU.
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7.4 Contiguous Grammar Extraction for Phrase-based SMT
Algorithm 8: Contiguous Grammar Extraction for Phrase-based SMT
1: for each input sentence do
2: for each contiguous phrase in the sentence do
3: Find its occurrences in the source text
4: for each occurrence do
5: Extract any aligned contiguous target phrase
6: end for
7: for each extracted phrase pair do
8: Compute feature values
9: end for
10: end for
11: Decode as usual using the scored rules
12: end for
We now focus on phrase-based statistical machine translation where contiguous
grammar extraction is required. For easier illustration purpose we show the “translation
by pattern matching” algorithm again, where there is substantial computational cost in
searching a parallel corpus for source phrases, extracting their translations, and scoring
them on the fly, since the number of possible translation units may be quite large (for
example, all substrings of a source sentence). We show how to exploit the massive par-
allelism offered by GPUs to eliminate the computational bottlenecks associated with “on
the fly” extraction. Since we have already described contiguous phrase lookup with suf-
fix array on GPUs previously in Section 7.3 (Line 3 of Algorithm 8), in this section the
following novel contribution is presented: We propose novel data structures and parallel
algorithms for contiguous phrase extraction (Sec. 7.5.2, Line 5 of Algorithm 8 in red) and
scoring (Sec. 7.5.3, Line 8 of Algorithm 8 in red) that are amenable to GPU paralleliza-
tion.
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Figure 7.3: Source phrase f2f3f4 and target phrase e2e3e4 are extracted as a consistent
pair, since the back-projection is contained within the original source span.
Figure 7.4: Source phrase f2f3f4 and target phrase e2e3e4 should not be extracted, since
the back-projection is not contained within the original source span.
The resulting implementation achieves at least an order of magnitude higher through-
put than a state-of-the-art single-threaded CPU implementation (Sec. 7.4.5).
7.4.1 Extracting Aligned Target Phrases
The problem at line 5 of Algorithm 8 is to extract the target phrase aligned to each
matching source phrase instance. Efficiency is crucial since some source phrases occur
hundreds of thousands of times.
Phrase extraction from word alignments typically uses the consistency check of
[99]. A consistent phrase is one for which no words inside the phrase pair are aligned to
words outside the phrase pair. Usually, consistent pairs are computed offline via dynamic
programming over the alignment grid, from which we extract all consistent phrase pairs
up to a heuristic bound on phrase length.
The online extraction algorithm of Lopez [88] checks for consistent phrases in a
different manner. Rather than finding all consistent phrase pairs in a sentence, the algo-
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rithm asks: given a specific source phrase, is there a consistent phrase pair of which it is
one side? To answer this, it first computes the projection of the source phrase in the tar-
get sentence: the minimum span containing all words that are aligned to any word of the
source span. It then computes the projection of the target span back into the source; if this
back-projection is contained within the original source span, the phrase pair is consistent,
and the target span is extracted as the translation of the source. Figure 7.3 shows a “good”
pair for source phrase f2f3f4, since the back-projection is contained within the original
source span, whereas Figure 7.4 shows a “bad” pair for source phrase f2f3f4 since the
back-projection is not contained within the original source span.
7.4.2 Sampling Consistent Phrases
Regardless of how efficient the extraction of a single target phrase is made, the
fact remains that there are many phrases to extract. For example, in our Chinese Xin-
hua dataset (see Sec. 7.4.5), from 8,000 input query sentences, about 20 million source
substrings can be extracted. The standard solution to this problem is to sample a set of
occurrences of each source phrase, and only extract translations for those occurrences
[20, 178]. As a practical matter, this can be done by sampling at uniform intervals from
the matching span of a suffix array. Lopez [88] reports a sample size of 300; for phrases
occurring fewer than 300 times, all translations are extracted.
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7.4.3 GPU Implementation with Compact Data Structures
We present novel data structures and an algorithm for efficient phrase extraction,
which together are amenable to massive parallelization on GPUs. The basic insight is
to pre-compute data structures for the source-to-target alignment projection and back-
projection procedure described by Lopez [88] for checking consistent alignments.
Let us consider a single matching substring (from the output of the suffix array
queries), span [i, j] in the source text T . For each k, we need to know the leftmost and
rightmost positions that it aligns to in the target T ′. For this purpose we can define the







The arrays L and R are each of length |T |, indexed by absolute corpus position. Each ar-
ray element contains the leftmost and rightmost extents of the source-to-target alignments
(in the target), respectively. Note that in order to save space, the values stored in the arrays
are sentence-relative positions (e.g., token count from the beginning of each sentence), so
that we only need one byte per array entry. Thus, i′ and j′ are sentence-relative positions
(in the target).
Similarly, for the back-projection, we use two arrays L′ and R′ on the target side
(length |T ′|) to keep track of the leftmost and rightmost positions that k′ in the target
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The arrays L′ and R′ are indexed by absolute corpus positions, but their contents are
sentence relative positions (on the source side). To index the arrays L′ and R′, we also
need to obtain the corresponding target sentence start position s′. Note that the back-
projected span [i′′, j′′] may or may not be the same as the original span [i, j]. In fact, this
is exactly what we must check for to ensure a consistent alignment.
The suffix array gives us i, which is an absolute corpus position, but we need to
know the sentence-relative position, since the spans computed by R,L,R′, L′ are all sen-
tence relative. To solve this, we introduce an array P (length |T |) that gives the relative
sentence position of each source word.
We then pack the three source side arrays (R, L, and P ) into a single RLP array
of 32-bit integers (note that we are actually wasting one byte per array element). Finally,
since the end-of-sentence special token is not used in any of R, L, or P , its position in
RLP can be used to store an index to the start of the corresponding target sentence in
the target array T ′. Now, given a source phrase spanning [i, j] (recall, these are absolute
corpus positions), our phrase extraction algorithm is as follows:
where s is the source sentence start position of a given source phrase and s′ is the target
sentence start position. If the back-projected spans match the original spans, the phrase
pair T [i, j] and T ′[s′ + i′, s′ + j′] is extracted.
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Algorithm 9: Efficient Phrase Extraction Algorithm
1: for each source span [i, j] do
2: Compute [i′, j′]
3: s := i− P [i]− 1
4: s′ := RLP [s]
5: i′′ := mink′∈[s′+i′,s′+j′] L
′(k′)
6: j′′ := maxk′∈[s′+i′,s′+j′]R
′(k′)
7: If i− s = i′′ and j − s = j′′ then
8: Extract T [i, j] with T ′[s′ + i′, s′ + j′]
9: end for
In total, the data structures RLP , R′, and L′ require 4|T |+ 2|T ′| bytes. Not only is
this phrase extraction algorithm fast—requiring only a few indirect array references—the
space requirements for the auxiliary data structures are quite modest.
Given sufficient resources, we would ideally parallelize the phrase table creation
process for each occurrence of the matched source substring. However, the typical num-
ber of source substring matches for an input sentence is even larger than the number of
threads available on GPUs, so this strategy does not make sense due to context switch-
ing overhead. Instead, GPU thread blocks (groups of 512 threads) are used to process
each source substring. This means that for substrings with large numbers of matches,
one thread in the GPU block would process multiple occurrences. This strategy is widely
used, and according to GPU programming best practices from NVIDIA, allocating more
work to a single thread maintains high GPU utilization and reduces the cost of context
switches.
7.4.4 Computing Every Feature
Finally, we arrive at line 7 in Algorithm 8, where we must compute feature values
for each extracted phrase pair. Following the implementation of grammar extraction used
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in cdec [88], we compute several widely-used features:
1. Pair count feature, c(e, f).
2. The joint probability of all target-to-source phrase translation probabilities, p(e|f)
= c(e, f)/c(f), where e is target phrase, f is the source phrase.
3. The logarithm of the target-to-source lexical weighting feature.
4. The logarithm of the source-to-target lexical weighting feature.
5. The coherence probability, defined as the ratio between the number of successful
extractions of a source phrase to the total count of the source phrase in the suffix
array.
The output of our phrase extraction is a large collection of phrase pairs. To extract
the above features, aggregate statistics need to be computed over phrase pairs. To make
the solution both compact and efficient, we first sort the unordered collection of phrases
from the GPU into an array, then the aggregate statistics can be obtained in a single pass
over the array, since identical phrase pairs are now grouped together.
7.4.5 Experimental Setup
We follow the same experimental setup in Section 7.3.3, where we use Xinhua
data (around one million sentences) and Xinhua+UN data (around four million sentences)
as the parallel corpus, and NIST 2002–2006 data as the input query set for evaluation.
We also use NVIDIA’s Tesla C2050 GPU and 3.33 GHz dual-core Intel Xeon X5260
processor. Our baseline is the same CPU-based grammar extractor (written primarily
in C) from the cdec machine translation system [37] and we run the CPU baseline in a
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Input Sentences 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 16,000
Number of Words 57,868 117,854 161,883 214,246 428,492
Xinhua + UN
With Sampling (s300)
GPU (words/second) 2021 2558 2933 3439 6737
CPU (words/second) 157
Speedup 13× 16× 19× 22× 43×
No Sampling (s∞)
GPU (words/second) 500.5 770.1 984.6 1243.8 2472.3
CPU (words/second) 0.23
Speedup 2194× 3375× 4315× 5451× 10836×
Table 7.3: Comparing the GPU and CPU implementations for phrase extraction on two
different corpora. Throughput is measured in words per second under different test set
sizes; the 95% confidence intervals across five trials are given in parentheses, along with
relative speedups comparing the two implementations.
single thread. Please refer to Section 7.3.3 for more experimental setup details. Unlike
Section 7.3.3, we did not run tests on 32,000 sentences due to the GPU memory limitation.
We timed our GPU implementation as follows: from the loading of query sentences,
extractions of substrings and grammar rules, until all grammars for all sentences are gen-
erated in memory. Timing does not include offline preparations such as the construction
of the suffix array on source texts and the I/O costs for writing the per-sentence grammar
files to disk. This timing procedure is exactly the same for the CPU baseline. We are
confident that our results represent a fair comparison between the GPU and CPU.
7.4.6 Results
Table 7.8 shows performance results comparing our GPU implementation against
the reference CPU implementation for phrase extraction. In one experimental condition,
the sampling parameter for frequently-matching phrases is set to 300, per [88], denoted
s300. The experimental condition without sampling is denoted s∞. Following standard
settings, the maximum length of the source phrase is set to 5 and the maximum length of
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the target phrase is set to 15 (same for both GPU and CPU implementations). The table
is divided into two sections: the top shows results on the Xinhua data, and the bottom on
Xinhua + UN data. Columns report results for different numbers of input sentences. Per-
formance is reported in terms of throughput: the number of processed words per second on
average (i.e., total time divided by the batch size in words). The results are averaged over
five trials, with 95% confidence intervals shown in parentheses. Note that as the batch
size increases, we achieve higher throughput on the GPU since we are better saturating
its full processing power. In contrast, performance is constant on the CPU regardless of
the number of sentences processed.
The CPU throughput on the Xinhua data is 1.13 words per second without sam-
pling and 200 words per second with sampling. On 16,000 test sentences, we have mostly
saturated the GPU’s processing power, and observe a 7217× speedup over the CPU im-
plementation without sampling and 62× speedup with sampling. On the larger (Xinhua
+ UN) corpus, we observe 43× and 10836× speedup with sampling and no sampling,
respectively.
Interestingly, a run without sampling on the GPU is still substantially faster than a
run with sampling on the CPU. On the Xinhua corpus, we observe speedups ranging from
nine times to forty times, as shown in Table 7.4. Without sampling, we are able to extract
up to twice as many phrases.
In previous CPU implementations of on-the-fly phrase extraction, restrictions were
placed on the maximum length of the source and target phrases due to computational
constraints (in addition to sampling). Given the massive parallelism afforded by the GPU,
might we be able to lift these restrictions and construct the complete phrase table? To
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# Sent. 2000 4000 6000 8000 16000
Speedup 9.6× 14.3× 17.5× 20.9× 40.9×
Phrases 2.1× 1.8× 1.7× 1.6× 1.6×
Table 7.4: Comparing no sampling on the GPU with sampling on the CPU in terms of
performance improvements (GPU over CPU) and increases in the number of phrase pairs
extracted (GPU over CPU).
answer this question, we performed an experiment without sampling and without any
restrictions on the length of the extracted phrases. The complete phrase table contained
about 0.5% more distinct pairs, with negligible impact on performance.
When considering these results, an astute reader might note that we are comparing
performance of a single-threaded implementation with a fully-saturated GPU. To address
this concern, we conducted an experiment using a multi-threaded version of the CPU
reference implementation to take full advantage of multiple cores on the CPU (by spec-
ifying the -j option in cdec); we experimented with up to four threads to fully saturate
the dual-core CPU. In terms of throughput, the CPU implementation scales linearly, i.e.,
running on four threads achieves roughly 4× throughput. Note that the CPU and GPU
implementations take advantage of parallelism in completely different ways: cdec can be
characterized as embarrassingly parallel, with different threads processing each complete
sentence in isolation, whereas our GPU implementation achieves intra-sentential paral-
lelism by exploiting many threads to concurrently process each sentence. In terms of
absolute performance figures, even with the 4× throughput improvement from fully sat-
urating the CPU, our GPU implementation remains faster by a wide margin. Note that
neither our GPU nor CPU represents state-of-the-art hardware, and we would expect the
performance advantage of GPUs to be even greater with latest generation hardware, since
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Table 7.5: End-to-end machine translation performance: time to process the NIST05 test
set in seconds, broken down in terms of the three processing stages.
the number of available threads on a GPU is increasing faster than the number of threads
available on a CPU.
Since phrase extraction is only one part of an end-to-end machine translation sys-
tem, it makes sense to examine the overall performance of the entire translation pipeline.
For this experiment, we used our GPU implementation for phrase extraction, serialized
the grammar files to disk, and used cdec for decoding (on the CPU). The comparison
condition used cdec for all three stages. We used standard phrase length constraints (5 on
source side, 15 on target side) with sampling of frequent phrases. Finally, we replicated
the data conditions in [88], where our source corpora was the Xinhua data set and our
development/test sets were the NIST03/NIST05 data; the NIST05 test set contains 1,082
sentences.
Performance results for end-to-end translation are shown in Table 7.5, broken down
in terms of total amount of time for each of the processing stages for the entire test set
under different conditions. In the decoding stage, we varied the number of CPU threads
(note here we do not observe linear speedup). In terms of end-to-end results, complete
translation of the test set takes 41 seconds with the GPU for phrase extraction and CPU for
decoding, compared to 196 seconds using the CPU for both (with four decoding threads
in both cases). This represents a speedup of 4.8×, which suggests that even selective
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optimizations of individual components in the SMT pipeline using GPUs can make a
substantial difference in overall performance.
In next section, we show details of our work on gappy pattern matching for hier-
archical phrase-based machine translation on GPUs, which is an extension of contiguous
pattern matching for phrase-based SMT as described in this section.
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7.5 Gappy Pattern Matching for Hierarchical Phrase-Based SMT
Our previous sections demonstrated orders of magnitude speedup in contiguous
pattern matching and extraction for phrase-based SMT models. However, some popular
hierarchical phrase-based SMT models use “gappy” phrases [25, 46, 125], and the algo-
rithm of our previous work does not work for these models. We therefore need pattern
matching and phrase extraction that is able to handle variable-length gaps [87].
In this section we present a novel GPU algorithm for on-demand extraction of hier-
archical translation models based on matching and extracting gappy phrases. Our exper-
iments examine both grammar extraction and end-to-end translation, comparing quality,
speed, and memory use.
We then compare against the GPU system for our own previous GPU work on
phrase-based translation and cdec (a state-of-the-art CPU system for hierarchical trans-
lation [37]). Our system outperforms the former on translation quality by 2.3 BLEU
(replicating previously-known results) and outperforms the latter on speed, improving
grammar extraction throughput by at least an order of magnitude on large batches of sen-
tences while maintaining the same level of translation quality. Our contribution is to show,
complete with an open-source implementation, how GPUs can vastly increase the speed
of hierarchical grammar extraction, particularly for high-throughput SMT applications.
Our pattern matching algorithm is organized around two general design principles:
brute force scans and fine-grained parallelism. Brute force array scans avoid warp diver-
gence since they access data in regular patterns. Rather than parallelize larger algorithms
that use these scans as subroutines, we parallelize the scans themselves in a fine-grained
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manner to obtain high throughput.
The relatively small size of the GPU memory also affects design decisions. Data
transfer between the GPU and the CPU has high latency, so we want to avoid shuffling
data as much as possible. To accomplish this, we must fit all our data structures into
the 5 GB memory available on our particular GPU. As we will show, this requires some
tradeoffs in addition to careful design of algorithms and associated data structures.






















ST [i] suffix ST [i]: T [ST [i]]...T [|T |]
5 and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
14 and it takes him off # $
4 him and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
17 him off # $
12 him on and it takes him off # $
8 him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
2 it makes him and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
6 it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
10 it sets him on and it takes him off # $
15 it takes him off # $
3 makes him and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
7 mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
18 off # $
13 on and it takes him off # $
11 sets him on and it takes him off # $
16 takes him off # $
1 # it makes him and it mars him # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
9 # it sets him on and it takes him off # $
19 # $
20 $
Figure 7.5: Example text T and suffix array ST with corresponding suffixes.
Line 3 of Algorithm 7 searches T for all occurrences of all phrases in Q. We call
each phrase a pattern, and our goal is to find all phrases of T that match each pattern, i.e.,
the problem of pattern matching. Our hierarchical translation model permits phrases with
at most two gaps, so Q is a source of O(|Q|6) patterns, since there are up to six possible
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subphrase boundaries: ?uv, uv?, u ? v, u ? v?, ?u ? v and u ? v ? w.
Passes 1-2: Finding contiguous patterns
To find contiguous phrases (patterns without gaps), we use the algorithm as described
previously in Section 7.3. It requires a suffix array [92] computed from T .
Previously in Section 2.4.2 we have introduced the concept of suffix array. We show
the same suffix array example here for easier illustration in Figure 7.5, which indexes two
sentences: it makes him and it mars him, and it sets him on and it takes him off. Let |T |
denote the total number of tokens of the sentences, the ith suffix of a 1-indexed text T is
the substring T [i]...T [|T |] starting at position i and continuing to the end of T . The suffix
array ST is a permutation of the integers 1, ..., |T | ordered by a lexicographic sort of the
corresponding suffixes. Please refer to Section 2.4.2 for more details on this suffix array
example.
Given ST , finding a pattern P is simply a matter of binary search for the pair of
integers (`, h) such that for all i from ` to h, P is a prefix of the ST [i]th suffix of T . Thus,
each integer ST [i] identifies a unique match of P . Therefore in our example of Figure 7.5,
the pattern it returns (7, 10), corresponding to matches at positions 2, 6, 10, and 15; while
him and it returns (3, 3), corresponding to a match at position 4. A longest common prefix
(LCP) array enables us to find h or ` in O(|Q|+ log |T |) comparisons [92].
Every substring of Q is a contiguous pattern, but if we searched T for all of them,
most searches would fail, wasting computation. Instead, our work previously described
in Section 7.4 use two passes. The first computes, concurrently for every position i in
1, ..., |Q|, the endpoint j of the longest substring Q[i]...Q[j] that appears in T . It also
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computes the suffix array range of the one-word substring Q[i]. Taking this range as
input, for all k from i to j the second pass concurrently queries T for pattern Q[i]...Q[k].
This pass uses two concurrent threads per pattern—one to find the lowest index of the
suffix array range, and one to find the highest index.
Passes 3-4: Finding one-gap patterns (New)2
Passes 1 and 2 find contiguous phrases, but we must also find phrases that contain gaps.
We use the special symbol ? to denote a variable-length gap. The set of one-gap patterns
in Q thus consists of Q[i]...Q[j]?Q[i′]...Q[j′] for all i, j, i′, and j′ such that i ≤ j < i′−1
and i′ ≤ j′. When the position in Q is not important we use strings u, v, and w to denote
contiguous patterns; for example, u ? v denotes an arbitrary one-gap pattern. We call
the contiguous strings u and v of u ? v its subpatterns, e.g., it ? him is a pattern with
subpatterns it and him.
When we search for a gappy pattern, ? can match any non-empty substring of T that
does not contain $ or #. Such a match may not be uniquely identified by the index of its
first word, so we specify it with a tuple of indices, one for the match of each subpattern.
Pattern it ? him has six matches in T : (2, 4), (2, 8), (6, 8), (10, 12), (10, 17), and (15, 17).
Passes 3 and 4 search T for all one-gap patterns using the novel GPU algorithm described
below.
A pattern u ? v cannot match in T unless both u and v match in T , so we use
the output of pass 1, which returns all (i, j) pairs such that Q[i]...Q[j] matches in T .
Concurrently for every such i and j, pass 3 enumerates all i′ and j′ such that j < i′ − 1
2Note the word “(New)” in the title means the passes are unique for gappy pattern matching work in this
section, and are not used previously in Section 7.4.
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and Q[i′]...Q[j′] matches in T , returning each pattern Q[i]...Q[j] ? Q[i′]...Q[j′]. Pass 3
then sorts and deduplicates the combined results of all threads to obtain a set of unique
patterns. These operations are carried out on the GPU using the algorithms of [66].
Pass 4 searches for matches of each pattern identified by pass 3. We first illustrate
with it ? him. Pass 2 associates it with suffix array range (7, 10). A linear scan of ST in
this range reveals that it matches at positions 2, 6, 10, and 15 in T . Likewise, him maps
to range (3, 6) of ST and matches at 4, 17, 12, and 8 in T . Concurrently for each match
of the less frequent subpattern, we scan T to find matches of the other subpattern until
reaching a sentence boundary or the maximum phrase length, an idea we borrow from the
CPU implementation of [9]. In our example, both it and him occur an equal number of
times, so we arbitrarily choose one—suppose we choose it. We assign each of positions
2, 6, 10, and 15 to a separate thread. The thread assigned position 2 scans T for matches
of him until the end of sentence at position 9, finding matches (2, 4) and (2, 8).
As a second example, consider it ? and. In this case, it has four matches, but and
only two. So, we need only two threads, each scanning backwards from matches of and.
Since most patterns are infrequent, allocating threads this way minimizes work. However,
very large corpora contain one-gap patterns for which both subpatterns are frequent. We
simply precompute all matches for these patterns and retrieve them at runtime, as in [87].
This precomputation is performed once given T and therefore it is a one-time cost.
Materializing every match of u ? v would consume substantial memory, so we only
emit those for which a translation of the substring matching ? is extractable using the
check in Sec. 7.5.2. The success of this check is a prerequisite for extracting the transla-
tion of u ? v or any pattern containing it, so pruning in this way conserves GPU memory
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without affecting the final grammar.
Passes 5-7: Finding two-gap patterns (New)
We next find all patterns with two gaps of the form u ? v ? w. The search is similar to
passes 3 and 4. In pass 5, concurrently for every pattern u ? v matched in pass 4, we
enumerate the pattern u ? v ? w for every w such that u ? v ? w is a pattern in Q and w
matched in pass 1. In pass 6, concurrently for every match (i, j) of u?v for every u?v?w
enumerated in pass 5, we scan T from position j+ |v|+1 for matches of w until we reach
the end of sentence. As with the one-gap patterns, we apply the extraction check on the
second ? of the two-gap patterns u ? v ? w to avoid needlessly materializing matches that
will not yield translations.
7.5.2 Extracting Every Gappy Target Phrase
In line 5 of Algorithm 7 we must extract the aligned translation of every match of
every pattern found in T . Efficiency is crucial since some patterns may occur hundreds
of thousands of times.
We extract translations from word alignments using the consistency check of Och
et al. [99]. A pair of substrings is consistent only if no word in either substring is aligned
to any word outside the pair. For example, in Figure 7.6 the pair (it sets him on, los excita)
is consistent. The pair (him on and, los excita y) is not, because excita also aligns to the
words it sets. Only consistent pairs can be translations of each other in our model.
Given a specific source substring, our algorithm asks: is it part of a consistent pair?















it 10 2 2 1
sets 11 2 2 2
him 12 1 1 3
on 13 2 2 4
and 14 3 3 5
it 15 5 5 6
takes 16 5 5 7
him 17 4 4 8
off 18 5 5 9
8 9 10 11 12
L′ 3 1 5 8 6
R′ 3 4 5 8 9
Figure 7.6: An example alignment and the corresponding L, R, P , L′ and R′ arrays.
in the substring align. We then compute the minimum substring to which all words of this
candidate translation align. If this substring matches the input, the candidate translation is
returned; otherwise, extraction fails. For example, it sets him on in range (10, 13) aligns
to los excita in range (8, 9), which aligns back to (10, 13). So this is a consistent pair.
However, him on and in range (12, 14) aligns to los excita y in range (8, 10), which aligns
back to it sets him on and at (10, 14). So him on and is not part of a consistent pair and
has no extractable translation.
To extract gappy translation units, we subtract consistent pairs from other consistent
pairs [25]. For example, (him, los) is a consistent pair. Subtracting it from (it sets him on,
los excita) yields the translation unit (it sets ? on, ? excita).
Our basic building block is the EXTRACT function previously described in Sec-
tion 7.4.3, which performs the above check using byte arrays denoted L, R, P , L′, and R′
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(Figure 7.6) to identify extractable target phrases in target text T ′. When T [i] is a word,
L[i] and R[i] store the sentence-relative positions of the leftmost and rightmost words it
aligns to in T ′, and P [i] stores T [i]’s sentence-relative position. When T [i] is a sentence
boundary, the concatenation of bytes L[i],R[i], and P [i], denoted LRP [i], stores the posi-
tion of the corresponding sentence in T ′. Bytes L′[i′] and R′[i′] store the sentence-relative
positions of the leftmost and rightmost words T ′[i′] aligns to.
We first calculate the start position p of the source sentence containing T [i]...T [j],
and the start position p′ of the corresponding target sentence:
p = i− P [i]
p′ = LRP [p]
We then find target indices i′ and j′ for the candidate translation T ′[i′]...T ′[j′]:
i′ = p′ + min
k∈i,...,j
L[k]
j′ = p′ + max
k∈i,...,j
R[k]
We can similarly find the translation T [i′′]...T [j′′] of T ′[i′]...T ′[j′]:
i′′ = p+ min
k′∈i′,...,j′
L′[k′]
j′′ = p+ max
k′∈i′,...,j′
R′[k′]
If i = i′′ and j = j′′, EXTRACT(i, j) returns (i′, j′), the position of T [i]...T [j]’s trans-
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1: k ← i
2: while T [k − 1] 6= # do
3: k ← k − 1
4: if EXTRACT(k, i+ |u| − 1) succeeds then
5: (i′, j′)← EXTRACT(k, i+ |u| − 1)
6: if EXTRACT(k, i− 1) succeeds then
7: (p′, q′)← EXTRACT(k, i− 1)




12: if T [k − 1] = # then
13: return failure
14: end if
lation. Otherwise the function signals that there is no extractable translation. Given this
function, extraction proceeds in three passes.
Pass 8: Extracting contiguous patterns
Each match of pattern u is assigned to a concurrent thread. The thread receiving the match
at position i returns the pair consisting of u and its translation according to EXTRACT(i, i+
|u| − 1), if any. It also returns translations for patterns in which u is the only contiguous
subpattern: ? u, u ?, and ? u ?. We extract translations for these patterns even if u has
no translation itself. To see why, suppose that we reverse the translation direction of our
example. In Figure 7.6, excita is not part of a consistent pair, but both ? excita and ?
excita ? are.
Consider ? u. Since ? matches any substring in T without boundary symbols, the
leftmost position of ? u is not fixed. So, we seek the smallest match with an extractable
translation, returning its translation with the following algorithm.
The case of u ? is symmetric.
We extend this algorithm to handle ? u ?. The extension considers increasingly
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distant pairs (k, `) for which ? u ? matches T [k]...T [`], until it either finds an extractable
translation, or it encounters both sentence boundaries and fails.
Pass 9: Extracting one-gap patterns (New)
In this pass, each match of pattern u ? v is assigned to a thread. The thread receiving
match (i, j) attempts to assign i′, j′, p′ and q′ as follows.
(i′, j′) = EXTRACT(i, j + |v| − 1)
(p′, q′) = EXTRACT(i+ |u|, j − 1)
If both calls succeed, we subtract to obtain the translation T ′[i′]...T ′[p′] ? T ′[q′]...T ′[j′].
We extract translations for ? u ? v and u ? v ?, using the same algorithm as in pass 7.
Pass 10: Extracting two-gap patterns (New)
In this pass, we extract a translation for each match of u ? v ? w concurrently, using
a straightforward extension of the subtraction algorithm in pass 8. Since we only need
patterns with up to two gaps, we do not consider other patterns.
To optimize GPU performance, for the passes above, we assign all matches of a gappy
pattern to the same thread block. This allows threads in the same thread block to share
the same data during initialization, therefore improving memory access coherence.
7.5.3 Computing Every Feature
Our feature computation follows Section 7.5.3. Though differences remain, for ex-
ample, we use log operation to compute most feature values. We use α and β to denote
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arbitrary strings of words and ? symbols, and our input is a multiset of (α, β) pairs col-
lected by passes 7-9, which we denote by Π. We compute the following features for each
unique (α, β) pair.
Log-count features. We need two aggregate statistics: The count of (α, β) in Π, and
the count of all pairs in Π for which α is the source pattern. We then compute the two
features as log(1 + count(α, β)) and log(1 + count(α)). Unlike Section 7.5.3 we do not
use count(α).
Translation log-probability. Given the aggregate counts above, this feature is log count(α,β)count(α) .
Singleton indicators. We compute two features, to indicate whether (α, β) occurs only
once, i.e., count(α, β) = 1, and whether α occurs only once, i.e., count(α) = 1. We do
not use this feature previously in Section 7.5.3.
Lexical weight. Consider word pairs a, b with a ∈ α, b ∈ β, and neither a nor b are ?.
Given a global word translation probability table p(a|b), which is externally computed
from the word alignments directly, the feature is
∑
a∈α maxb∈β log p(a|b). This feature is
similar as the ones in Section 7.5.3.
Since Π is the result of parallel computation, we must sort it. We can then compute ag-
gregate statistics by keeping running totals in a scan of the sorted multiset. With many
instantiated patterns, we would quickly exhaust GPU memory, so this sort is performed
on the CPU. We compute the log-count features, translation log-probability, and singleton
indicators this way. However, the lexical weight feature is a function only of the aligned
translation pair itself and corresponding word-level translation possibilities calculated ex-
ternally from word alignment. Thus, the computation of this feature can be parallelized
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on the GPU. So, we have multiple feature extraction passes based on the number of gaps:
Pass 11 (CPU): One-gap features (New).
Pass 12 (CPU): Two-gap features (New).
Pass 13 (CPU): Contiguous features.
Pass 14 (GPU): Lexical weight feature (New).
7.5.4 Sampling
In serial implementations of on-demand extraction, very frequent patterns are a ma-
jor computational bottleneck [20, 89]. Thus, for patterns occurring more than n times, for
some fixed n (typically between 100 and 1000), these implementations deterministically
sample n matches, and only extract translations of these matches. To compare with these
implementations, we also implement an optional sampling step. Though we use the same
sampling rate, the samples themselves are not the same, since our extraction checks in
passes 4 and 6 alter the set of matches that are actually enumerated, thus sampled from.
The CPU algorithms do not use this check.
7.5.5 Experimental Setup
We tested our algorithms in an end-to-end Chinese-English translation task using
data conditions similar to those of Lopez [89] and He et al. [58] as described previously
in Section 7.4. Our implementation of hierarchical grammar extraction on the GPU, as
detailed in the previous section, is written in C, using CUDA library v5.5 and GCC v4.8,
compiled with the -O3 optimization flag. Our code is open source and available for re-
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searchers to download and try out.3
Hardware. We used NVIDIA’s Tesla K20c GPU (Kepler Generation), which has 2496
CUDA cores and 5 GB memory, with a peak memory bandwidth of 208 GB/s. The server
hosting the GPU has two Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPUs, each with eight cores at 2.90 GHz
(a total of 16 physical cores; 32 logical cores with hyperthreading). Both were released
in 2012 and represent comparable generation hardware technology. All GPU and CPU
experiments were conducted on the same machine, which runs Red Hat Enterprise Linux
(RHEL) 6.
Training Data. As in Section 7.3.3, we use the same Xinhua data (around one million
sentences) and Xinhua+UN data (around four million sentences) as the training corpus.
Test Data. For performance evaluations, we ran tests on sentence batches of varying
sizes: 100, 500, 1k, 2k, 4k, 6k, 8k, 16k and 32k. As in Section 7.3.3, these sentences are
drawn from the NIST 2002–2008 MT evaluations (on average 27 words each). But unlike
Section 7.3.3, our test data is also from the Chinese side of the Hong Kong Parallel Text
(LDC2004T08) when the NIST data are smaller than the target batch size. Large batch
sizes are necessary to saturate the processing power of the GPU. The size of the complete
batch of 32k test sentences is 4892 KB.
Baselines. We compared our GPU implementation for on-demand extraction of hierar-
chical grammars against the corresponding CPU implementation by Lopez [88] found in
cdec [37], which is same as described in Section 7.3.3. We also compared our GPU al-
gorithms against Moses [77], representing a standard phrase-based SMT baseline. Phrase
tables generated by Moses are essentially the same as the GPU implementation of on-
3http://hohocode.github.io/cgx/
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demand extraction for phrase-based translation by our work [58] as described earlier in
Section 7.4.
7.5.6 Results
We show the speed performance of our hierarchical grammar extraction component
in following sections.
Results on Translation Quality
We first verified that our GPU implementation achieves the same translation quality
as the corresponding CPU baseline. This is accomplished by comparing system out-
put against the baseline systems, training on Xinhua, tuning on NIST03, and testing on
NIST05. In all cases, we used MIRA [26] to tune parameters. We ran experiments three
times and report the average as recommended by Clark et al. [28]. Hierarchical grammars
were extracted with sampling at a rate of 300; we also bound source patterns at a length
of 5 and matches at a length of 15. For Moses we used default parameters.
Our BLEU scores, shown in Table 7.6, replicate well-known results where hierar-
chical models outperform pure phrase-based models on this task. The difference in qual-
ity is partly because the phrase-based baseline system does not use lexicalized reordering,
which provides similar improvements to hierarchical translation [89]. Such lexicalized
reordering models cannot be produced by the GPU-based system in the previous section
of He et al. [58]. This establishes a clear translation quality improvement between our
work in this section and that of the previous section.
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System BLEU
Moses phrase-based baseline 31.11
Hierarchical with online CPU extraction 33.37
Hierarchical with online GPU extraction 33.46
Table 7.6: Comparison of translation quality. The hierarchical system is cdec. Online
CPU extraction is the baseline, part of the standard cdec package. Online GPU extraction
is this work.
We see that the BLEU score obtained by our GPU implementation of hierarchi-
cal grammar extraction is nearly identical to cdec’s, evidence that our implementation
is correct. The minor differences in score are due to non-determinism in tuning and the
difference in sampling algorithms (Sec. 7.5.4).
Results on Extraction Speed
Next, we focus on the performance of the hierarchical grammar extraction com-
ponent, comparing the CPU and GPU implementations. For both implementations, our
timings include preparation of queries, pattern matching, extraction, and feature compu-
tation. For the GPU implementation, we include the time required to move data to and
from the GPU. We do not include time for construction of static data structures (suffix
arrays and indexes) and initial loading of the parallel corpus with alignment data, as those
represent one-time costs. Note that the CPU implementation includes indexes for frequent
patterns in the form u ? v and u ? v ? w, while our GPU implementation indexes only the
former.
We compared performance varying the number of queries, and following Lopez
[88], we compared sampling at a rate of 300 against runs without sampling. Our primary
evaluation metric is throughput: the average number of processed words per second (i.e.,
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+Sampling −Sampling
threads X X+U X X+U
1 12.7 4.8 0.32 0.05
16 190.7 65.3 4.81 0.70
32 248.1 76.0 6.23 0.89
Table 7.7: CPU extraction performance (throughput in words/second) using different
numbers of threads under different data conditions (X: Xinhua, X+U: Xinhua+UN), with
and without sampling.
batch size in words divided by total time).
We first establish throughput baselines on the CPU, shown in Table 7.7. Experi-
ments used different numbers of threads under different data conditions (Xinhua or Xin-
hua + UN), with and without sampling. Our server has a total of 16 physical cores, but
supports 32 logical cores via hyperthreading. We obtained the CPU sampling results by
running cdec over 16k query sentences. For the non-sampling runs, since the throughput
is so low, we measured performance over 2.6k sentences for Xinhua and 500 sentences
for Xinhua + UN. We see that throughput scaling is slightly less than linear: with sam-
pling, using 16 threads increases throughput by 15× on the Xinhua data (compared to
a single thread) and 13.6× on Xinhua + UN data. Going from 16 to 32 threads further
increase throughput by 15%-30% and saturates the processing capacity of our server. The
32 thread condition provides a fair baseline for comparing the performance of the GPU
implementation.
Table 7.8 shows GPU hierarchical grammar extraction performance in terms of
throughput (words/second); these results are averaged over three trials. We varied the
number of query sentences, and in each case, also report the speedup with respect to the
CPU condition with 32 threads. GPU throughput increases with larger batch sizes be-
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Xinhua Throughput (words/s) 236 667 914 1356 1613 1794 2001 2793 3998
Speedup 1.0× 2.7× 3.7× 5.5× 6.5× 7.2× 8.1× 11.3× 16.1×
Xinhua+UN Throughput (words/s) 106 223 287 400 454 514 571 709 1016







Xinhua Throughput (words/s) 84 280 405 690 929 1200 1414 2135 3240
Speedup 13× 45× 65× 111× 149× 193× 227× 343× 520×
Xinhua+UN Throughput (words/s) 19 62 99 172 248 304 357 509 793
Speedup 22× 69× 112× 193× 279× 342× 401× 572× 891×
Table 7.8: GPU grammar extraction throughput (words/second) under different batch
sizes, data conditions, with and without sampling. Speedup is computed with respect to
the CPU baseline running on 32 threads.
cause we are increasingly able to saturate the GPU and take full advantage of the massive
parallelism it offers. We do not observe this effect on the CPU since we saturate the
processors early.
With a batch size of 100 sentences, the GPU is slightly slower than the 32-thread
CPU implementation on Xinhua and faster on Xinhua + UN, both with sampling. With-
out sampling, the GPU is already an order of magnitude faster at a batch size of 100
sentences. At a batch size of 500 sentences, the GPU implementation is substantially
faster than the 32-thread CPU version across all conditions. With the largest batch size
in our experiments of 32k sentences, the GPU is over an order of magnitude faster than
the fully-saturated CPU with sampling, and over two orders of magnitude faster with-
out sampling. Although previous work does not show decreased translation quality due
to sampling [20, 89], these results illustrate the raw computational potential of GPUs,
showing that we can eliminate heuristics that make CPU processing tractable. We believe
future work can exploit these untapped processing cycles to improve translation quality.
How does the GPU fare for translation tasks that demand low latency, such as
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+Sampling −Sampling
X X+U X X+U
GPU one-by-one 7.23 4.7 2.39 0.71
CPU single-thread 12.7 4.8 0.32 0.05
Table 7.9: Sentence-by-sentence GPU grammar extraction throughput (words/second) vs.
a single thread on the CPU (X: Xinhua, X+U: Xinhua + UN).
sentence-by-sentence translation on the web? To find out, we conducted experiments
where the sentences are fed, one by one, to the GPU grammar extraction algorithm. Re-
sults are shown in Table 7.9, with a comparison to a single-threaded CPU baseline. To be
consistent with the other results, we also measure speed in terms of throughput here. Note
that we are not aware of any freely available multi-threaded CPU algorithm to process an
individual sentence in parallel, so the single-thread CPU comparison is reasonable.4 We
observe that the GPU is slower only with sampling on the smaller Xinhua data. In all
other cases, sentence-by-sentence processing on the GPU achieves a similar level of per-
formance or is faster.
Next, we compare the performance of hierarchical grammar extraction to phrase-
based extraction on the GPU with sampling. We replicated the test data condition of [58]
so that our first 8k query sentences are the same as those used in their experiments. The re-
sults are shown in Table 7.10, where we report grammar extraction time for batches of dif-
ferent sizes; the bottom row shows the slowdown of the hierarchical vs. non-hierarchical
grammar conditions. This quantifies the performance penalty to achieve the translation
quality gains reported in Table 7.6. Hierarchical grammar extraction is about three times
slower, primarily due to the computational costs of the new passes.
4Parallel sub-sentential parsing has been known for many years [23] although we don’t know of an imple-
mentation in any major open-source MT systems.
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Queries 2k 4k 6k 8k
GPU PBMT 15s 25s 29s 33s
GPU Hiero 43s 73s 90s 107s
Slowdown 2.8× 2.9× 3.1× 3.2×
Table 7.10: Grammar extraction time comparing this work (GPU Hiero) and the work of
He et al. (2013) (GPU PBMT).
CPU GPU
PBMT 1.6 GB 2.3 GB
Hiero 1.9 GB 8.0 GB
Table 7.11: Memory consumption (CPU RAM) for different experimental conditions.
Another aspect of performance is memory footprint. We report the memory use
(CPU RAM) of all four conditions in Table 7.11. The values reported for the CPU im-
plementation use a single thread only. At runtime, our hierarchical GPU system exhibits
peak CPU memory use of 8 GB on the host machine. Most of this memory is consumed
by batching extracted phrases before scoring in passes 10 through 14. Since the phrase-
based GPU implementation processes far fewer phrases, the memory footprint is much
smaller. The CPU implementations process extracted phrases in small batches grouped
by source phrase, and thus exhibit less memory usage. However, these levels of memory
consumption are modest considering modern hardware. In all other respects, memory
usage is similar for all systems, since the suffix array and associated data structures are
all linear in the size of the indexed parallel text.
Results on Per-Pass Speed
To obtain a detailed picture of where the GPU speedups and bottlenecks are, we
collected per-pass timing statistics. Table 7.12 shows results for grammar extraction on
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6k queries using the Xinhua data with no sampling and default length constraints (passes
in gray occur on the GPU; all others on the CPU). These numbers explain the decreased
speed of hierarchical extraction compared to He et al. [58] as described earlier, with the
new passes (shown in italics) accounting for more than 75% of the total computation
time. However, even passes that are nominally the same actually require more time in the
hierarchical case: in extracting and scoring phrases associated with a contiguous pattern
u, we must now also extract and score patterns ? u, u ?, and ? u ?.
Interestingly, the CPU portions of our algorithm account for around half of the
total grammar extraction time. One way to interpret this observation is that the massive
parallelization provided by the GPU is so effective that we are bottlenecked by the CPU.
In our current design, the CPU portions are those that cannot be easily parallelized on the
GPU or those that require too much memory to fit on the GPU. The former is a possible
target for optimization in future work, though the latter will likely be solved by hardware
advances alone: for example, the Tesla K80 has 24 GB of memory.
Results on Translation Quality Improvement
Due to efficiency issues with cdec grammar extractor, users have to add grammar
rule length constraints, sampling, and search limits during the extraction process. Now
given a faster GPU-based grammar extractor, we would like to relax all the constraints and
investigate whether longer grammar rules would be beneficial for final translation quality
of the hierarchical SMT system. Therefore we conduct SMT experiments comparing
grammar rules with default length constraints as in cdec vs longer grammar rules from
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Pass Time %
Contig. pattern pass 1 0.03 0.02%
Contig. pattern pass 2 0.02 0.02%
One-gap pattern generation 1.14 0.86%
One-gap pattern matching 19.24 14.54%
Two-gap pattern generation 0.37 0.28%
Two-gap pattern matching 15.91 12.02%
Gappy pattern processing 1.21 0.91%
Contig. pattern extraction 13.94 10.53%
Two-gap pattern extraction 0.52 0.39%
One-gap pattern extraction 11.07 8.36%
One gap translation features 23.72 17.91%
Two gap translation features 30.90 23.34%
Contig. translation features 5.00 3.77%
Lexical weight feature 3.09 2.33%
Data transfer and control 6.23 4.71%
Total 132.39 100.0%
Table 7.12: Detailed timings (in seconds) for 6k queries. Passes in gray occur on the
GPU; all others on the CPU. Passes needed for hierarchical grammars are in italics.
our GPU grammar extractor.
We use the 2003 NIST SMT Chinese-to-English evaluation data (919 sentence
pairs) as the development set, and the 2002, 2005, 2006 and 2008 NIST SMT Chinese-
to-English evaluation data (878, 1,082, 616 and 1,357 sentence pairs, respectively) as the
test set. We use a reasonably competitive cdec system which already incorporates sparse
and syntax features. We explore longer grammar rules in the following four aspects:
1. We relax source side grammar pattern length restrictions, from default length 15 to
35.
2. We use non-sampling grammar rule extraction, instead of sampling with the default
value of 300.
3. We relax target side grammar rule searching span length from default value 15 to
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NIST02 NIST05 NIST06 NIST08
cdec+Default Grammar Rules 42.85 34.66 32.0 24.7
cdec+Longer Grammar Rules 43.57 35.28 32.79 25.39
BLEU Improvement +0.72 +0.62 +0.79 +0.69
Table 7.13: Translation quality comparison given longer grammar rules vs normal gram-
mar rules.
150.
4. We increase the number of symbols (terminal+non-terminal) in grammar patterns
from default value 5 to 7.
We show the NIST BLEU score differences in Table 7.13. We found that there
is a consistent BLEU score improvement around +0.7 when the longer grammar rules
are in use, this is in contradictory to what previous work have found. We hypothesis
the translation quality improvement is due to the fact a significantly larger number of
grammar rules is generated by our GPU extractor than ones of any previous work.
Results on End-to-end Speed
What is the benefit of using GPUs in an end-to-end translation task? Since we have
shown that both the CPU and GPU implementations achieve near-identical translation
quality, the difference lies in speed. But speed is difficult to measure fairly: translation
involves not only grammar extraction but also decoding and associated I/O. We have fo-
cused on grammar extraction on the GPU, but our research vision involves eventually
moving all components of the machine translation pipeline onto the GPU. The experi-
ments we describe below capture the performance advantages of our implementation that
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Table 7.14: Running times for an end-to-end translation pipeline over NIST03 test data.
Grammar extraction is either performed on the GPU or the CPU (32 threads); other stages
are the same for both conditions (decoding uses 32 threads).
are achievable today, using cdec for decoding (on the CPU, using 32 threads).
To measure end-to-end translation speed using pycdec, per-sentence grammars are
first extracted for a batch of sentences and written to disk, then read from disk during
decoding. Therefore, we report times separately for grammar extraction, disk I/O, and de-
coding (which includes time for reading the grammar files from disk back into memory).
Grammar extraction is either performed on the GPU or on the CPU (using 32 threads),
same as the experiments described in the previous section.
Results are shown in Table 7.14 using the Xinhua training data and NIST03 test
data (919 sentences, 27,045 words). All experiment settings are exactly the same as in the
previous section. We observe an end-to-end translation throughput of 262 words/second
with GPU grammar extraction and 156 words/second on the CPU (32 threads), for a
speedup of 1.68×.
Despite the speedup, we note that this experiment favors the CPU for several rea-
sons. First, the GPU is idle during decoding, but it could be used to process grammars for
a subsequent batch of sentences in a pipelined fashion. Second, NIST03 is a small batch
that doesn’t fully saturate the GPU—throughput keeps increasing by a large margin with
larger batch sizes (see results in Table 7.8). Third, in comparison to the 32-thread CPU
baseline, our GPU extraction only uses a single thread on the CPU, thus the CPU portion
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of the performance can be further improved, especially in the feature generation passes
(see Sec. 7.5.6).
Of course, the GPU/CPU combination requires a server equipped with a GPU, in-
curring additional hardware costs. We estimate that in Q4 2014 dollars, our base system
would cost roughly $7500 USD, and the GPU would cost another $2600 USD. However,
the server-grade GPU used in this work is not the only choice: a typical high-end con-
sumer GPU, such as the NVIDIA GTX Titan Black (around $1100), costs considerably
less but has even higher memory bandwidth and with similarly impressive floating point
performance. This price difference is due to extra functionalities (e.g., error-correcting
code memory) for specific applications (e.g., scientific computing), and is not directly
related to differences in raw computational power. This means that we could speed up
overall translation by 68% if we spend an additional 35% (server-grade GPU) or 15%
(consumer-grade GPU) on hardware. From an economic perspective, this is an attractive
proposition. Of course, the advantages of using GPUs for high-throughput translation go
up further with larger batch sizes.
Results on One-time Construction Costs
Construction of static data structures for on-demand grammar extraction is a one-
time cost given a corpus T . However, under a streaming scenario where we might receive
incremental changes to T as new training data become available, we need to update the
data structures appropriately.
Updating static data structures involves two costs: the suffix array with its LCP
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array and the precomputation indexes. We do not consider the alignment construction
cost as it is external to cdec (and is a necessary step for all implementations). For the
Xinhua data, building the suffix array using a single CPU thread takes 29.2 seconds and
building the precomputation indexes on the GPU takes 5.7 seconds. Compared to Table
7.12, these one-time costs represent approximately 27% of the GPU grammar extraction
time.
It is possible to lower the construction costs given recent advances. Levenberg et al.
[82] describe novel algorithms that allow efficient in-place updates of the suffix array
when new training data arrive. That work directly tackles on-demand SMT architectures
in the streaming data scenario. Alternatively, the speed of suffix array construction can
be improved by the CUDA Data Parallel Primitives Library,5 which provides sorting al-
gorithms to efficiently construct suffix arrays on the GPU. Minimizing data preparation
costs has not been a focus of this work, but we believe the massive parallelism from the
GPU represents promising future work.
7.6 Summary
In this chapter we present our novel massively parallel algorithms on GPUs for the
high performance cross-lingual pattern matching task. Our work consists of three major
components: the parallel phrase lookup with suffix array on GPUs; the contiguous pattern
matching and extraction for phrase-based SMT; and lastly the gappy pattern matching for
hierarchical translation grammars of SMT.
We focus on increasing the utilization of GPU’s raw processing power to improve
5http://cudpp.github.io/cudpp/2.2/
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the performance and developed algorithms with higher level of massive parallelism; we
also design our GPU algorithms with smaller memory footprint by using compact data
structure. Our GPU-based grammar extraction of SMT tool achieves orders of magnitude
efficiency improvement over previous state-of-the-art CPU baseline.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Work
Identifying similar pieces of texts remains one of the fundamental problems in com-
putational linguistics. In this dissertation, we focus on a variety of textual similarity tasks
that share common properties, including, paraphrase identification, answer selection for
question answering, cross-lingual and monolingual textual similarity measurement, pair-
wise learning to rank, insight extraction on biomedical literature and high-performance
textual similarity identification task, and present our efforts to address these tasks given
over 20 public benchmarks.
In contrast to the standard neural network choice of the Siamese architecture [19],
which utilizes single representation view and straightforward similarity comparison, we
develop novel interaction-based neural networks that encourage multi-perspective input
representation and closer input interactions, with which our multiple neural network mod-
els show highly competitive performance on most of the public benchmarks we used.
Our first multi-perspective convolutional neural networks (MPCNN) as introduced
in Chapter 3 uses a multiplicity of perspectives to process input sentences with multiple
parallel convolutional neural networks, extracts salient sentence-level features automati-
cally at multiple granularity with different types of pooling. Our novel structured simi-
larity layer encourages the input interaction modeling by comparing local regions of both
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sentence representations.
In addition, in Chapter 3.7 we provide an attention-based input interaction layer
on top of our MPCNN model. The input interaction layer models a closer relationship
of input words by converting two separate sentences into an inter-related sentence pair.
This layer utilizes the attention mechanism in an effective way without introducing extra
parameters and is another example of our interaction-based neural modeling.
In Chapter 4 we provide our pairwise word interaction model with very deep neural
networks (PWI). We directly encode input word interactions with novel pairwise word
interaction modeling and our similarity focus layer. The use of very deep architecture in
this model is also the first example to our best knowledge in the NLP domain for better
textual similarity modeling. Our pairwise word interaction model significantly outper-
forms the Siamese architecture and feature engineering approach on multiple tasks, and
is another example of our interaction-based neural modeling.
In Chapter 5 we focus on the question answering task with a pairwise ranking ap-
proach. Unlike traditional pointwise approach of the task, our pairwise ranking approach
uses Noise-Contrastive Estimation, focuses on modeling interactions between the pairs
and learns the relative order of the pairs to predict which answer is more relevant to
the question. This is also a direct extension which utilizes both our MPCNN and PWI
models. We demonstrate the high effectiveness of our interaction-based approach against
competitive pointwise baselines.
In Chapter 6 for insight extraction on biomedical literature task, we develop neural
networks with novel similarity modeling for better relation extraction, as we convert the
extraction task into a similarity measurement task. Our approach innovates in that it
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explicitly models the interactions among the trio: named entities, entity relations and
contexts, and then measures both relational and contextual similarity among them, finally
integrate both similarity evaluations into considerations for insight extraction. We also
build an end-to-end system to extract the insights, with human evaluations we show our
system is able to extract insights with high human acceptance accuracy.
Lastly in Chapter 7 we focus on the textual similarity identification task, and in-
troduce novel contiguous and approximate cross-lingual pattern matching algorithms on
GPUs that can run on GPUs efficiently for machine translation. In order to get high ef-
ficiency for the similarity identification task on GPUs, we show developing massively
parallel algorithms on GPUs is the most important approach to fully utilize GPU’s raw
processing power, and developing compact data structures on GPUs is also helpful to
lower GPU’s memory latency. As a result our massively parallel approach is orders of
magnitude faster than the previous state-of-the-art CPU baseline.
We finally discuss directions for future work. First of all, in order to achieve
improved performance, better modeling should be critical. Since we have shown the
interaction-based neural modeling can achieve competitive performance on textual sim-
ilarity measurement tasks, we believe one promising and very clear direction is toward
higher level of interaction-based modeling, e.g. finer-grained interactions should be mod-
eled in order to achieve further improvement. Interaction-based modeling essentially rep-
resents the prior knowledge injection process to better solve the textual similarity mea-
surement problems, and there are indeed many possibilities to model closer interactions
between inputs. And in the end different ways of interactions should definitely be closely
embedded as the core of deep neural network models, not as extra feature sets or auxiliary
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components.
Besides better modeling, the other interesting direction is the automatic loss learn-
ing or metric learning for better textual similarity measurement, as there is usually not a
clear borderline for the similarity as a concept, the loss function or metric learning does
not require much human annotation efforts, but learn the similarity meaning by itself.
Metric learning ultimately allows learning not just from human-annotated datasets but
also from things that exist already in nature. But doing so actually essentially mimics the
process of automatic annotated data collection but on the learning side, since high quality
annotated datasets could be very expensive to obtain.
Lastly, in terms of resources and to support open science, releasing source codes
of existing approaches is helpful for future research (e.g. our work1). Also, high quality
annotated datasets for textual similarity measurement still plays a major role in the area.
Collecting large amount of data and annotating them is labor intensive, but highly useful
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